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-· d:otCUlT DESCRIPl'IOtl CD-2119:,"!'02 
Issue 20B 

Dwg. ISS\,\e 50:S · 

l>ANEL SYSTEMS 
SUBSCRIBER SENDER CIRCUIT . 

3- 6 . 3-2 , OR 2 DIGIT NONCOIN 
ARRANGED WHEN REQUIRED FOR. 

FOOR CLASSES OF SERVICE 
FOR USE WITH SENDER SELECTORS 

AND DECODER CIRCUITS 

• · CHANGES . 

A • CHANGED .ANI) Al>DED FUNCTIONS 

.A.1 · . Crimping requirements on the ss2-p1 
sw:1. tcb are relJIOV~d to prevent a 

_ possible.false permanent·s1gnal when-DDD 1s 
· · ··.: provided. 

A.2 Wiring.is added (1) to pre;ent wrong 
PCI pulsing to a tandem ott:1.ce due to 

a sl1pp1ng (Rl) aw1tQh and. (2) to el1rn1nat_e 
stl.l.ck sender time outs <:>n 7-digit MF calls. 

.A.3 Wiring is added ~o provide· for pre-· 
. venting a possible obJectionable 

. crosst'ire · or the d1al tone when the sender 
is equipped with sendf:!X' recycle and the · 
sender recycle c1.rcu1ta are cabled in excess 
or 100 feet. 

D • DESCRIPTION OP CHANGES . . 

D .1". · Sheet . - 0201 

D.l.l "See Note 282 11 1.s added to existing 
Note 156~ 

l).],. .2. Options i'HM 11 and "HL!' are added to 
the "Options Used 11 table. . • · 

. . . . 

D. 4. 2 "See N.ote 287 '' is added to· F1gs. AP 
and AE~ 

D.4.3 Option ''ER" 18 added in Pigs. AP·· . 
. and AE for leads 11DTG" and. "DTGl 11 

which are shown as connecting to ~1g~ er, 
and sh.-0210 0 

. . 

i:>.4.4 The. ''B~" wiring provides tor pre-
venting a possible dial_ tone cross-- . .· . . 

fire when ~enders w1 th. recycle are remotel,y : ,_. · 
installed with respect to their sender · · 
recycle cirou1 ts.. , 

D.5 Sheet - 0205 

D.5.1 Note 283 is added to correct a .c.on ... • · <, 
. di t1on by applying ''HM'' option . ·> 

whereby a slipping (Rl) switch is prevented. ·. 
.from allow:!,.ng wrong PCI pulsing or el1m1..; 
nated rrom ca1,1sing stuck sender time 9uts 

. on 7-.d1gi t Mli' calls due to a race condi t1o.e .. 

D.5.2 Note 282 is. added to provide·ror . 
· · preventing a false pe:ruianent signal 

whep; DDD 18 .furnished ancl Fig. AN and "Y" 
Wiring 1s used crimping of · the sequen.ce 
·switch spring (SS2-Dl) shall not be re- . · 
quired. The ot-iginal cr1mping.requir~menta 
are covel'ed _by N~te 159. · · . . . · 

.• _-· D .1 .3 The wiring Option "CB 11 , as provided 
,:· . · • · ·• · ·• for by .Note 128, sh. -0201, is' rated 

D~6 Sheet~ 02o6 

D.6.l Note· 2,87 :is added and is concerned 
w1tn the dial tone cros&'.f1re pre::-

.•,. 

"t .. .-:· 
. ..,., .. 

.... :~, 

Mfr. Disc •. to agree with decoder test 1n
... fo?lma tion when panel aenders and decoders 
· .·. are equipped ror 6 digit translation sender 

_recycle. 

D.2 t Sheet • 0202 

D~2 • .l, Options 11HM" and "HL" and reference 
, . to Note 28:, are added to. the ma.in . 
"figure. · 

· · J;>.2.2 Application or "HMu w1r1n$ prevents 

. vention. · 

D. 7· Sheet - 0210 

0.7.1 Leads "DTG" and. 11DTGl 11 as covered by 
Option "ER" are added to F1g. CL and 

are shown as connecting to Figs. AE or AF. · •;• · 
on sheet-0204. · 

D.7.2 ~ reference to Note 287 is added to 
. . wrong PCI pulsing to tandem due · to . 

~
1
j_i~--~~~-·:tt::{~:i·:.:··._r; !eri~;~P~~:e <~;U ~:i;:~1:±i =~~i~~;s s!~~:~ 

'.'jt -~h;r;\ .. ,.. · call"'.l di.le to a race eond1-t1on. · · 

. · Fig. CL. 

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUtT .:·• . . .. 
.1.1 This circuit 1s for use in a panel : 

office in connection with decoder · 
circuits and ·a -noncoin district which se-· 

1,· 

. . f , . D., Sheet·• 02Q' 

D.,.l "See Nqte 282" 1s add.ed to the main 
figure at aequence switch (Dl). 

lects the·sender. · 

l.2 'this c'1rcuit may be arra,nged to 

·:- (?': .. 
D.4 Sheet-· 02:04 1 

D.4.l "See Note 282" 1s added t6 Fig. AN. 

. function with 2-d1git office cod,:s 
only, with 3-digit office codes only or 
wit4 2-d1git and 3-digit office codes. 

' 

Printed in U0 ·s.· A. 
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. 1.:, This circult ~Y be arranged to _pro-
vide •for compl~tion or 10 digit DDD 

or 7-d1g1t. MF calls v_ia the awtil1ary 
aende.r. , . 

1.4 · .This circuit may be arranged to 
•handle calls or;l.ginated from: 

(a) rotary.dial sets only or (b) touch7 
tone atid 1•otary dial seta or pushbutton 
sets. only. . · ., 

. I 

2 • WORKING LIMITS 

.·. 2.,1 The use of this circuit 1s limited, 
as to the external subscribers line 

o:r PBX trunk loop ~'Ii th which 1 t may be used, 
to the opera ting limits or relay L, .and is 

'limited o/ith regard to the external out
going trunks by the operating limits of the 
STP and TO relays·, . The operating limits of 
these relays are as follows: 

2.11 · Sub•.s Line and PBX Trunks-Dialing -· (L) Relay 

2,111 Rotar~ Dial Sets Only~ Option EA 

10 P.P~S. Dials 20 P.P.S~ Dials* 

'J.'Yfe Of 
(L): Rel_;,, · 

,Max.' ext. 
ckt~ loop res. 

Subs· •. Lines 
(including cpin 
& 2 party M.R~) 

L·:Rel. 

· Short 
Range 

239 or 
280·Rel. 
Long 
Range 

1,500ro · 

P.B.X. Ext. Line:;i 

L Hel. 239 or 
280Rel. 

Short Long 
Range Range 

1,000@ 11500w 

. Operator 1s Trunks 

L Rel •. 239 or 
280 Rel. 

Short·· Long 
Range Range 

1,500o., 
· Min. ins·. res • 

Allowable rated 
bridged capacity 

. Ma~ •. tr!<. 901,1-

1,000(o 
· 10,000'.l> . l O )OOQcJ> 10,oooro 10,00C<,n 15,000.0 15,000.0 

4 M.F. ·. 2· M.F.++ 3 M.F. } M,F. None None 

, duc·tor res ; · 350co 1,400:.o 

*No capacity other than capacity of. line or trunk loop . 
· shall be bridged across _the dial contacts .• 

. ++With .4 M.F. bridged cap., dial e,peeds should be main"'. 
· ta1ned at 8 to 11 P.P.S. otherwise 7 to 15 P.P.S. 

' With the touch-tone feature provided, 
Opt1on•EB, instead of the (L) relay 1n this 
circuit, the'PBconverter (L) relay operates 

· over. the· subscriber •s tip and ring to either. 
'the touch-tone or rotary dial set. See 
Cb-2197~•01 'for working limits. 

2. J,2 ** (STP) Relay 207A or· 268A . 

Max •. ext. ckt. loop . 
res. 

Voltage limits 1n 
· district, ·office, 

incoming and . 
final selectors· 

Minimum insulation· 
.resistance 

},3}0 Ohms 

45•50 volts 

;o,ooo ohms 

**For all fundamental selections 
trunk conductor resistanc.e plus any com
pensatirig res~stance in the cUstant panel 

Page 2 

selector 1circu1't shall· be compensated in 
the sender to maintain a minimum pulsing 
loop resistance of 1200 ohms when an (L) re-

. lay of 650 ohmsor .less is .used and to mini
mum 900 ohms when an (L) relay or 900 ohms 
or more is used. When. working with crossba.t' 
terminating or tandem sender the trunk 

'resii;;tance shall· be compensated to a mini
mun of 900 ohms. The trunk :res;t.atance shall 

, not exceed 2900 ohms or 32 miles. of cable. 

. 2 .1:, (TG) Relay B42l 

OFFICE 'J.'ES:t' 

Max. ext. ckt. loop 
res. 

Min. voltage 

Min. insulation 
x•es, 

45 volts 

;30,000 ohmii 

._.,/ 

.. 

.. 

i- ·: . 
1 . 
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TRUNK.TEST 

_- class ot Cal~. 

'FuH Selector 
· . Operator & 
. C .::t •· 

Min. 
Trunk 

· · : Voltage 

., 
.. \:.·. 

45 
20 
2i 
40 
45_ 

Max... Ext. Ckt. · 
•Loop Res. ,· 

12,780 Ohm$ 
1:,,180-oruns 
1}1 180 ohms . 
25,.820 ohms· 
28,.720 ohms 

Min. .Ilisula ti~~ i 
Res. · · 

· -,o,.ooo· ohms. 
30,. 000 ohms .. 
;o, ooo oi.:.mai 

,;o,.ooo o~S::; 
. ;:50" 000 ·_ oruqj,;, 

:Trunk loops: on C0I. ·and P.S. class calls aha.ii be compensated. to .a m1nim1,1111 at 900 ·ohms~ 

. 2 .2 : ·The o'perat~ng limits or· the {MTG) and , 
• · . (OF) relays · in ccinnecti_on w1 th out• · 

· .. so1ng ~runks are as follows: · 

2.21 (MTG):Rela7 Bl67 

Max~. external·· circuit·_ . 
· loop . res 1a tance (operate ) 
Min •. voltage (operate) . 

2:,5o•ohms· 
45volts, 

Min. external circuit loop 
. resistance (ncmoperate) 1805 ohms 
Max. yol tage ( nonopera te} · 26 vol ts 

.For all fundamental l3ele.ct1ons, trunk . 
loop shall be compensated to a. m:1:nimum or 

. 900 ohms. . · .. - · · • . 

2.22 (OF) Relay 2}lGA. or 239FU or 2800 

:Max. external circuit 
loop rest. 4;v min. 

':_ 20V . II 

Min. ir,1lat1on · 
resistiince 

2. 2:, .( TDS) Relay. Hl.20 · 
Max. external circuit 
·1oop resistance 
Min. 1nsula·tior,i 

res1stam.re 

; ~ · FUNCTIONS 

'3}0 OhJn8 
(F.S. class) 
3700 ohms· 
{CI) 

:,0000·0.hms 

... 

1500 ohnis •-
10000 ohms.: 

· .. _: . . . . ' 

This .sendel" ·1s arranged . to work w1 th .· 
nonco1n subscriber's llnes.· It is selected 
PY a district selector circuit. upon the · 
orig1na tion of a. call. The functions are. 
as follows: · · · · 

3.lOi To control the. hunting lead to . _ 
district selectors.to prevent being 

seized bJ a district selec·tol' (a) while · 
.the sender is busi·coinplet1ng a connectiOJh 
or (b) w)lile it· ,ls .made busy at the sender 
make busy frame, or ( c) while a ~en<ler · 
·monitor's cord 11!J in ·the priming Jack, o.r 
( d) _while the sete·et1on sw1 tch or the RCI 

· switch, is . Off norma:i, or { e) while the 
sende~ ·frame driving motor 1s stopped. 

;,·.102 When bll&y untter any o·t the cop'Cl1t1ons 
· · (a) to (.e) ,above, to ground a lead 

. ·1._. . . 

.,· .-, ·-'f· 

which may be _connected to. a aen~er· holding 
time recorder. . · · . ' 

}.103 To control a circuit· tor ·opex-ating-,a-, 
. ,reg1~ter· wher) all senders 'in -a g:roµp, 
are busy or_ ro.r a load reg1st,-I'. - - . . \ 

3.104 When one group ot sender$. s~rve~;,tw,9. ·•-
. or more classes or subscribers whiC!lb.c . 

. must be given diffei"ent zone privileges or --_ 
different rou~ings to special··_ 1:1ervice and .• · 
long distance operators, to register the . 
c.:i,ass of subscriber 1n the sender tor liiter 
transm1.sS1on to the decoder~. fhe 1nf'orma,;.. 
t10n 1s given to the sendEIX' by the· district 
over the FR and FT. leads at the ti.me the '· 
district· seizes the send.er. •· The FR lea4 1e 
cut off from, the class registex- (:f'R): re:I.a.,y .. 
when selection switch leaves. pos1t1c;,n 1 .• · . , 
The FT lead is cut off from the class• reg--> 
ister at the_ t.tme the decpder 1s releasech -.·.-
1n order to be· rree ror use in d1str-ict, · · 
brush selection. A maximum of rour · classes. 
are provlded ror 1n a sender group,. and/ · ·· · 

· eight clatses al together in sever~l send.er 
groups.connecting with one gro~p ot · · 

: decoders. 

,.105 When .separate groups or-sen~ers are, 
. rurnUhed, no group serving more t~n 

one class, permanent connections·are mad,e 
- in each group to transmit the cl~ss infor--

·. ma.t1on to . t~e decoder~ · · . 

,.106 To send.dial tone to the stiQscriber 
._ · . as soon as ready . to register the . 
first dial_ed digit and to cut off dial tone 
when f1rst dialed digit has beeri reg1s- · ·· 
tered. ,. · · · · 

j.107 To absorb.one or more preliminary 
pulses caused by accidental movement · .. 

or the_ s-w1tchhook before dialing. without--. 
causj,ng wrong registration or premature 
stoppage or the dial. tone. · 

:,.108 When used as a straight ;:.digit .. 
sender to receive and register _the 

pulses ror the first, second and third -.·· · . · 
dialed d1gite respect1vely on the (A), (B) 
and (C) dial register relays. · · · 

·/ When used as ·a ,-2 dig1 t send~r, 1t 
a 3•d1g1t _code 1s d1ale9 the p~lses are ., 
registered as above ~ut if a 2-d1g1t code . 
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1~ dialed the first di~led digit is reg
istered on ·the (A) dial register relays and 
the secqnd·ct1aled digit on the {C) dial 
register relays, no registration occurring 
on ~he (B_) dial register.· • · 

,.109 Option. EA~ with ro.tary dial sets only, 
to rec~i~e and register the pulses 

d1rectly·from ~he subscriber~ dial on from 
, one to ti~ght pulls, one for dial zero, three 
for an official operator 1s code, six to 
seven (depending on the number ot digits 
in office code - two or three) for the of
fice code and number of.a four-digit sub
~criber line and seven or eight for a five 
ijig1t manual subscriber line or a manual· 
party line with station letter. Will rune- ' 
t1ori Qor~ectly within commercial limits of 
lengtQ and insulation of subscriber 1s line, 
~peeq of dial,. percentage make and break of 
dial, and rapidity with which one pull 
tolldws another. ·option EB, with touch• 
tone sets, to,:;:receive and register de 
pulses (at 2o·pps) from the TT converter ro~. 
digits· d1,;1led from either rotary dial or 
touch-tone. 

, ).,110 To register a permanent signal 1n 
case the .first dialed digit is not 

registered within from 30 to 60 seconds 
,'.after the sender is seized"· 

3,Ul ·To establi&h corinecti.on with a deco(ier · 
·through the decoder connector', when 

the code digits have been :registered, or 
dia:l zero, or a permanent signal, provided 
that the selection switch has not railed 
to move to its second posi t1on, where 1 t. is· 
ready to furnish battery to the connector. 

,.112 ·To transmit to the decoder the class 
. or subscriber and the office code as 

registered from the first two or three 
dialed digits, or dial zero, or permanent 
signal, as the caf?e may b_e. This 1nf'orma
t1on is transmitted by grounding a selec ... 
tion· or leads, and this is done in such a • 
way as to check all or the leads tor absen~e 
or 9pens and grounds, any trouble en
countered prevent:1J1g the decode.r from re• 
turning inf.orma tion to the sender. 

}.113 To receive from the decoder and-to 
· register full inrorma t1on for com

pleting the calls as far as the operations 
required are affected by the office called. 
The d~coder sends this information by 
grounding a selection of .leads, and does 1t. 
1n such-a way as .to check all the leads 
used ror opens and grounds, and all the 

. leads not ~sed for grounds. Any trouble 
enoount~red prevents the decoder from 
aendipg.~ regular release signal to the 
sendE:f t .. . . · · 

,-.l-1# ·~·:·:recei~e·.t:rom ·the decoder a regular 
· : · .' release signal and thereupon to lock 

1n th.e•·:1nrorrna.t1on· received t'rom it, ·to re• 
lease ... th~ dec·oder and the decoder conn~ctor .,. 
and tp .·s~rt distr~ct brush sel.ect1on. 

•,, 

Page·~ 

3.i15 In case.the decoder encounters any 
trouble internal to itself or in the 

leads connecting it to the sender, it will 
n·o.t send a regular release signal to the 
sender, but will time out and send a trouble 
:release signal. On receipt or this. the 
sender will release the decoder and con-

. nee tor,· will discharge an:/' information it 
may have received from the decoder, and will 
then re-establish connection with a decoder, 
usually not the same one. 

3.116 If the decode~ on this ~econd trial 
fails to send a regular release sig

nal, the sender will make ·no further trial, 
but will stick, calling in the sender 
monitor (or will automatically prime and 
release) unless pr~viously released by the 
subscr:tber. 

3.117· The information received from the 
decoder is as follows: 

Class ot call, whether full selector, 
CI direct, CI tandem, CI tandem official 
code., direct ca;Ll to opera tor, or call for 
restricted code ~eferred by decoder to an 
oper~tar. D~strict brush and group sele~
t1ons. Office brush and group selections 
-or skip office. Talking selection and zone 
of called office (no charge, one or more 
charges or talking to operator). . 

.Stations delay (whether or not there 
may be occasion to wait for seventh o:c 
eighth di~led digit). 

Whether there is a distapt office 
selector, · panel tandem, crossbar ·tandem or 
ADCI in the route; this feature is not 
always provided for • 

Value of compens·a ting resistance to 
be used on short trunks to office selectors 
and that to pe used on selections beyond the 
office selector, Whether the trunk guard 
test relay (TG) or (MTG) is to be ~sed on 
full mechanical call~~ 

Whether call being handled .requires 
·a route or involves a zone where toll di
version may be requireq; this feature :ts 
not always provided. 

3.118 When zone registration is provided 
for, to operate a sensitive relay, 

· · or both a sensitive relay and a ·rn,a;rginal 
relay, in the district during district 
group selection, t<:t"'"1nd1cate together with 
the talking selections that the called 
office is in a ,cer:ta.tn <Ustant zone • 

},.119 To control the brush and .grt>up. se.:.· 
,, lect1ons or the· .district select;:or :on· 

all calls~ according to information re~ 
ceivEid from.the decoder; and by means or.
counting relays responding to revertive 
pulses from ,the selector. . In these a,mi 
all other selections or the same kind~ ,to 
hold the fundamental circu:tt open_arter 

... __ ,/ 

·1.• 

· .... --
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sa.-tfafa.ction ~r the· coun-ting relays, for 
a sufficient t1me to prevent a false 
secondary closure on the same selection 
or·a premature closure on the following· 
selection~ - · 

. 3.120 Except on skip office calls., to make 
· an office test to ascertain that the 

district has properl;v.selected an office 
selector. which ls in _condition for use. 
For. this test and the following office 
s.election, a compensating resistance is 
inserted in the fundamental if the trunk· 
is short~ of value determined by informa
tion from the decoder. For this test a 
high trunk guard re~1stance is also in
serted in the fundamental,· to prevent the 
premature operation or the line relay in 
the office sel~ctor~ On full selector calls 

.: • i where· the maximum trunl<: loop resistance is 
1300 ohms or le~s for the office trunk test 

. to panel the MTG relay is used for .the of
·rice test. otherwise and on all other 
classes or call the TG relay 1s used. The 
noninductive winding, normally shunting th.e 

· opera tin$ winding or relay (OF) is opened 
· for the off ice · te'1 t. . · 

· · 3·~121 To control the brush and group se
lectlons or the·office selector ac

cording to 1nt'ormat1on from the decoder, 
· ·and by means ot the counting relays; ·ex

cept on skip office ~alls for which the 
office test and office selections are 
omitted as. the resul ~ of information re
ceived from the decoder, due to there being 
~o office selecto~ in the route. 

. • , I . 

3.122 on all calls to· make a trunk test 
to.ascerta1n that the office selec

tor, or the district 1n skip office calls, 
has properly selected a trunk which· is in · 
condition for use. For this test on all 
except operato·r ·class calls, and for the 
incoming and f1nal selections on all full· 

> selector caUs or for XCI pulsing, a com
pens~ting res1stance·is inserted in the 
fundamental if the trunk 1s short of value· 
determined by information from the dec'oder. 
For ·this test a high trunk guard resistance 
is inserted in.the fundamental on full se-: 
lector calls, to prevent the premature op-. 

·erat1on of the line relay in the incoming 
selector. On full selector calls when.the· 
maximum trunk loop resistance f.o.r trunk 
·test is 1300 ohms or less the MTG relay is 
used, for panel only, otherwise the TG re
lay is used. The noninductive winding 
normally shunting and op_era ting winding or 
relay (OF) 1s opened for, .. ·the trunk test in 
all cases.. On CI calls the opera ting wind
ing or (OF) 1s short-circuited after trunk 

. test~ . · 

·3~123· To delay the, making or trunk test on 
a full selector call until the thou

sands d1g1t has been registered. 

3.124 To delay the ma.,k1ng or trunk test 
. on all CI calls until the PCI switch 

I 

has reached its startin·g position,. to.which 
it goes after receipt of cla·ss c,f call tn
rorma t1ori from t.he decoder. 

3.125 To o.elay the making or tru11k test Qfl 
CI calls., except official code calls 

through CI tandem., until the units d1g1tij-' . 
has been registered, and in certain c;:ases 
until tne stations or fifth numerical ~i11t 
has· been registered· or until about rour -.. . 

. seconds has· elapsed since the reg;i.stra.1;1cm 
of the units digit. This four seconds 
stations delay is allowed only. on call·s 
where a combination of informa t'ion rrom 
the decoder and the first two or three 
numerlcaf digits· registered shows tnait tM 
call ~y be for a party line with Stq.Uon 
-letter or·. a line with five-digit number. 

3.126 To deiay t!1e making of trunk test . · 
on a call for a restricted. code 

which the.decoder referred to an· operator • 
if desired,. until the units digit has 
been registered, or until the stations 
of fifth numerical digit has been regis-

. tered, or- the s ta tio~s delay measured. . 

3.12.7 On full selector calls to con.t;rol 
.the· brush and group selections o·r 

, ,the incoming select6r, and the brµs~, ten~ 
and units selections of the -final selector, 
according to thP numeric3l digits reg- · 
1stered, the incoming trunk group Qontrol 
and by mean·s · of the counting relays ~. 

3.128 On fu,.U selector calls to <U.scharge 
the trµnk cable conductors after 

1ncom1ng groups select19ns, in ord~r ,P 
prevent false operation of the steppins 
relay when it 1s connected for the next 
selection. 

3.129 On full selector calls to delay the 
closing of the fundamental circuit 

to start incoming group, final tens and 
final units selections until the·registra
tion or · the hundreds, tens and uni ts digits. · 
respect1vely. · · 

3.i30 On ru1i selec·tor calls to record 
rece:l.pt of revers~ battery from the 

incoming sel~ctor when 1t advances on the 
complet1on·of the final selections, an9 
to rec.ord tne cutting off of. reverae bat· 
tery_on the further_ advance of the incoming. 

.3.131 On CI calls to start sending CI 
pulses when relays TG., TQl., and TG2 · 

release upon the assignment of the trunk · .. 
at the distant end., they having been oper-· •, 
ated by tne trunk test. 

:;.132 By the slow release of relay TGl 
, to ~revent a momentary opening of 
the t'unciamental while awaiting assignment,·· 
starting the CI pulsing. · . · . 
}.133 By a ~ondenser and re sis ta rice bridged 

around the winding of relay TG to 
absorb -its· discharge on release :and pre'"\ 
vent a false POI pulse. 

·.P~ge·_s 
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3.134 By the use of relay SP to increase 
·the length of· the first pulse; which. 

otherwise might be abbreviated .. and t-o ·· 
prevent untimely grounding of 44 type .re-· 
sistance (A) through the PCI impulser 
switch, 

J.~>5 To ground .both sides or a CI trunk 
··. momentarily. during blank pulses~ 

to. discharge it. · 
. I· •• 

3,136 On direct CI calls to four numerical 
· digit numbers, to transmit· pulses 

a·cc'ording to the numerical and stations 
digits registered, first stations and the 

· n1,llller1cal, senp.i_ng zero for stations when 
· none is registered or a'n impossible sta
tion letter is reglstered. 

},137 On direct CI· calis" to five numerical 
· · digit numbers to transmit pulses 

-according to the numerical digits regis- . 
tered, sending those registered on the 
stations register last instead of first as 
in the preceding paragraph. 

· 3,138. On tanqem CI calls to four or five 
.. · numerical digit numbers to . transmit 
pulses according to the office code regis
tered (except that zel:'O is transm~tted as. 
the tandem tens pulse when a 2-digit code 

. is:· dialed);, and· then pulses for the sta.
·tions and number or the five digit number, · · · 
as above. 

3,139 On tandem CI calls for official codes 
when al.l office codes are three digit 

codes., to transmit pulses according to the 
official code registered, and.then .five 
zer()s. 

3 .140 On tandem CI calls .for official codes, 
when any 2-digit office codes are 

· used, to transmit pulses according to the 
setting of the office code register :t'elays 

· except that zero is . transm1·tted for the 
tandem tens digit if the initial dialed 
digit of the official code is the same as· 
the initial dialed digit of a 2-digit office 
code. When the initial dialed digit or an 
official code is the same as the initial 
dialed ·qigit for a 3-digit code~ the pulses 
for·· th.e office. code are transm1 tted, accord
ing to the setting or the office code reg-

. ister relays. In the latter case on this 
class 9t call five zeros are transmitted 
following the transmission ot the office . 
c9(ie. In the former case the last digit 
of .. the official codes -being %'eg1stered on 
the thousands ·register relaj's, is trans
mitted at.ter the transm1H1on of' ott1ce 
toll.owed bf tour ,zeros. 

' . 

· · :,.141 OP, al.l CI cal~s, to f_ollow the pulsea 
. · br a rinal • heavy positive ·pulse 

(optiond).. · . · ·. . · 

,.142··0n. a tandem CI ~all, it tero 1s dialed 
tor t~e·second or third d1g1t or the 

office code ·to translate 1t to 6.:or b;v 9p .. 
tiona.l wiring to send out the ze~o. 

I. 

• . ~~- . . . , . ' ! , 

3.143 On full selector calls when incoming 
advance has been recorded, -on-CI 

· calls when the CI pulsing has been· com
pleted, and on operatoi:- calls immediately 
after trunk test, to advance the district 
·to a position where it is ready for the · 
talking selectiont and to record that such 
district advance has been effected. 

. 3,144 When the decoder pas signaled the 
sender that toll diversion may be- re

quired, to reverse the polarity or the sub
scriber's tip and ring. This will divert 
calls from PBX subscribers whose line cir
cuits are equipped with the toll diversion 
feature. 

3.145 When district advance has been er..: 
fected and not before, to control a 

talking selection to advance the district 
to the proper talking p9sition, by mear.s 
of the counting relays,· It is advanced to 
the first, second or talking to operator 
position according to information from the. 
decoder. When zone registration is. pro- · 
vided, for the talking selectio'n assist in 
determining the zone. 

);146 When talking selection is completed, 
. · the district removes ground from til.e 

"TR" lead releasing the (T) relay which 
advances the selection switch to normal 

· where it releases the (SB) and {SC) relaf& 
ma.king the sender available. to other 
districts. · 

:,.147 If the district selector runs to tell
. , tale ~n making brush _or group selec-

. tion, the district becomes ·stuck and nolds 
the sender until restored manually. · 

3.148 If an office selector of the type 
which does not return reverse bat

tery from tell-ta.le.runs to tell-tale, the 
sender will sticK. 

:,.149 ±r the district. office or incoming 
selector runs to overflow, or if a CI 

or operator trunk is found.with its con
ductors reversed,. or 'if an incoming or•'final 
selector runs totell-tale1 or 11' an office 
selector of the type which returns reverse 
battery from tell-tale, runs to t_ell-tale, 
the sender will record reverse battel""J, 
skip the remaining selections, advance the_ 
district .to the overflow position and re
turn 'to normal. 

3,150 In 1•eoording reve.vse battery in over• 
. flow. on trunk test, to hold the tX'Un~ • 

closed ro:r a de1'1ni.te period measured DY. ! . 
the advanct ot the selection switch, to · 
insure the advant:e of a distant. office se• 
l~ctor U' one.is in. tne route. 

3 .151. In· ca't,1e of cet,tain typeff ot' incoming 
advancing too qUickl;y after :running 

to tell-tale; and: not returning reverse 
current iong enougti,.the operation of relay 
FO in the IH!Odet' is. 11:ll'.'l:r"ed by a sp.eo1al . 
conta¢t on relay IA:. 

. ., 
f _'1! • 

,' 

i' 
'--.;I' 
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3.-152 To-·rei~as.e the cal;Ung fiubscr1ber 1s 
line a.t. ,once if he hangs up at any 

stage or the •sender· operations, except -trat 
if he hangs . up be!'ore _the time measure -
switch'has returned to normal from the pre-

•ceding calhidisci;innection will await its 
-- return to normal and advanc~ oi'f normal .• 

·, ,;15:, To prevent .reoperation of relay SR 
· . _ in case the ·receiver is again lifted 

1'rom·ttie. hook-before the .sender 1s dis- . 
connect_ed. 

3.154 To release all :c1rc~1ts involved in a 
. · ··connection. 1n case a call 1s abandoned 

at any stage, unless the sender is stuck by 
a trouble condition. • . . 

·j.155· In case any call 1s abandoned before 
_ _ the completion -of-district group se
lection, the district causes the sender to 
return to normal a~ on(?e. · 

. . . : . 
.3.156 On a full selector cal,l abandoned'· 

· ' ·_ after district group, selection ls 
completed, to complete office. test, office 

. selection and trunk test 11' not already , 
·completed 1n accordtmce with the 1nforma..i' _ 
tion from. the decod_er and Just the same as 

· 1·:l' .the call -had not been abandoned. Trunk 
test having been completed either' before or 
after the call was abandon~d, t_o s¢nd thE:r 
incoming !)r.f1nal-selector, in the next se ... 
lection to tell-tale. recording the reverse -
battery recelved·there frorn,adyance the 

- ·rt1strict and retutn, to normal. It the 
final selections have Just been· finished, 
the regular advance of the incoming will 
send reverse. battery w:l.th the same effect., 

, :, .157 On a CI call abandoned after district 
group selection 1s eompleted but -

-before the trunk is assigqed at the distant 
end, to complete orr1ce test, office selec
tions and trunk test·the same as 11' the 
call had.not been a~ndoned. . . : 

: :,.158 Ir in the above· cas~ there 1s no 
. -. distant office selector or full se-
. leotor tandem equipment in the train, ac- . . 

cording-to the information from the decoder, 
to advance the cl1str1ct and return to normal · 
at once. - -

;5.159 If in the a!Jove case there is a. 
__ - distant office selector or panel 

tandem crossbar tandem or ADCI equipment 
in· the train, to hold the .connection await

. . 1ng assignment or. from 60 to 90 seconds to 
: · allow that equipment to ttme out, a.nd if the 
· ·. · trunk 1s still not assigned to signal. the · 

·_ monitor tor a stuck sender. 

·. _- :,.160 If the trunk shol.lld be assigned during 
· t.he delay Just mentioned, to send ou~ 
a set of PCI·1mpulses, bUt substituting 
zeros for the nwnber registered. 

:,.161 On a CI ball abandoned after the 
trunk is assigned but before the CI 

· impulses are completed, to complete them, 
substituting .zeros for the remaining_ · 
numbers. -

3.162 In either or tt)e cases described 1n · _ 
: the two. preceding paragraphs, arte:r ----

-· completing the CI impulse~,. to advance the 
d1str1ct and return to normal. · 

3.16::, on· an o~erator 'Call abandoned ~rter · 
· -district group selection is completed, 

to complete office t.est, office ;;1elections · --
· and trunk test the same as 1f t_he call had 
not been abandoned, and then to apvance 
the district and return to normal at once.· 

3,164 on any call abandoned so late that 
the sender is already advancing the 

,d1str1ct, to the posi t1on rea,dy for -talking 
selection, it is too late to give the __ 
calling subscriber an immediate disconnect. -

· The district then disconnects• as after a -
completed connection, and sends a full set 
or talking selection pulses to the sender; " 
which returns to normal in the us~l . llli:lnner 
as if the call had-· not been abandoned . 

3. 165 In case of· a permanent s:l,gnal to· so 
advise the decoder. The decoder will . 

route-the district to a permanent stgna.l . 
trunk. On tru_nk test, reverse battery will 
be sent to the sender, whether an idle 
trunk is round or the district ri...ns to . over~ , . 
flow. The sender will record reverse bat-. • 
tery,. advance the district 'and return to · 
normal.. The_ dis tr1c t will advance .. to the. 

. overflow position only in case .it runs to_ 
the overflow terminal. If it finds an idle 
trunk it wil.l stop 1n the talking to ope%'• 
ator position, on account ot grounded 
sleeve w1I'.ing on th~ permanent signal trunk; . . . .. 

3,166 on a permanent signal to _advance the: 
time measure switch so that a stuc.k 

sender signal will be given 1f the sender 
gets stuclj: 1n attempting to complete !the 
connection_ to a permanent signal· trunk. 

. 3. l67 On any class ot call which requir~s 
the dialing of a number, to display · 

a partial dial signal ;!.ndiv1d,ual· to the 
s·ender before the sender monitor in case 
units 1s not registered, in f-rom 30 to 60 
seconds a'f'ter the first digits is regis•_ . 
tered. This is a flashing signal the same 

.as the stuck sender signal, .A steady 
a~iliar;y stgnal is given at the 1;1ame time 
with the individual signal • 

3.168 To extinguish the partial dial signal 
· and proce~d with the_ connection in 

case units. is registered before the monitol:' 
answers the signal by plugging into the_ · 
talkinS Jack associated with it, 

:,.169 On any class of call which does not 
require the dialing or a number, to 

advance the time tneaeure s_w:i. tch so that a 
stuck sender signal will be given if the 
senae:r gets stuck-in attempting to complete, 
the connection. 

. Page r 
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: 3.170 To display a stuck sender signal 
before the sender monitor in case 

the sender is not released in a measured 
tlqie after dialing is completed.· This 
time il:> from 60 to 90 seconds in the case 
of CI. calls where the delay occurs aftel' 
tr1.1cnk tes·t _has . been completed and on calls 

· routed through c;Ustant office selectors or 
. pahel tafidem equipment,_ as reported by the 
decoder, For all other calls the time is 

· 'rrom }O to 60 seconds. The signal is a 
flashing lamp individual to the sender, 
w4 ~ll a steady a~111ary signal, · · 

. 3,171 To'control a circuit for operating 
. •· . a register when any sender in a group 

_ ·b~.comes stuck. 

3,172 To extinguish the stuck sender signal 
-, · in case the sender is released before 

the monitor- an'swers the signal by plugging 
into· the talking Jack assoc_ia ted with 1t. 

:,.i73 To hold low resistance ground on the 
. SC lead so as to afford a means for 

tne · "Stuck Sender Selector" circuit to 
pick out the particular district selector 
which is connected to the sender in case 

· it sticks· on an abandoned call, with the 
{AV) relays normal. 

3.181 Arranged for service observing. 

3,182 To stick the sender in case a selec-
tion register relay or a class ·or 

service relay is falsely operated or in 
case there 1s false battery on the FR lead 
in such a way as to cause a district se
lector to overcharge, 

3,18:,·To prevent the sender resetting to 
normal unless the chain circuit 

through the back contacts on relays (Pl') 
to (P5'} inclusive 1s closed. 

3,1814 To prevent false charge on reversed 
CI or operator trunks. 

3,185 To prevent false overflow on CI 
calls· in awaiting assignment position. 

3.186 To control a signal indicating that· 
all sender 1.n a group are 9usy. or 

what part of the senders in a group are 
busy. 

3.11:~7 Ta stick the sender and alarm if any 
dial; register locking leads are 

grounded. , 

3.188 To ground a lead (SB) which may be_ 
connected to the traffic usage recorder 

· _ ,,174 To be released as on an abandoned 
· call if the subscriber hangs up 

·while the sender is in the stuck or the 

:-~•,r , to 1ndlca te· that -the· send-.ez:, 1s busy on a· . . 

· partial dial ~ondition. · 

, .3.175' To extinguish the signal and to pre
vent further dialing or false regis

tra~ion, without breaking down the connection 
• ·· when the .monitor plugs into the talld.ng Jack. 

-},176 To call in a decoder and connect the 
· . district to a permanent signal trunk · 

it the monitor primes the sender before. 
relay ST has operated except 1n cases which 
prevent the R2 switch from le~ving normal. 
Priming_ is done by inserting a talking plug 
in the· priming Jack P at the A. swb~. 

3.177 If the monitor primes after relay ST 
· has operated,_to release the calling 
line and advance the di'strict and restore 
to no.rmal. . . - -

·}.178 If the attempt to release a stuck_ _ 
sender fails, .to continue the -signal 

until the ~rouble is cleared, 

-:,.179. If an· idle sender is primed in error, 
to make it test busy. 

,,17~1 Where automatio priming after time• 
· out . is employed, instead of a sender 

monitor s.1snal, the sender automa tioa.Uy 
operates the priming feature, and the same . 
tunctions are performed as when ~n operator 
prime~ the sender. · 
: ·, ••• - :·· - ' • - ' • • y 

,.iao '.fo pitotect th~ sender in .ca$e it __ . 
. oeoomes idle -while a. sendeJt ·s~leotor 
1a pa.ea1ru; over .tts. terminal. 

· Pas• a· 
. : '. . 

service call, a stuck sender or a test call. 

3.189 To ground _a lead {SBM) which may be 
connected to the traffic usage 

recorder to indicate that the sender is 
plugged busy. · · 

3.190 When Fig. CF is rurnished, is arranged 
for complet.1.on or 10-digit DDD or 7-

digit MF calls via the auxiliary sender,. 

3.191 Fig·, CF. Recognizes a 10 ... digit call 
by the seconct c11s1t .0 or 1 dialed by 

the subscriber, · 

3.192 Fig, CF. Receives indication of a 
7-digi t MF ·call t'roni the decoder. · 

3.193 Pig. CF._ In addition ·to the (,!lass 
· inf'orma tion :requ1red for a tandem C .I. 
call, receives an 1noicat1on fx•om the ch;1• 
coder when 2 or 3 oigits are to be skipped 
on out1>ulsing. 

3.194 Fig. CF. Prepa~ea a circuit for· 
calling in the auxiliary sender when 

a 10-digi t DDD or 7 ... (U.{&:l.:t ·f<lF call is to be 
completed.,. _ · · 

).195 Fig. CF~ Gl'OUnds the s~rt lead: to' 
, the aux111,r1, sender link circuit 

when the seventh 41g1t ~s been dialed by 
the subscriber. 

3 •. 196 Fig. OF.· Recognizes seizure ot an 
aux111ar:; sal'lde.r by theauxiU.ar:r 

sender Uni< 1Jit'c"1t. 

. <J" 

·._; 

,•,' 

\ 
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3~i97 Figo · CF. Provides a class indication 
. on the CL lead to the auxiliary r 

se,nder •. 

·3.198 Fig.' CF~ . on 10-digit operation, when 
· · 8-digi ta. have been recorded on th~ 
register relay~,· transfers 1the pulsing lead 

. to the .auxiliary sender for registering the 
succeeding d1g1te .dialed by_ the subscriber. 

3~199 Fig •. CF. On l0-d1g1t 'opera.ti·on sends 
the call to overflow if an auxiliary: 

sendef is not attached when the 9th digit 
is dialed by the subscriber. · 

3.200 .Fig. CF. ·.On 10•d1g1t operation, wa~te 
for a dialing completion signal £rom.'. 

the auxiliary . se11der before advancing into , 
timing for release. · 

}.201 Fig. CF. When the select1ons have 
advanced to trunk test, switches the 

fundamenta·l into the _auxiliary sender so 
that trunk test toward the terminating end 
is made by the auxiliary sender which in 
turn makes CI loop assignment -toward the 
subscr1be.:r sender. • ' 

J.202 Fig, CF. causes the digits recorded 
· on the dial register relays to·be 

c.I. pulsed 1nt;o the auxiliary sender in 
· . the order in which they were: dialed,· the 

dec'oder having operated the relays requ~red 
for a tandem C .I. call. These digits are 
MF pulsed forward to the terminating enc;i·by 

. the· _au.x111ary sender. 
1 

3.203 Fig~ CF~ B.ecogn1zes a.n advance s~g
nal from the awc111ary sender when 

:,.ts,runctions are completed ·and swl'tches 
the fundamental back into the subscriber 

·sender so that talking selections may be 
.. made .. 

3,204 Fig., CF. On release, removes ground 
frocn the start lead .releasing the 

link crosspo1nts in the auxiliary sender 
link,. causing the link and awc1l1ary sender:. 
to return to normal.· 

3 .205 Fig. CF. On a· io-d1g1~ call, advances 
to close the.trunk loop-when the DC. 

iead .is. grounded by the auxiliary sender on· 
tr.ouble release.' · 

;, .206_ Fig. CF. · During trunk te·st; recog--
nizes reversal· on the-. tip ,and r.l.ng 

leads as ~- signal· to go to ,overflow. · 

3.207 To time for 3-6-seconde before sending 
the call. to overflow when ninety pe~. · 

cent of the subscriber senders are busy and 
a delay is encountered 1n selecting a ter-. 

, minaUng sender. • 

·,~2oa To cancel the :,-6 $econd time deiay 
· !'ea ture 1n the event a t·erm1nat1ng · 

sender 1s seized before ttie 1ntersender 
timing cycle is completed. 

3 .209 Fo·r a ·sender a~ranged for sbt-d1g1't 
· • translation ( sender recy~le). to call 

in a subscriber sender recycle:· circu1 t .which.· .. 
connects to a code compressor, c::1rcu1t by · 
means of a code compressor conpector cir-· 
cult to re.cycle. the sender A, l:3, and C · 
·reg1sters after· the compresso-r: .c1rcu1 t re-. 
duces the· DDD area code to a s.ingle dig1 t'; to call a d.ecoder after three· r,nore d1g1 ts· 
(local code) are dialed and registered.; to .. 
register an overflow indication set in. tn1 
recycle c1rcu1 t if an idle code compressor .. ·. 

. c1rcu1 t · is not avana·b],e in .the. interdig;\: ~~l . 
interval between the 3rd. and 4th d1g1 t.s . , •· · 

· dialed; to extend an· auxiliary sender stq,rt . · 
. signal 'from ~he recycle circuit to the a~"" 
iliary send~r link when the dialed DDD cod~ 

· requires auxiliary sender nandltng. ,' 

·3. 210 To proyide .ro·; automatic release · or 
c1rcu1-ts when a· sender 1s : simultane

ously seized by two district selector c1r7 · 
cults. 

3.211 This circuit may be·arranged to han(Ue 
calls originated from (a). ·rotary d1al, . 

sets only, Option EA, or (b) w1t.h OptionsEij 
and EC .. touch-tone and rotary dial sets qr 
touch-tone sets only. With touch-tone setQ· 

.provided this circuit functions.with the 
touch-tone calling signal to dial pulse con
verter circuit (TT converter) as follows: 

3.2111 .To seize the, TT converter w.1th ground., 
on le.ad "ON" to that circuit when · · 

relay (T) 1n this circuit operates • 
. I 

3 .2112 S11bscriber leads "T" and ! "R II are con- : · 
nected:througb this circtiit to the · 

TT converter, to connect the subscriber to-
a Tl' converter (L) relay. Re.lay (Lli in 
this circuit 1s operated over lead· 'Rl 11

· 

under .control of: The TT converter (L) re.
lay on rotary dial calls or the . TT con- . . 
verter pulse genera tor on touch..:.tone calls .•. 
On TT calls the converter in conjunction. 
with a connected .TT receiver detects, 
translates .and outpulses dial· pulses at 
20 PPS ln .. response to mul tif reql:lency d1g1 t 
signals from the TT s_et. · 

:,.2113. Connection to the dial tone· supply 

··1 

and connection of tone to the sub- · 
scriber's line are .made in the TT converter; 
however control of dial tone c~mriect1on 1s .· L 
in this circuit as ror offices not arranged : 
for touch-tone sets. 

3.2114 ·Troubles· detected by the !rrr conver.ter' 
. on TT calls cause outpulsing to thifl 
circuit to either be stopped or'not starte<i, 
causing a 11part1al dial" or "permanent · . •· 
signal II time out in tM,s c.ircui t ~ . In add1• 
tion, for senders arranged for automatic .. ·; .. j,\: 
pr1tn1ng, on all troubles ·overflow tone 1S . ! .· 
connected to the subscriber•s line, and for 
0 mut1la ted d1g1 t ''troubles., this. circu1 t 1S· 
caused to stick with ground over lead "MTD'', 
if the misc. ckt. for sender. make busy frame ··1 

(CTR) key is operated· or OUT •. · · 

Page ·g' 
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3. 212 Fig. cs. Registers a prefix O and 
· starts a timer whose expired interval - ' 
of 3 to 6 seconds operates the (AZ) register 
for a zero operator call. otherwise addi
tional ·ctigits and signals on the "LA II and -
"PP" leads direct the call to be a CAMA op
era tor call, · 

J.213 Fig, CT, . Registers on a prefix i" 
, . and signals on the "PF" to the decoder 

. that this is an access type call· destined 
_-, _ Tor- detail billing. 

3.214 .Fig. CU. Transfers the first and 
.second dialed prefixes - (.1) to the Al 

and BL registers. The call be.comes an 
llX type. . . 

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

, -When a circuit .. is listed on a key-
·sheet the 1nforrna. tion thereon shall be 
followed. · · 

4.0l District Selector for Use With 
Sender Selectors - ES-240071, 

ES-240075~ ES.-2~0081, Typical. 

4.02 ·oecoder Connector Arranged to Connec1i 
_ · this Sender With Decoders ~. 
: SD-21187-·Ql and s0-21967-01. 

4.03: 3-Digit Decoder - so-21277-01. 

4.04 S_ender Frame Circuit for 3, 2-3 
Digit Subscriber Sender Arranged for 

Decoder - SD-21234-01. 
. . 

4.05 · Sender Make Busy Frame Circuit for 
· Use W1 th Decoder Sende.t•s - -
s0-212;6:01·, · or s0-2166:,-:01. · . 

4~06 Operator 1s Dialing· District S,elec .. 
tors .. ES-240035, Typical. 

4.07. ijolding Time Record Circuit -
SD .. 90246-0l. . · . 

4.08 Miscellaneous Register Circuit (All 
· Senders Busy Register and Selector 

Groups Register) -·sn-201~1-01, sn-21537 .. 01 
or Sender Load Indicating Circuit• -
s0-21942 .. 01. · · · · 

4.og 11A II Switchboard d1rou1ts a.a follows: 
' . ' ' , Emergency cord Ckt. · .. sv-20;77 .. 01. 

. Intercepting Cord CKt, ~ SPM2037,~0l, 
T;ypioal. 

Talking Cord Circuit N. sn..,20375~01, 
'1'ypical. · 

Aux1l0lary Signal Circuit - SD~20374•0l, 
'l'yp1ca1. 

4.19 Traffic .Usage Recorder Circuit• 
SD-957}8 .. 0J, ·, 
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4 .11· Auxiliary Sender Link Circuit - • 
SD-96483-01 ~ • _ . 

Auxiliary Sender Circuit -
· SD-9b479-0l. -

I I 
4.13 Misc. Ckt •. for Misc. Int. Frame -

SD-21'666-01,. SD-21667-01. 
. i 

.4.14' Alarm Transfer Circuit - SD-20733-01, 
SD-20736-01· • 

4,15 Misc. Ckt. for Sub. Sdr, Frame -
SD-21234~01. -

li.16 Subs.c:riber sedder Recycle' Circuit 
s0-96525-01. . _ · , 

4.17 Code Compressor Connector Circuit 
sn-96526-01 • . · 

4.18 Touch-Tone Calling Signal to Dial . 
Pulse ~onverter C1rcul.lt .SD-21976-0l. 

DESCRI~TION OF OPERATION 

5, INDEX 

connecting Circuits 
Pri'ncipal Parts of Sender 
Sender Seized by Dis tric.t. 
· Sender Selector , 
Sender Busy Condi t1o'ns 
Registering Class of Service 
Dial Register · 

Dial Tone 
· Receiving Pulses 

Counting Pulses 
Registel'ing First Digit 
Preliminary Pulse Absorbed or 
Toll Directing Prefix 1-1 

'Registering Success:i.ve Digits 

connection with Decodex• 
Sending In-formation to Decoder 
Selection Register · 

First Part • Class of call 
Second Part - District, 
Brush, Incoming Brush, 
Tai king Selector, Zone · 
Registra t1on 

Third Part - Office Brush I 

' Final Brush, Stations Delay 
Fou:1:th Pa:t>t - 01.s·tr:1.ct Group · 

Incoming Group, Final Uni ts·$ 
2~wire or.r1ua . 

P1fth Part M Campan■atins 
Rt~si,s te.n<Hl i Ti:'t,mk ,L'est, Relay 

Six t,h Fa rt •· ()f:f"ice Group, 
Fina), Ten.s, SJ.tip Ott ice 

Time Measure Switch 
Starting Time Measure Switch 
Timing for First Digit 
Timing !'or Units Digit 
'I'iming for Sta M.ona Digit; 
Puss by Positions 

SECTION 

6 
7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 
19 

20 

,2) 

24 

25 
i 
26 
2"( 
28 
29 
30 
31 
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INDEX.CO~T!NUEI>· 

·Timing f'e>r Release 
,Selection Switch 
•Ci::>unting Relays · , . 
District Brush Selection· ·. 

· District Group Selection · 
Zone Regis tra t1on · ln · Dis tr1c t . 

· · Office Test · · · · 
.office Brush ·selection .. 
Office ·Group Selection : 
Skip.Office Selection 
Full· Selector cau 
Trunk Test · · . 
Incoming BritshSelect1Qtl 
Awaiting Register . 
Incoming (lroup Selection 
Cable Discharge 
Final Brush Selection 
Awaiting Register 
Final Tens pelect1on 
Awaiting Register 

.Final Units Selection 
-Incoming Advance . 
Distriqt Advance . · 
Talking Selection 
Release of Sender 

CAU, INDICATOR CALL·.· 

Impulses Swi tcJ, . , 
Setting Impulses at, S~rting ; 

Position · · · 
Trunk Test ,. · .: 

'Rotation or Impu~ser to 
Send Pulses 

Generation or Pulses 
Connection of Impulser .to .. · 
· Dial. Register ' :. , 

.. CI Codes 1 '· · 

·. Final Heavy Pos1Uve PUlse 
· · Finish of connec t1on · 

·· Opera tor Call 
' '• 
Trunk Test· 
Finish of Connect1,on :'. , 
Telh~ale by District· .. ,. 
Selector · · 

Overflow on Office Test 
· Tell•tale by Office Selector ·' 

· . · .Overflow on Trunk ·Testc· . · 
· .- · Tell-tale by. Incoming. Selc!!ctor 

overflow by Incoming Selector 
Tell-tale by Final Selector . . . . . , . I 

· Abandoned Calls · 

. Release. of Calling Line 
Any Call Abandoned Before 
Fin1sh of District Group 

·Selection· .· 1 

FS Call Abandoned Before 
Operat1on·qf AVl 

CI Call Abandoned Before 
Trunk is Assigned 

1Cl Call Abandoned Before 
Opera t1on ·A vl 

Operator Call Abandoned Before 
Operation of AVl 
' ,1 ' 

. C:D-2119:,;..02 
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. 32' 
33 
34 
35 
36 
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38 
39 
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41 
·42 
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69 
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Any Call· Abandoned After · 
Opera t1on · of AVl · · 80 

Permanent Signal 81 
rartial D1al1ng· 82 

. Stuck Sender . 8:) 
Automatic Pr1ming 84 
TroubleRelease·of Decoder 
and second Trial 882 

Sender Make BUsy v 
Auxiliary Make Busy 87 · 

Contact Protection 88 
Safeguards , 89 
Diversion or Restricted PBX Traff:t.c 1 

on Extra Charge Calls . · . 90 
Operation·with Auxiliary Sender 91 :, 
Intersender Timing 92 
Six Dlgi t Translation 93 . 
Double Connection Release :·94 
Operation W;Lth Touch-Tone 

· Sets - Oot1ona EB and EC 95 
Prefu· 110'1 , .Prefix 111 ,1: and llX calls· ·96 

6. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

6.1 The senders, aI'e furnished 1n groups, . 
each group connecting with one or 1110:t!e 

groups of d1atr1ct selectors. The d1str1ct 
selectors are rurnished in groups according 
to the class of service or the. subscriber•s 
lines _which they serve. · Each send¢r con
nects with the districts by mea.ns. or six 
leads, as follows: . T( tip}, R{ ring) , · .· 
FT(fundamental tip), FR(funda_m .. ental. _ring), 
TR(test), and.SC(sender control). A d1s•. 
trict which requires to connect with a 
sender causes its· aender selectors to hunt 
over the associated groups of sender;;. t·es t,
ing their TR leads, · and seizes the: first· ·· . 

'idle one. The sender test Circuit also 
connects w!th the Sender over these same · 
leads.· : · · 

6.2 . The· senders of all groups also connect 
with a. common. group of decoders, . . . 

through the medium or a decoder,connector 
circuit which C·onsists .or mult1contact. 
relays and a noninterference circuit. Each . 
sender connects with the connector by 55 
leads, df which 13 are fo:r transmi tt1ng the 
office code from the, sender to the decoder, 
4 f'ortransm1tt1ng.the class or subscriber 
or operato:r rromthe sender to the decoder· 

· 32 for transmitting the decoder information 
. for establishing a call from the decoder to 

• 1• the serider; and. 6 for control purposes. . 

6. 3 . When senders are arranged for comple-
tion or 10-d1g1t DDD calls and 7-dig1t 

MF calls via an auxiliary sender, connection 
is provided to an auxiliary sender link. 
The subscriber senders are associated with 
the auxiliary senders through the crossbar . ;,· 
switches or the auxiliar;'/ sender link .. The · 
subscriber sender connects to the link cir~ 
cuit by means.of ll leads, nine of which · 
are closed through the crosspoints of a 
crossbar switch to the auxiliary sender. 
The two leads which terminate in the link 
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circuit. are used to control the connection. 
The nine leads which connect through to the 
auxiliary sender are us,;id. fox· transmitting 
the calling information into the auxiliary 
sender and for .1:1witching the c.ontrol paths 
for completing the call into the auxiliary 
sender, 

6,4 When senders are arrangep to handle 
calls from touch-tone sets, a touch

tone calling si~nal to dial pulse converter 
circuit (TT converter) is provided tor and 
directly connected to each sender. In addi
tion,•a touch-tone calling receiving circuit 
(PB receiver) is provided per sender. 
8 leads connect the sender to·the TT con• . 
verterand the TT receiver 1~ connected in 
111ultiple on two or these leads, "T 0 and ''R". 
7, PRINCIPAL PARTS OF SENDER 

7,l 

and 
and 

The control circuit, which controls 
·the connections between the sender 

the district., and between the sender 
the deco~er. 

stations if a fifth numerical digit is 
desired, and an interval for the sender to 
complete its work if the above actions are 
completed. 

7 .7 .· The selection switch, which advances 
from position to position for the 

several selections and trunk· tests as each 
one is ·completed, making the proper con
nections ln the sender for the succeeding 
one. 

7.8 The PCI impulser switch, which-by its 
rotation generates CI impulses for 

transmission either to manual offices· 
equipped ~ii th relay call· indicator positions 
or to panel tandem centers, or terrnina ting 

. tll:lnders. · 

8. SENDER SIUZED BY.• DISTRICT SEJ:iECT0R 

. 8.l An idle sender normally holds battery . 
.through the (T) relay on its test lea~ 

TR,. which connects with the test terminals -
of the sender seJ;ector switches, Any other 
condition except low resistance ground on 
the test lead indicates that the sender is 
idle. . 

The dial register, which receives and 
records .the office code, number and 

station ·as dialed, is connected directly 
through the district selector to the sub
scr1·berls line over lead 11T 11 and "R", with 

. Option ·EA tor rotar1 dial sets. ·.With Op• 
.tion EB ror-TT sets;· the subscr1ber 1s. line 
1s ~onnectecr through the district selector 
.and this circuit to the TT converter~ which 
controls the dial •register in this circu1~ 

8.~ When a district selector starts to 
· ,, 1., . hunt for an idle sender, it first 
. ,, '· tests the sender on which its sender se

.• lector switch happens to be standing. If 

· over lea4 "Rl '1·• By adding1 the' numerical · 
de.signations or the relays which are oper
ated ror ~ch· dig1 t dialed the numbe;r · 
dialed is obtained. Fo·r example Al, A2 and 
A5 relay&· ope·ra ted indicate an 8 was 
dialed as .the first digit. . -.: 

7 ., · The sel·ection register, which is set 
· · up partly from the decoder according 

.-to the o.t'fice. cQde, and partly from the dlal 
·register.according to the called number. · ·. 
Tbla circuit guides the sender in making 
1ts .selection~ · 

7.4 The fundamental circuit which connects 
, . with the district and other selectors 
Qver leads FT and FR, and . which mutually • 
controls •the sender during selections and 
the district and other selectors beyond it 
in making selections· of the proper group 
ot trunkh• ,tncludil.ng the PBX trunk group on 
the final trame·unless the call is ror an 

· individual line ••in which· case it , controls 
the sele:Ction ot ·the particular line termi• 
nal·bY the ·final selector. CI impulses are 
also t~nsin1:ttecl" over the F'!' and FR leadl;l •. 

·7,5 The countins relays, ·used to count ott 
· ., a• predetermined number or rever.t,1.ve 

pulses<s.ent· ba.ck. by the district and other 
seleot9rs, · .. · · · 

; 

. 7.6 The .tlilie measure switch, wbicb meas• 
· · '•UHB ott allowed times for the ca.11:lng 
· su'baoi-1ber to atart .dialing, to t'1n11!1h 
d1al1_ns the number, to atavt dialtnr& 
Page 12 'f 

.•, 
'' 

.t~t is busy,. the switch proceeds over the 
other senders of the group in rotation until . 
it reaches an idle one. The sender selector · 
stqps on the first sender·wnich has not a 
low res if! ta.nee ground on its · te•s t lead.· 

8.3 _ When the sender selector stops on the 
first idle sender, 1t connects ground 

to the test lead to prevent any other 
sender selector from seizing it. It holds 
thls condition on the test lead until talk
ing selection ia comple~ed. · 

Helay T operates from. the ground 011.1 
the test lead and grounds the. orr normal. 
lead operating relays TMS. SB, ancl· AC. 

. also biasing (L) on its back contact with 
,Fig. AF~ Ground ontne ort·n~rmal lead 
also seizes the TT converter, when Op- . 
t1on EB is provided. Relay- SR also operates 
from a contact of relay ';r ,thru contacts on 

. relays CR· and .~d_l. 

·a.4 Battery over the "sc•i.,lead ·operates 
the sd r.ela.;,, throUSh tne 11T~' and "S 11 

. windings to ground. Th~! l.500 ol'im circuit 
. is to'r' the purpos~ '~r m#,.;nw,-.1n1ng a non
operate current value· thl,'O'Ugh r.elay D in 
the district, Relay.sq· op~rates rela~ SCl 
which opens the opera t1ng 'foircui_ t :.9t ,relay 
SR. Lead.s 11T11 and, "R" ftr~ll'fthe catUrig . 
sub$c:r1b.er) are connected.at the same •time 
as lead "SC 11; with' "EA 11 ·optii:m, relay L in 

. this circuit ope~~t,s, ,u.rectl,v- over lea.d.s 
11T 11 and 11ll 11; with 111m.11 optaon the conrie<ttion .· 
or leads 11T11 and "R" opeX"ates PB converter . 
L relay, whicn opex-ates relay .I:.. in tihis 
cirm·.rt-t. In e;l,.ther case rela:,r, L operated 

' .. • . i 
. : f. 

, ... ,: f;,'· ;, 

·-,.. 

.}· 

'·.· 
.:i,--: 
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in t'his. circuit provides anoth~r circuit to 
hold.SR operatedand at the same time·oper
a te relay· CJt through· a make contact on 
relay:sdl. Relat CR locka directly to 
ground on ~he arma t~re of relay SB and 
closes the pulsing l'ead thru relay·SR. 
This. prevents dialing ,from' being effective 
if ~he_SC lead 1s open~ 

8.5 · The: -operation or relay TMS moves the 
. time measure· switch. Rl off normal. 

The··operation of SB connects battery and 
ground to SG x•elay but SG does not operate 
at thi~ time since it 1s short~c1rcuited 
by the.ground on the· test lead. Relay AC 
in opera ting, conn·ects- the A ·dial register 
relays to the dial pulse telay contacts 
and par~ially closes the dial tone circuit~ 

9. SENDER BUSX C~NDITIONS 

9.1 The sender 1s held busy to otrier 
district selectors, while a call is 

in progress by the ground held on th~ t~st 
lead by the district select9r circt,1it until 
talking selections are com~l~ted. 

9.2 · When the.district completes talking 
selections 1t r~moves the grot,1nd 

from the test.lead which shunts the SG 
· relay during the. call. The SG relay-

·. operates and locks disconnecting the T re~ 
lay from the test lead~ · This. placef? gro~ri~ 
through the low resistance :windings'of the, 

·so relay of Figure.c or Don t.he test lead~ . . . . 

9~3· When ·1t is desired. to take.a. sender 
out of se;rvice 1t is made .busy by 

·inserting .in the MB Jack at sender make , . , -
bt,1sy frame a plug -with ring and sleeve short
.c1rqu1 ted. , This operates make : busy relay MB, 
which disconnects .the T relay fro~ the test 
lead and grounds the test lead to the sender 
selectors. · 

9 .4 The .sender tests busy unaer. the 
• follo~1ng special cond1 t1on$: 

9.41 .Selection switch TR lead·grounded, · 
or PCI switch displaced from normal 

while set'lde:r is not· in .use,· operating 
. relay SB. · · · 

9.42 Sendex' frame driving mot.or stopped, 
. ~pera ting relay MB. · 

9~4, A talking cord plug.inserted in P 
Jac.k. to release a stuck sender, and. 

. inadvertently left there, opera ting relay . · 
MT which .in turn opera_tes relay MB. . .. 

9: .• 5 While either SB or MB is operated a 
· ground 1s·connected to terminal SB . 

which is provided tor connection~ when · 
, desireci, or a sender holding .time re¢ortier. 

:, . ·_ - - - I - • 

. 9.,6 · While either SB· or MB 1s operated, 
it opens a normally grounded lead 

to an all senders busy registe:r-.Qircuit, 
or sender load register circuit. Whe~ll: 

. ' . ---:--...,. 

the sencers or ~he group are busy simul
taneously, the register operates. While MB. 
·z:ielay is operated or while a make busy plug 
is in the MB Jack the (SDR) lamp at the 
monitor· position or the (SS) lamp at the 

' sender make busy frame lamp 1~ ·lighted. 

10. REG~STERING CLASS OF SERVICE 

10.1 The sender may be arranged to serve 
from one to four ~lasses of sub

scriber$. 

10.2 When the sender is sei~ed·by a dis~ 
trict. it· immediately registers the 

class or subscriber ·which that group or 
· dlstrict:serves, provided·the sender -ervee 

more than one class~ The equipment .for 
three or four classes· of subscribers con
sists or relays FT and FR. The equipment 
for -0nly two classes consists of relay FT 
·or FR. 

10.3 The several groups of districts· 
. serving different classes of sub-

scribers ar~ arranged to connect dir.ect 
ground or nothing to the FT lead, and 
direct ground or noth~ng to ~he fR lead· 
when in the position where they seize~ 
sender.· · · 

10.4 Relay FT operates to direct ground 
on the FT lead, ·and relay FR to direct 

ground on the FR lead •. · These relays when 
operated, lock to off-normal ground u·ntil :. 
the R2 switch· leaves position .3, wnen the1:r· 
operating .battery is cut off.. The operat:... 
ing . lead· · to FR 1s cut off when· R2 sw1 tch . _ , 
leaves-position l. The operating lead. t·c: .. _' .. ,.,,. 
FT is cut off when ·the decoder does its 
work and operates release relays RL and RLl 
so that the FT lead will' be free for, use in . 
fundamental selections.- ' · 

10.5 With four classes, neither FT nor.FR 
re:J,ay operq.ted;; indicates one class, · 

FT operated a second class, FR a third class, S 
and both FT and FR a fourth cl~ss. · ,,,. 

11. DIAL TONE 

ll.i With Fig. AE 

11.11 Rotary Dial Set 1000 Ohm Range -. 
Option EA . 

As soori as leads T and R are cut· 
through to the calling line, line relay~ 
operates; hole11ng 1 ts auxiliary .Ll and slow . • 

·release relay ·sR and its auxiliary SRl and 
SR2 if used. The operation of SR2 or SRl, 

·. relay AC having alreapy operated, provides 
a ground to-complete the dial tone· circuit 
through the secondary winding of' L, · and an · 
ihduced torie is sent over-the line· by it~. 
primary winding.· After the first dig1 t is 
dialed ahd registered, relay AC rel~ases 
and cuts oft this circuit; 

'•;.I 
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ll.12 Rotary Dial Set .,; Option EB 

Circuit operation resulting from . 
· ·r,itary dial calls with the pushbutton set 

feature. provided, is essentially the same 
as . .when only rotary dial sets are provided. 
Howeve.r, there are differences as followsi 

' (a) Relay L in this circuit is operated 
· and released over· 1ead "Rl II from the 
PB converter L relay, which is directly 
·connected to the subscriber "T" and "R" 
leads. (arid thus, directly follows rotary 

· dial set actions). · · 

{b) Dial Tone, ~lthough under' control of 
; relays AC, SR2 or SRl and RCO • and, 

·when provided, subscriber sender recycle 
circuit· and relay XC3 in this circuit, is 
impressed on the subscriber 1s line through 

.a tone coil in the PB converter. 

(c) The r~nge is approximately 1500 ohms. 
Th:l.s is determ•ined by the PB converter 

L ~elay. See CD-:21976-01. 

(d} See Parqgraph 95 for a description of . 
the operation of this circuit on calls 

from pushbutton se.ts. · 

11.2 · With Fig. AF 

h.21 Rotary Dial Set -1500 Ohm Range 
.'-: . Option EA 

ll.2ll Polarized relay L operates when the. 
. . "T" and "R" leads are cut through 
.from . the i;:a ll :l,ng line to it,. and 1 t remains · 
operated except for a momentary release on 
each break of the dial until the sender 1s 
disconnected, unless the subscriber pre- • 
v1ousl;y hangs up to abandon the call. (L) 
operates whenever its primary winding finds 

·a. circuit to ground over the 11R11 and "T11 

leads through the calling subscl:'1ber 1 s 
switchhook and dial or tbrough special by
pass circuits when the 11T 11 and "R" leads 

. are being used for convetsa tion w1 th the 
mqnitor •. Its secondary winding which is 11'! 
series with a -condenser, re-enforces the 
primary winding and makes. its operation and 
release, quicker and more energetic. Its 
terti;+:rY winding biases 1 t and tends to 
keep its arma tu:re on the back contact. Jack 

-L'affords a means to patch the primary and 
. secondary windings to a relay test set, dis
connecting battery from the primary winding. 

ll.212 Relays U and !,2 operate lU'll:l !'eleaee 
with (J:1) oerv1ng to provide Md:1.~ · 

tional contacts. · 

ll. 213 Relays SR and SRl r:.1pera te or l~old 
on the ffrst oper·ation of L, l;l11d 

release when the o~ll is completed or 
abandoned, definitl?lY rel:eas.l.ng L. The:/ 
hold uµ ·continuously betweet, those times~ 
regardless of the momentary rt!l,ease of L 
due to dial breaks. · 
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11.214 Relay RA, operates through a back 
contact of Ll on the first.dial 

break of each cUgit dialed~ and remains op-· 
erated throughout that string of pulses 
despite the repea.ted momentary breaking of 
its operating path. It releases each time 
the dial comes to rest after sending pulses 
for one digit. RAl 'operates and releases 
in reverse to RA, and provides. additional 
contacts, 

11.215 One winding of, tone repeating coil.·· 
TN is in the T lead, another.in the 

ring lead, and the other winding is grounded 
at: one end and connected through a. condenser 
to the source of dial tone at the other from 
the time relay SRl operates until relay AC 
releases. Th:l.s sends an induced tone to the 
calling subscriber until the first digit has 
been registered~ 

11.22 Rotary Dial Set .. Option _EB 

Circuit operation resulting from 
rotary dial calls with the touch-tone set 
feature provided, is' essentially the same 
as when only rotary dial sets are provided. 
However, there are differences as follows: 

' ' 

(a} Relay L in this circuit . is operated 
· and released over lead 11Rl II from the· 

TT converter L reliiy, which is directlt 
connected to the subscriber 11T 11 arid 11R ·1 

leads (and thus, dit'ectly follows rotary 
dial set actions). · . . · 

(b) Dial Tone although under control of 
re lays AC, SR2 or SRl and RCO, and, 

when provided, subscriber sender recycle 
circuit and relay XC3 in this circuit, is 
impressed. on the subscriber's line through 
a tone coil in the TT converter. · 

( c) See Paragraph 95 for a description of 
the· operation of this circui.t on calls 

from touch-tone s1a1ts. 

12. RECEIVING DIAL PULSES - FIO, AE 

12 .l When the subscriber· d.fals, relay L 
i:-el¢ases momentarily on each pulse, 

under direct control Qf the dial with Op
tion EA, or under control' of the TT con- · 
verter with Option EB. Between succe~sive 
dialed digits, and after the last dialed 
digit, L remains steadily operated,. untH · 
the district opens the T and R leuds while 
advana.1.ng to make talking selections or the 
call is abandoned. i 

12 ,2 \oihen t l:elei'HlGS on the f'i.t'St pUlSl!3 of 
a digit, Ll also releases. As Ll 1a 

not, VE:l'Y f:ernt; operate it rnay not follow all 
the operatlons or L; bUC \'/ill stay released 
Ol:' buzz sllgtltly during the return of the 
dj.al, · After. tne la.st~ pulse 

1
o.f each digit, 

hov1ever, whe'n L ,.;t:a;ys .steadiJ.y operHt.ed i'or· 
an t.tme., LJ.. r,,:t::,o opera, tea. 

. .__' 
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·t2. 3. SR -does not follov, the pulses, being Figure O provides an added make. contact on 
slow release., but remains operated the. P2 • relay which shunts the normal co.n-

urit11 L and Ll finally release when the tacts of the P5 relay and prev~nts !"alse 
cti·strict selector advanc·es for talking pulses during the rel_ease of that .relaf .· 
selections or· the. call is abandoned. SR 
holds through a front. contact of L and· a 14. REGISTERING FIR.ST DIGIT 
back ci;:mtact 01' Ll when Ll does not operate 

. with L, and through a front. contact of Ll · 14 .l The first digit. dialed is recorded 
when 1 t does. SRl and SR2 operate and re- on the A register which cons is ts or 
·1ease with SR. .. .. · . · cut-in relay AC, lock relay AL and record;.;. 

· · ing relays AZ (A zero), Al, A2, A4 and AS·., 
12.4 On'the. firs't dial° pulse' or each digit, , the-last four relays ·beihg shown 1n Fig.;. 

. wn1ch releases Land Ll., register ad- ures A and B. Figure A 1s. used when ·.the 
_vatJCe relay RA ·operates through a back con- sender is to function with 3-digi t o!"f1ce 
tact of Ll., Being·s1ow release, it holds up codes only. Figure.~ is used when the 
through the pulses of each· digit, though Ll sender will be required to function ini;.. 
may intermittently break its operating path; tially •with ·2-digit codes only, duririg an 
·but ,afte·r the last pulse· of each digit, when intermediate period with both 2 and 3 <;i1g1t 
Ll' operates and sta;ys ·up until the first codes and ultimately with 3-digit codes 

• pulse of the next d1g1 t, RA releases. RAl only. Except as s ta'ted otherwise the 
operates when RA releases and locks to a following description or·reg1ster1ng 'the 

. make contact on r.,. This is to prevent any first digit•, absorbing any preliminary · 
·v1bra tion of RA on its: release from being ·pulses and registering successive digits 
foll~wed by RAl~ , applies for bo~h cases. 

·13.· COUNTINQ DIAL ·pqL.SES 14.2 AC operates immediately- after T, -·aria 
I connects, the opera ting -windings of 

13.1 · The p\llses o:r' each digit are counted the {A) recording relays to contacts. on __ . 
. . on_ tt_le · pairs of pUl$e ·relays Pl and · the prime pulse relays~ . As the pu+ses df 

Pl 1 to. Pb and p6•. Each dial pulse., directly the first. d1g1t proceed., the recording re-
from- rotary dial ·sets, o~ indirectly from lays operate and re1·ease with the prime 

.. TT set.s, bY: releasing and reoperat1ng L., pulse. relays., their locking circuit being 
.sends a :_pulse of· cu.rrent from the · back con-· open at this time. · 
tact of L 1nto·these relays, with the effect 
or operating first a counter and then its 14.3 If the maximum of ten pulses come 

• 1 prime relays. ;3ee Par. 95 for operation from ·the dial., recording relays ar.e 
· ·with·· TT sets. operated at- the close of the several pufses 

13.2. This pa.tr' of puls~ relays lock in 
· series to a. break contact or RAl until 

a.later pulse -operates the next or the 
· second·next pair, which opens the locking 
· circuit of the forme~ pa01f and releases 

them. · 
,• 

13.3- If the ma,c.imum. or ten pulses come · 
'. from. the .. dlal the pulse relays are 

locked:up at the close of several pulses in 
acco~dance with the _following table: 

Pulse- 1 relays Pl~Pl 1 
II 2 II p2~p2•. 
11' 3 

,,. 
P2-P2 1 -P3~P3 1 

u 4 It P4-P4 1 . 
II , .. " .P5•P5 1•Pq · 
It 6 II Pl•Pl 1•P5•P51•P6 
" 7. ti P2-P2•-p6 1 P6 1 

" :8 ti 'p2-p2•~~,-P3 1 -P6-P6 8 
II. _9 " P4-P4 1 ~P6-P6 1 . 

" 10 fl P:5-P5••Po-p6• 

· 1:,-.4 At the close or a string or pulses, 
whatever their number, the relay_s · · 

· which are loc,ked up at that time are re
leased. by ,the· opera t1on or RAl, after which 

. they are ready to be operated again by the 
pulses or the next ·d1gi t. A back contact .. 
of Ll Figure AE or L2 Figure AF serves to · 
re-e·stat>lish the locking circuit immediately 
on the receipt of the firs.t dial pu,1se, 
without waiting fo.r the release or RAl. 

. ;•'. 

in accordance with the following table:· 

Pulse l'relays Al 
It 2 II A2 
If 3 ,U Al•A2 
It 4- If A4 
u 5 

,. 
A5 

It 6 II Al-A5 
" i 

II A2-A5 
It ·~ Al..;.A2-A5. 
II 9 It A4-A5 

·fl 10 
. ,, 

AZ 

·14.4 At the close· or 'the st~ing-or pulses, 
whatever their number, the relays . 

which are operated at the time are .locked up 
by the operation or RAl. The·1ocking path 
·errect1ve 1mmed1a tely upon the operation .of 
RAl ·1s through the locking winding of the 
.recording relay, or two or three or them in 
parallel, through the winding or AL, through 

· back contacts on the cut-in relays or all 
succeeding reg1s ters except the hund;reds . 
register, where the back contact 1s on re1a.y 
RCO Figure AG only instead of relay MC, a •. 
front contact on RAl and a front contact on 
SR2 Figure AG or SR Figure AH. AL operates. 
and connects a permanent .locking ground to 
1 ts ·own winding 10· ser1ees w1 th thos·e or. tfie 
operated recording relays. 
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15. PRELIMINARY PULSE OR TOLL DIRECTING 
COD.E . . 

15.1 ·Preliminary Pulse Absorbed - Fig. AL 

15.11 In case l·is dialed for the first 
digit or in case an accidental pulse 

is sent by the subscriber switchhook before 
.the f.irst dialed digit, the RA relay oper
ates .and releases as for any !'egular dialed. 
digit~ But the digit l is not recorded by 
the A register nor 1s the registering process 
advanced so as to register on the B register, 
ijor ~s the dial .tone immediately cut off. 
This·· is because if RA relay releases while 

. the Al relay alone of the recording relays 
- is operated there is no locking pa th ·closed 

and the AL relay does not operate, so every
thing is left· as before the false pulse 
1s received.. If d1g1 t 3, 6 or 8 is dialed 
the locking path for the AL relay is closed 
th1"ough a f:ron.t contact on the A2 or A5 re
lays. 

15 •. 12 Any numper of preliminary pulses will 
be absorbed in the same way provided 

·they come far enough apart to allow the· RA 
relay to release between them. Otherwise 
~hey wil.l register as a 2 or higher number. 

15.13 If op ~ssoctated decoder circui~ is 
· arranged, to work with prefix 11 code 

and this circuit· is not so arranged, Op
tion "BJ" is provided. This option con
sists of ·a ground.ed •".I;,AI' lead which serves 

•as~ local area signal to the decoder cir-
cuit. · 

.15~2 Toll Directing Gode Fig. AM 

15.~l Code Prefii 11 

When a code preceded by the p~efix 11 
is used the first No* l operates t~he XC and 
XCl .relays. The second No. l ope fates the 
XC2 and XC3 relays. The xc; relay ground 
the EA lead to signal the decoder that an . • 
extended area code was dialed. Responding 
to the EA lead signal the decoder ~111 use 
an extra area trans la to:r or w:tll route a:U 

· extra a.rea ·calls to ta·nctem or to toll, with 
dis tine t:1.on between e.i(tra area and local 
area traffic. · · 

. . 

The Pl' relay operates at .the close 
of the first No. l ~1aled~ Relays Pb' 
At and AU ·w;Lll not have operated~ When 
the RA relay. releases the cornb1na. t:1.on ot: 
Pl• relay operated., Pt:>; ALl and. XCl relt\YB 
normal w11l close the c1vou1t £or operatins 
the XC relar. When th~ RAl relay operates 
in .1 ts turn· ,the P.l • :rela:,. releases and the 
XCl relay.operates~ At the oloae of the 
second No. l dialed the ·i:,1 • relay operates 

. and with the· XCl relay operated the XC2 • 
relaJ is operated followed by the xo:, 
. rela;y. · 

· Optiori _ "BI1

" b • prov.ided to prevent 
talse · seizure or the. aux.1Uary sender 
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circuit when prefix 11 code is followed by 
a DDD code. When relay (XC3) oI?erates, _ 
the operate path of relays (ASC) and (ASl) 
in Fig. CF is opened to prevent seizure of 
the auxiliary sender circuit. 

'/ . 
.... ,·1-5.2~ Preliminary Pulse Absorbed 

.. /'•,\.,_ 

·~r only one No. l is registered the 
XC and XCl relays operate· but have .no ef
fect upon a call if a regular code is 
dialed. This is because the first digit 
othe,r than 1 which is dialed will operate 
the AL and ALl relays and the XC2 and XC3 
relays will remain normal. Ii' one prelimi
nary pulse is registered and the call is 
then abandoned the XC2 ahd XC3. relays may 
operate but the sender will· release withotJ.t 
connection to a decoder, 

J.6. REGISIJ1ERING SUCCESSIVE DIGITS 

16.1 Three Digit Office Codes'.Only Used -
Flg~ A Equlvvect . 

16.11 'l'he operatlon of AL upon registration 
of the first digit releases AC and 

opera t,es BC, transferring the leads from · 
con tac ts on the prime pulse: relays from the 
recording relays of the A re~1ster to those 
of the B register. The back contact on BC 
opens the parallel connection between the 
windings of AL and BL1 so that t}'.le latter 
will be clear of giound after RAl releases 
until i~. operates again. · 

16.12 The second digtt is registered in the 
· same way as th~ first digit, and BL · 

operated. But in this case if 1 is dialed 
~tie registered, not absorbed. 

16.13 All the digits dialed are registered 
in the same way, there be1ng·1n all 

eight registers, Ai Band C for the office 
· code, TH,·H, T and U for the 0alled number, 
' and ST for the sta t1on11 letter for fifth 

digit of the called number if any$ 

16.14 Register cut-off relay RCO in Fig. AO 
operates with He but does not release 

with it, holding up to the end of the con
nection. RCO breaks; the operating le~,d to 
THL and earlier lock relays and closes a 
locking ground to HL and later lock ,xvelays • 
Its purpose 1s to divide the reg1ste~s into 
two separate parts so ·rar a$ thelr locldng · 
is concerned, because the locking current 
for all eight registers 1s t6o heav~ ·to 
b11et1.l<:' on any one relay qonteot. · See Para, ... 
gx'aph ,:,.; t·o:1 ope.rat1:0n w1.th Fis~ AH~. 

lti.H Two Digit Otf1ce ·codes Used~ Fis,. B 
·Equipped 

16.21 If both 2 and~ digit office codes •re 
used, when the first code digit 1a 

dialed and the recording_rela.ys have oper ... 
ated, a ground 1a. connected to a particular 
one of the croas,.,connecting terminals; TD2 
·to TD9', depending cm the first d.1g.1t. dialed., 

-.___.,, .. 

•;, 
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For exainple ~ · ir a· 2 is dialed ground is con-. 
nected to 1I'D2 terminal, if a 3 is dialed · 
ground :1.a·connected te> 1'D3, etc. The cir-. 
cuit for this ground may be tracec1·rrom the 
contact.of the SB relay.through the contacts 
of the. Al, A4, · TDl and TD2 relays. The TDl · 
and TD2 relays .are operated respectively by 

_ the A2 and A5 relays. : 

. 16 .22· The TDl:, t~rrh1nal is strapped to such 
or these terminals TD2 to TD9 as 

correspond in number to the first digit or 
one or the 2•dlgit office codes. Thus the 
TD relay is operated each time the first 
digit of 2-digit office .code is dialed. 

. . . 

16.23 The operation or the TD relay opens 
the lead from the AL relay contact to 

the BC relay and connects this contact to 
·the winding of the CC relayi thus. operating 
the cc relay instead of the BC and causing 
the second code d:1,git to be regls.tered on 
the C register after which the succeeding 
digits a:i;-e reglste:red on the TH, H, T, U · 

· and: ST. registers. in the usual way. . ' . . 

. · 16.-:a4 The 'l'Dl terminal is always strapped 
. , ' to.whichever of the terminals TD2 
-· to· TD9 correspond in numoer to the first· 

. digit of the .last two d~git code to be 
converter to·a three digit code. Terminals. 
'l'D2 to TD9 are strapped. together in a 
certain order depend1ng upon the order in 
which it is desJ,red'to convert the two 
digit office codes to three digit office . 
codes. For eltample assume that the two 

·· digit. Office codes beginning with 7 are . 
. _first to be changed to 3-digit Office codes · 
·rollowed in order by those beginning with 6,' 

·· · 5i 4·, 2, 3, 8 and 9 respectively. Then, · 
·· beginning at.terrn1nal·TD7 the strapping is 

· looped successively ,to terminals TD6, W5, 
TD4. TD2, TD3• TD8, TD9 and TDl. By ar
ranging the strapping in .this manner the 
conve.rsion to 3-digit office codes ls 
effected b;t cutting a single strap each 
time a group of two digit Office codes are 
converter;t to 3-digi t office codes. · 

• . ' ' · .. • ! 

16.2~ During.the period when only 2-dig1t 
·. office codes are be,tng used the B reg-

ister relays BC, BL, BZ, Bl, B2, B4 and B5 
·and _the TD, TDl, and TD2 relays may be . 
omitted~ In this case leads TD at the 'I'D 
relay are connected, together thus oper-
a ting the cc relay directly from the con- .. 
-tact or the AL relay on all calls during 
this period regardless or ~he first digit 
dialed. 

16.3 Two Digit Converter Into 3-Digit 
Office Code - Fig. AT 

. Fig~ AT provides for the reuse or the 
A register relays of Fig. B when an office 
is converted from 2 to 3 digits and avoids 
the need of changing these relays to agree 

.· with Fig, •A codes. 

17,. CONNECTION WI'TH Dli:CODER 

17.l When three digits have _been dialed> 
· ·. as shown by the operation ·of relay . 

CL; or when zero is dialed for the :first 
digit, as· shown by the operation of relay 
AZ, or when permanent signal relay1 PS op-. 
erates with the sender off normal sta·rt 
relay $T operates and when selection sw1 tch 
reaches position 2 it connects battery ·over 
lead ST to the decoder connector. 

17 ,2 As soon as the connector and a de-. 
coder are free to serve this sender, 

the sender is connected to the decoder· by 
all the leadB shown as· going to t,he con- . 
nector except leads ST and CBS. 

17~3 The sender immediately tra,nsfers the, 
· office code and the class of serv-tc.e · · 
to. the decoder by ground;l.ng a selection of· · 
the 17 leads, Al, A2, A4# A5, Bl~ B2, B4,. 
B5, Cl, C2, c4, C5,. PS, KS, Dl, D2, and D'.5., 
to operate corresponding relays in the de
coder. In case the decoder is not. arranged· 
for its maximum of eight classes of service, 

· one or more of leads Dl> D2, and D3 ma;y not_ 
. be connected in the decoder and so need not· 

be connected in the sender. Leads CKl and 
CK2 are employed in connection with a check . 
or the above 17 leads. . . • . __.-.-.. --

.. . -------·-17 ,4 The decoder then trans.la tes the office 
code and class of service and returns 

instructions• to the sender by grounding a . 
selection of the 32 leads CLl, CL2, CL3, 
CL4, D.Bl, · DB2, DB3, TS> TSl, 0B1, 0B2, · O:S4, 
OB5, Sb, SDl, DGl, D02, D04, DOS, TW, CRl, . 
CR2, CR3. CR4, CR5, 001, 002, 004, OG5, so.·; 
ZCl and ZC2 to opera.te c·orrespondlng relays · 
in the selection· register of the sender. . 
In some cases one or more of relays TSl, TW, 
ZCl and ZC2 may be omitted from the sender 
and the coI'responding leads left disc.on
nected as.the decoder will never ground 
them. · 

17 .5 ' No relay is provided in the sender to·,, ... 
be operate~ by a ground over lead cr.4, 

that lead being used to indicate.a fre~ code 
and cancel the coin test in coin senders • 
Under certain conditions, .ti.owever, the de- . 
coder may ground the CL4 lead when connected .. ·· 

. to a nonco111 sender, and in that C,\ise the 
: sender must oe prepared_ to connect battery 

~o the lead -to satisfy the decoder. For 
this purpose the {U) resistance, ls provided 
to take the place of the missing (CL4) re
lay, The conditions requiring this re
sistance are that the sender shall work · 
together With coin senders into a .common 

· group of decoders,· and shall serve one or 
more or the first four classes of service in 
the decoder, those first four classes in- --~~ 
eluding any coin classes there may be •. 

17.6 After a brief interval to allow the 
selection register relays in the 
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sender to operate, the decoder grounds lead 
Rt. This opera tea release relay RL, which 
lock~ and operates RLl. ·. RLl breaks the . 
start lead ST and the decoder connector 
thereupon releases and breaks all con
nections between sender and decoder. RLl 
also 'locks the selection register relays 
and co~nects the FT _lead through to start 
districts brush selection. · · 

. J. 7. 7 · Lead TRL. the remain ins; one of the 53 
connecting sender to decoder, is used 

only· in case the decoder fails to release 
the sender in the regular way as just de- · 
scribed. Its use will be described later. 

18, ·$ENDING· INFORMATION 'l'O DECODER 

1a,1 On the fir~t trial which a ;erider 
mal<es on every call to obtain a trans

lation from a.decoder, it must ground at 
least temporarily every one of the 17 send.:. 
ing leads Al, A2, A4,. A5, ;Bl, B2, B4, B5, . 
Cl, C2,C4, C5, PS, KS, Dl, D2, and D3, ex
cept any of the last three which may be dis
connected at both ends. A steady ground is 
connected to operate and hold a relay in the 
decoder, a temporary ground is -connected to 
operate a relay in the decoder temporarily 
for checking purposes only, The temporary 
ground originates in the decoder and comes 
to the sender over leads CKl and CK2. 

18.11 The first 13 sending leads, for the 
office code, are connected to trans

fer springs on relays of the same designa- · 
tion. · If a relay is operated· it· connects 
steady. ground ·to its lead 1f it 1s not op
erated it connects its lead to lead CKl, 
or to lead CK2. The oft ice• code for dial 
zero or permanent signal is 0-0-0, .and in · 
addition lead PS is grounded on a permanent 
signal call. 

'18.12 Lead KS is p~x::manently connected to 
lead CKl in this sender. It is con~ 

nec~ed to steady ground· ln a keyset "A 11 

sender only, as its purpose is to notify 
the decoder ·whether its dealing with a 
subscriber sender or a k:eyset ·11A II sender. 

18,13 The decoder. may. be .arranged for a 
. maximum of eight. classes or service, 

and it is notified as to which class it is 
dealing with' on a par-ticular call by steady 
ground on a selectiol'l of leads Dl, D2 and 
D3. If a group of senders. serves·" only one 
class of service each of the D leads is 
permanei1tly connected to lead CKl for a 
tempora.:r;y gi•ound or lead D5 r,n~ a steady 
ground, according to the clas~ served, If 
a group of senders serves two, three or four 
classes, some or the D leads are permanently 
connected to lead CKl or lead D5, and the 
other D leads are connected to. leads CK3 or 
CK4 and ijO to 'transfer springs on relay FT 
or FR. In this case the leads connected 
to FT or FR are connected to lead ClU o;i:-
to· steady •g.X'ouno. on eacl1 call accoX'ding to 
th~· class of is'e.t'v:1.ce a.a reglsteX'.,d t,y tht;:, 
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link circuit on relays FT and FR. The 
proper cross-connections for D leads 
will be furnished by the Telephone Company. . . 

18.14 When all relays 1n the dee.oder con-
nected to the sending leads operate, 

some by steady grourid and some by the ground 
furnished by the decoder over leads CKl and 
CK2, a chain circuit in the decoder is 

. closed, with the effect· of removing the 
ground from leads CKl and CK2, and S<_) re- · 
leasing all decoder register relays except · 
those which are operated by steady ground 
in the sender. ~he effect of first operat
ing all the relays in the de<.:oder and then 
l'•.'!lea::iing such as are not wanted• is to 
check all the connecting leads for con
'tlnui ty and for freedom from grounds and 
c;rosses. 

18.2 If the decoder fails to send a reg-
ular release signal to the sender 

on the first trial, the sender releases 
the decoder connector. and then ma.lees a • 
second trial, 

19, SELECTION REGISTER GENERAL 

19.1 The decoder records in the selection 
register full intorma tion for reaching 

the distant office and charging for the 
•. call. When the information foi;' setting 
up the district and·office selections. has 
been utilized, the relays recording it are 
released. Then in case of a full selector 
call they are set up again directly f~om 
the numerical pa.rt of the dial· register to 
iuide the incoming and final selectors. 
19.2 'I'he follow:l,ng sect:l.ons outline the 

!'.unctions· of the sev.eral parts of the' 
selection register as set up front the de'.'" 
coder and as set up from the dial register.. 
'i'ne relays are arranged in six parts. 

.. 20. SE.tECTION REGIS'.rER, FIRST· PART 
. 20.l This consists of relays CLl, CL2, 

CL3 and OLA. The first three are 
operated from. the decoder only, and_locked 
until the sender is released. CLA operates · 
with any of the. first three relays. The 
following combinations or the first three 
relays indicated the a-lass of call: 
None Full selector class. 
Ctl Operator class, restricted 

CL2 
CL1 .. CL2 
CL} 

.code. ,. . 
CI tandem class. 
CI direct class~ 
Operator class, special or 
off':tcial. 

3~c.tt.g1t . code, or permanent 
signal, · 

CI t:andem class, official 
. 3-digl. t code to opera tor. 

21 • SELEC'l;ION REGISTER, SECOND PART 

21..1 'I'his (i!)r11S:tSts or ~elayl:'J. DBl.1 DB2, 
DB;}, lS, 'l'S: •rsl, ZC1.: ZC2; zc,; · 

&nd ZGLt~ 

__ ,/ 
'_-;..,-

. ., .. ·-

1\ 

:!..; 
,; 
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- 2L2 : DBl, ·, DB2" and DB3 are· set up first 
. - from . the decoder to indicate the 
district-brush, and are locked.until 
the district group selection nasbeen 
·cotnpleted as shown by the advance of the 
selection_ switch. The following com
binations indicate the district brush 

- _ required~ : -. · 

None 
DBl 
DB2 - -

- DB1-DB3 _ -
PB2-DB3 ' 

Distdct· Brusl.1 0 
"U II 1 

. II .. II 2 
. ·11 - '. ·11 3 -

-It II, 4-

None 
IS.-

Thousands ?~ 
DBl 
IS:--DBl 

I 
.·DB2 

DB3 

" 
II 

II 

II 

/ ,i 

1l 
. 4J 
'5 

. 21,; IS (incoming selection) DBl, DB2, 
and DB3 aI'e then set up. in the same 

combination as relays THl, TH2, -'l'H4., ·and . 
TH5 in the dial register, _to indicate the 
incoming brush and assist in indicating the · 
incoming group on full mecnanical calls, . -

_ Thousands transfer relay· THT operates in . 
the trunk test 'position or. the selection· 
switch after thousa_nds nas been dialed, · 
provided relay CLA has not been operated, 
connecting the windings ot the selection 
register relays to the contacts or the dial 

· ·register relays. The following combina- · . 
· tions indicate the thousands digit dialed 
and the incoming brush required, 

~ncoming brush 0 

Incoming brush l 

Incoming brush 2 

-IS·DB3 
: DBl-DB3 

: ! ' II . 6r Incol!ling brush 3 . II ·7 

.. IS-DBl-DB} 
"DB2~DB3 

I. 

II ·• . :~! II 

_ _ All° or .the above combina t1ons tmving 
·e1therI:S- or.DB3 operated.but not both,· 
1ndica_te odd· tl"lousands. .Those_ with neither. 
or both operated indicate.even thousands. 
This. helps -to indicate the incoming group 

·required, - · · · · · · 

21.4 · TS~ TSl, zc{arid ZC2 are set up from 
. the decoder only.·_ The folldwing 

combinations indicate th9 talking selection 
position to which the district tB to be 
set, and whether. or not the sensitive and 
marginal relays 1n zone I"egi~trat1on districts . 

. R~lays. Up.· 

Non~ 
TS 
·TS-TSl 

- TS-ZCl 
TS-TSl-ZCl·· 
'I'S-ZC2 ' 
TS•TSl•ZC2 

Talking Selection 

Operator 
·No cnarge 
Charge . 

· No charge 
·charge 
No cnarge 

· Cna.rge 

ZC3 and ZC4 are checking relays whose. use 
will be described later~ 

22. 

_22.l 

SELECTION REGISTER, THIRD PART 

This consists of relays OB, OB2, 
OB4. OB5, -SD,. SDl, and OT2. 

22.2 OBl, OB2 and OB4 are set up first 
from the decoder to indicate the 

office brush, and are locked until the 
trunk test has been completed, The follow• 
ing combinations indicate the office brush 

Incoming ·brush 4 
- I 

... 
are to be operated. TSl 1s furnished on:Ly 
when flat rate lines are equipped w1 th 
meters to register calls to A-B toll. . _ .. _ 
points. or when zone registration districts 

- are used •. When TSl is not furn:i,.sned;, the 
wiring may be c.onnec ted so that_ Ts·. operated ,,. 
sets the district in the no charge pbs1tion~· 

. or connected. so as tel set it in th~ cna·rge - · 
pos1tion, as ·specifi~d. zc1. ZC2, zc3. and _ 
zc4 are furnished only when.zone registra
tion 1s used, and then sometimes not ZC2. _ 
With all relays furnished the _combinations.
are as follows: · 

_District Relays Up 

None -· 
None 
None 
Sensitive. 
sensitive 

... Sensitive & Marginal 
_Sensitive & J,'la.rgiqal 

Zone 

0 
l 
2 
3 

.4 
5 

required, the zero combination being used 
case the call-is not routed th;t"ough the 
office frames; 
None Office brush· o 
OBl II II l 
OB2 II II 2 
O'.Bl-OB2 II II 

--~ OB4 . II II 

OB? . 
It ··11 g ·"G" 

OB --OB~· " II "G II 
OB2~0B. II II i "G" 
OB4-0B2-0B5 II II "G" 
OB4-0B5 · II II 9 IIGII 

Page 
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· The (D05) relay is operated locally 
for puls.es 5 to. 9 incl .. _, 110 11 option. 

22.3 OBl, OB2 a~d OB4 are then set in 
· the same· combination as relays Bl, 

B2, B4 1n the-dial register to indicate 
the· final brush, in the case of full 
selector calls only. Hundred transfer 
relay H1 operates in. the position preced• 
1ng incoming group selection, provided· 
relay CLA ie not operated and after . 
hundreds has been dialed, and .connects the 
windings or the selection register relay 
to·~he contacts of the dial register relays. 
The following combinations indicate the 
final brush required. · · 

None Hundreds O or 5 Final brush 0 
OBl 11 1· or 6 11 II l 
OB2 .. " 2 or i. II II 2 
OBl-QB~ II 3 or II ti .3 
OB4 II 4 or 9 n ·11 4 

By adding the numerical designations 
of the relays which are operated, the 
number or the final brush selected is 
obtained. 

22,4 SP and SDl are set up from the de• 
· coder · on,ly. SD is operated on. all 

calls except those·to manual offices having 
~rty lines with station letters, or with .. 
. 'add five" incoming group sel ~ SDl is 
operated on·a1.1 calls except those to manual 
orr1ces 'having lines ,with 5-digit numbers.· 

22.5 °0T2 operates when the first two 
numerical digits dialed .are l and o. 

In·conJuncti.on.wlth SD and SDl it; serves 
to cancel the stations delay or the time 
measure switch when the kind of equipment 
or the. terminating office; or the first 
two digits or the number. show that there 
is no occasion to wait' for a: stations let• 
ter or a.ri~th nuinerical digit, ~t the 
same time plac:tng the synchronizing from· 
trunk t~st under.control of the UL relaJ 
so tha:t trunk test may proceed without 

None· Thousands even 
DGl II even 
DG2 . II odd 
POl•DG2. ti odd 

. . . 
By adding the numerical designations 

or· the relays which are operated, the num••. 
ber_ot the incomins group selected ia · · 
obtained. 

. 2:,.4 DQl, X>02, :OG4 and PG5 are set up a 
third time on tull aelector-cai1a, 1n 

the same' combinatii:m as rel,;1.ys Ul, 1.12, U4 · 
and US in the ·.dia·l register. This -is done· 
by tlnlts transfer relay UT, which operates in the poaition.preceding final units selec• 
tion prov1ded,relaY CLA is not operated;· 
and whei;l·un1ts has been dialed, and 1nd1• 
catea'the 1'1nal units·selection. The com•. 
binations are the same as ror the district 

Pafe 20· 

•I 

; 

I . 

awaiting the advance of the time measure 
switch out or positioQ 11. Thes·e r·elays 
in conjunction With the 01 relay also 
serve to change the order or sending digits
by RCI impulser wheri the ~alled line has 
a 5~diglt nluilber. The 1 purpQse of the OTl 
relay is ·to prevent the operation or the 
OT2 relay should a 3, b or 8 be dialed as 
the thousands digit and a ze~o as the. 
hundreds digit. 

23. 

2}.l. 

SELECTION REOISTER, FOUHTH PAR'l' 

This consists or 1•ela.ys ·(DOl), (DG2), 
( DG4) , ( DO:j) and ( TW ) • _. · . 

I 

23.1 DGl; DG2, D04 and D05 are set up· 
first from the decoder to indicate 

the district group, and are· locked until 
th.it selection has been completed. The 1 

following combinations show the'district 
group required: 

None District Group 0 
DGl It .. II l 
D02 ·u II 2 
DG1-DG2 II 11 3 
DG4 II 11 !4 
DG5 II r.1 ? no1..:nos , II II _-_ t) 

DG2-D_G5 II 11 

i DG1 .. DG2-DG5 II It 

DG4•DG5· 
. 11 ti .9 

By adding the numerical designations 
of the ·relays which are operated the number 
~r the district· group seleeted is obtained. 

2}.J DGl and DG2 ar~ then set up in a. 
cotnb1nation indic:ating the incoming 

group •. DGl o~erates .if H5 in the dial 
register is locked up,_ through a ·contact .on 
HT provided HT-operates as it does.on a full 
selector call only. DG2 operates it either_ 
DBl · .. or DB3 ts operated alone •. but. n_ot it 
both or·neither are operated. The following 
combinations indicate the 1noom1ng group · 
requlred: 

HUndreds o-4 Incoming Group . 0 -· 
.. 

II rt - ~ l 5-9 
ti 0-4 II If 2 

., 11 5 .. 9 II II 

' 
group selection which have already· been 
given. As before the numerical designa• 
tions add up to indicate ~he tinal units 
selected. · 

-,, . 

.. 

23,5 · TW is furnished in an ott1ce where .. 
some calls are route~ -through a _dis• 

ta.nt office selector ADCI, oroaebar tan• 
dern or sender-tandem equipment. It is' 
operated f:rom the decoder on such a _cal.l., 
and.serves·to extend the interval which 
the time measure circuit allows tor .the 
sender to release bei'Ot'e g1v1ne; the 
monitor a stuck sender ''signal. It also 
ijeJ.aya the release·ot the sender in case a 

·•.,\·/ 

,' qf I;;. 

,· -· 
{ t ,. 

,f;_ 
1-.., ,,.,, 

i:;,. 
;,~ 

·. ~.r; 
\.;, 

' i, 
\, 

.. -

!··:, 

._. 
'.·,•, 

) . ~\ 
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CI call is abandoned while awaiting assign ... 
• ·ment of. the .trunk by the operator. · · 

· 24. .· SELECTION, . FlFTH PART · 

· 24 .1 Ttii.s .eons1ets of r,,ell.ayt6t:1U,,. -CR2, 
CR3, CR~·~ana -,cR'5 .. · 'They :a'.l'e :operated 

from· the decoder only.. . · · · · 

24 ~2 CRl • · CR2, .CR3 and CR4 rtx the \com- · '·• 
pensa ting resistance in the i\inda

mental circuit during the office test 
and office selections, and al'so. 1'1x it 
at the sameor a smallel' value during the 
trunk test and later perlods. The several 
combinations ana the resulting· resistances 

. are as follows:.· · · 

None 1 

CRl· . 
CR2 
CRl•CR2 ·· 
CR3 
CRl-:CR3 
CR2•CR3 
CR4. 
CRl•CR4 

,CR3•CR4. 

Office Tes~ 900 Trunk Test 
11 11 · · :600 . · . 
II . ,II 300 ' 
" I" o 
11 II · 900. 
,, " 600 
" "· . ·.:,oo 
II II . 900 
,, .... 600 

'1 ir 900 

0 
0 
0 
0 

:,oo 
3QO 
300 
600 
600 

·900 

.. J!4,}" Cli5 18 operated on all mechanical · 
.. , . . . · . · • class calls ·over short tI'l.lnks · ( trunk .' 

> : ~: ., , '., . :loops i,oo ohms or less). • Xts e:fi'ec t is . ~o 
'F:/:{'.'J:'.'~,·i::.SUb:Jt;itut~ the MTG relay ·for the TG relilY'in 

. :~t:::-=:,;f\-'.the .~ndamental circ1,11t dur;f.ng of1'1ce · and . 
. : ·, }~';/'t•,:i.-:~;y,it.~nk tests. The .MTG relay will not op• . 

· ""'"'. " ," :,era te; should the trunk test be made while the L ~t;;'f~:- . ; :fundamental is connected to one or tM in-... 
, ;.,, .. · --:/ '.'Coming selectors w~ich ~s 24·volt battery . 

--~· 

~
( ' ' 

, . on the 1-ncoming trunk cond,uctors whHe it · 
,· :;: · ·1-e ?'eturning to normal.· Wtien. the 11ncoming 

selector reaches normal 1;8 volt battery 1S 
. ·conne:crted· to the incoming trunk conduct9.;-s 
and ·~e,•G rela:Y · wi~l thet\ opel;'ate. . · · 

··25"{!~~~~.~~4HPMT · .. 

:25..l .~S. ''oens'i-~\tjT~ta:,e,=,'OGl, -002, 
qo4, 005 and so. , .. 

25.2 ooi, ·OG2, 004· anti1 OGS ait'e 1Jlit'UI) 
1':1;.rst from the decoder. to indicate 

the,orr1ce group, and are locked until 
trunk test has been completed •. The. ,fql• . 
lowing combinations show the o1'f'1~e group · · · 
required, the zero. cotnb1.na tion being used 
in case the call is not routed througl} the 
office frames: ' 

None I. Office group! 0 I 
001 

, . II 
II l 

OG2 II II 2 
· 001 ... 002 II II 3 
004 · II 11· 4 
005 II I II 

~ 001•005 II II 

002-005 II II 7 
OGl-002-005' nl II 8 
004-005 II II 9 

. 
I 

BY adding the numerical des'lgna .. 
tions of the relays which are ope:r;-a ted . 

. the number of the office group selected is 
obtained. · · 

-25r3· OGl, ob2; 004 a.nd·OG5 are then s~t :UP 
on fl.lll mechanical calls in the same 

• . combination, as relays· Tl, T2, T4 and T5 in . 
,tne tdial. · register. This .is done by tens· 
'.\t\t:•ansfer .relay TT which operates in the · 
,positt'i~n ipreceding final tens select1on , 
prov1d-etl·"OLA. 'is not operated, and when tens 
has b'een 'd1aled, and ind.,icates the 1'1nal 
tens select:1on. · The . combinations are · the 
same as ~or office group selectior:i as given . 
in the preceding paragraph, As before the 
numerical designations add up to ind1cate 
the final tens selected. 

25 •. 4 ·so is operated from. the decoder on . 
· skip office calls, that is, on calls 

not routed through the. office fra111es • It 
serves to pass the selection. switch thro~gh 
the of'i'ice test., office brush and of'f'ice 
group positions and pemits the opera~ion · 
of F03 immediately upon release of FOl 
to close the fundamental for trunk test • 
with 11~." wiring •. 

26 ~ . TIME MEASURE SWITCH 

26.'l The time measure sequence switch Rl 
makes one revolution each time the · 

sender is used starting from the normal 
position' l when the sender ·is selzed, ad .... 
vancing as different parts· of the dialin·g 

. are completed and returning to normal when. 
· tpe sender is released. If the dialing or 
the rel,ease is delayed, the switch 1.s ad .. 

·· vanced bY power. t;lriven interrupter to one· 
· .. of seve'ra.l po:s+t1ons where disposition is.· 
.. l!lade. cit the call . . 

26_.2·: 1fbe e'1Shteen positions of the s:w·itcb : , 
1.· . a.re used .as follows:. 

·1 · Normal 
2 Pass""by . 
·:, Awaiting first digit. 
l4: ,Awaiting first digit 

· · '~ :Petwi:nent Signal 
·ij .. ~wa\1Jt'1ngiU.n1ta digit 

' 7 AIGt~.:;tJrµt:t5 digit· 
8 ·Part'ill'l \6,:ta'l':ing signal 
9· S~t1ons ·delay 

10 Stations delay 
11· Stat1ons delay 
12 · Stations delay 
13 Pass .. by 

• 14 Pass-by . 
15 [\waiting Release • 
16 Awaiting Release 

, 111_ Awai ting Release-
8 Stuck &ender.signal 

27 • · STARTING TIME· MEASURE SWITCH 

27 .l When the sender is ·seized, the off• 
. normal ground operates . relay TMS 
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which-operates 'I,'Ml. The latter advances 
the sw:l.tch to posit+on 3. TMl releases 
as the. switch leaves position 2· •. but TMS 
locks to off-normal ground. If the sender 
is seized before the time measure switch 
has restored to normal from the preceding 
call, Tl-13 will not operate until. it has, 
done so, 

28~ TIMING ··FOR FIRST D_~GIT 

28.l ,.An. interval or :,o to 60 seconds is 
·· measured ·by interrupter TMA in posi

tions J and 4 for the registration of the 
first qigi_t. . · · · · 

28,2 On the first closure of the. inter.. ,:: .. 
· ·rupter·arter the· switch rea¢hes · 

position 3, relay TM operates •. Then when 
· the interrupter breaks, TMl (?perates in 
seri,es. with TM:, and advances .the switch .. 
to 4. Au it leaves:,,.. TM and TMl release. .. , ·, . ' ;,. . 

28.:, On the ·second ~ycle or the inter-
!' · . rupter, TM and. TMl operate in the 
same way~nd advances·the switch to 5, 
wh~re they release. In this position per• 
~nent .s2,gnal relay E'S operates and a con• 
l1flCt1on is established from the calling 

i , Une to a -permanent signal trun~, '-~s will 
:be described later. · 

' ' 

a8.4 !f the first digit is dialed and reg ... 
· istered before the second closure or 

the ·interrupter, the switch being, in pos1•· 
tion :, or · 4, the opera t1on of relay AL in 
the dial register operates relay TMl alone. 
Th1_s advances- the switch through to posi• 
t1on 6, and holds open the operating lead 
to re.lay PS · ao the latter. cannot opera t-e 
while th'e switch passes through 5. . As the . 
. switch leaves ,position 5 relay TMl re• 
'lease~.· · 

28.41 ~1th Option X, the TMA interrupter 
will advance the Rl sequence switch 

out or, position 5 in case- the sender does. 
not restore after the PS relay functions. 

29. TIMING.FOR UNITS DIGIT 

29.1 The first d;tgit•having been dialed 
and registered in the time allowed, 

an interval or :,o to 60 seconds is measured 
· bY interrupter· 'l'MA in posi ti.on 6 and 7 .f.or 
the dialing ot the'Qther digits up to and 
inc.ludins; the uni ts digit provided the' 
class of call is one which requires the 
dialing or~ number. 

29.2 on the t1rst closure ot the inter• 
· ruptet atte,r t:he, switch' reaches· 6, 

TM operates. When the interrupter breaks 
TMl ope'ratE:us and acl'1ances the sw:1.toh· to 7. 
TM and '1'M1 operate again on the ·second crc1, 
and advance the switch to 8. · . ' ., 

. 29 .21.'Sender Hopi tor, '. Figure AN 
: In position 8 the. SEI, interrupter . 

fl~sbes t~e S_l)R lamp at the sender monitor 

fage 22 

position, with-~elays TMl and MS normal. 
Also an auxiliary signal is provided 
through the Kl cam. The flashings1gnal 
indicates partial dialing or failure to 
release on permanent signa~ -or-failure to 
release for other reasons, A steady lamp 
indicates a sender make~busy. 

29.22 Automatic Priming Aft~r 1ime·· Out,· 
· Figure AO ·or AU · 

. Instead· of s~gnaling a. t a ·sender 
mor11tor pos1/t,ion, a circuit 1is closed in 

. po;U tion . 8 with the TMl relay tiormal, · to· 
op~ra te the MS relay, This opera tea . the•. 
MT relay and in turn· the PR fel,ay. 'l'hf;l . 
sender is automatically primed the saine · · · 
as if' a. monitor perro~~d the priming · · 

'fupet:i.on. The.ss· lamp at·the··sender make
busy frame will lfgl\t with :Figure AO and 
th,e .. TA· lead will be groupded tQ produce 
a:naudible.alarm if the sender does no:t 
restore promptly. Option DI permits the 
sc· lead to be grounded rrom the MB Jack 
to facilitate the use of the stuck con-· . 
nection finder circuit, 

29.3 If the units digit is dialed 'before 
the second' closure or the inter- . 

'rupter, the 1sw1tch being in,position 6 or 7, 
or if it is dialed while the'switch is in 8 
'but before the inonitor plugs into .the test 
Jack, the operat1on or relay UL in the.dial. 
re-gister operates relay Tl'>U alone. This 1 

advances the switch through the position 9, 
and holds open· the leads to the. mon1 tor• s 
lamps and auxiliary signal circuit. 

... 29.4 In the case o.t::a aero or 3•d1git . ·. 
. .. .· official code 1ca.+t or a1 pe~nent_ ... 
· signal, no Units c:U.g1t,w1ll be dialed and 

. 1:t is necessary to<,pass th~ ~~itch to po;r,_1 .. 
tion. 9 without measu.:r1ns'"t1me. Qn a cal.l .. .. 
of this kind the decoder will· opf;lrate re;i~i ·. 
cL; in the selection· register. · A e;round> , -· · 
through a front contact of CL} operates · 
TMl and advances th~ ~witch to 9. 

30 0 TIMING FOR STATIONS DIGIT 

}0.1 The units digit having been dialed 
· and registered in the time allowed' 

· then if there is any reason to expect t~t 
a stations or a fifth numerical digit rM.y 
be dialed, an interval or about rour sec .. · 
onds · is measured b,y :1nte:rrupter SEI. 1n poa1.: 
tions 9 to 12 • · 

30.2 The. operation or advancing the. switon 
through tl')eee pos.itions is the same 

as above described. There is no alarm · 
position 1'ollow1.ng 12, but.on reaon1ne; 1:, 
the c:lrcu1 t proceeds to count '\ihe final. , 
interval, to~ the sender to :release and ,. 
the sender .as a. whole proceeds w1 thout .. 
waiting longe~ tor another-digit to be 
dialed. · ' 

30., Ir. anothel'' digit is dialed and reg
istered before the switch gets into 

I 

. ...._,,, 

\ ) . 

.'- .. ,, 

·•., 
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position 12, the operation of relay $TL i~ 
the dial register operates relay TMl alone, 
which moves the switch through to position 
13 at once •. Should dialing of the fifth 
numerical or stations digit ,s.tart while the 
switch il;l · in position J;:2 tne':re.lease of 

. ,,!L-lJ anq· the.,,qpenrtton ''Of :the t{\RA:} ,both 
. ·.;;:-,~!llle-et,1growm 0to·'.the TM·rela'y·'Windtng thui;; 

\~eNeml;lpg.,t'the.,,c,pemtlon 'of'·TMl• on· the 
· ··.Jp:peming of the interrupter '~<m.ta.ct. When 

· :t:ne·(.RAl) relay reoperates af~·er the com~ 
. ,'c;.pletion of the dial pulse the sw1 t;ch will 
· -move· to position 1' by the operation of 
. relay STL and TMl. . 

. 30.4 With certain combinations r;,f r!elays 
SD,.SDl and OT2 on the selection 

regnteri and T5 in ti'\e dial register, the 
dialing of another digit is possible and 
time is measured as above described. With 
other combinations 1t 1.s not to be expect·ed 
and TMl is operated as soon as the switch 

•. reaches position 9. and moves the switch. 
·"-throilSh to 13, thus cancelling the stations· 
c.4:-ela,y'" These· 1atter combinations are ;1s 

~ 'tol;ltows:: 

:,,&A'lf"11:i¢'th ,.,SD .an(l --SDl -op~ra ted or SDl op-
, ·,:e:ra,tea·~a·nd ,-C,LA :no.rma.1, shows the ter

m;l.nat:tnig -o:mee 'has ·•el'ther : station letters. 
nor 5-dig1t numbers. 

' ' :,·o. 42 SI> operated but neither SDl .nQr OT2 
shows that there are no stati·on · . 

lE!tteri;;~ and that, while .there are 5-digit 
numbers~• the.called number is not one of 
them because•it <;loes not begin with 10. 

30.43 ·o-rg and T5 operated but SDl not 
. . operated shows that theJ;'e are 5-diglt 

numbers.and that the called ni,unber begins 
with .105 to 109. · Usually it cannot be a 
. 5--digit nUmbers, which are all in the · 

.·· seri·es 10000 to 10499. Neither can they 
··· • .have ,a 'Stations d1g1 t, because in an office 

·"<,w'.it-h·5,-d1g1t numbers no. station letters 
·•~~:assigned to numbers in the series 1000 
· · to 1099. In -certain localities there ·may 

be manual .offices wi·th · numbers from 10500 
. to 10999. There an alternative wir;l.ng is 
used, bridgine; around the contacts on .TS, 
arl'd the stations delay is not cancelled 
on any pumber beginning with 10. 

31. PASS-BY POSITIONS' 

·. 31.1· The switch 1~-uvancedat·ohc·e·paet 
pos 1 tionl;\ 2 ,· 13 and 14 by a ground 

on. cam Fl. 

32. T!MING FOR RELEASE 

32.l Dialing having been completed an 
interval is measured by interrupter 

TMA for the sender to complete its work 
and be released. For any call routed 
through a 2-wire office selector of full 
selector tandem equipment. the interval is 
measured in posit1ona 15, 16 and 17 and 
varies from qO to 90 seconds. For any 

, other call. the interval 1s from 30 to 60 

seconds, pos1.t1on 17 being pasHd by . 
without timing. except tpat on an ·P.C.I. call 
if position 17 is not reached before trunk 
test is completed the switch must be timed 
thru position 17. This allows an extra :,o 
seconds for the operator to assign the 
trunk. · · 

32,2 On the first cycle r;,f the inter-
rupter af'ter. the switch t-eaches 15, 

TM 'and 'rldl operate.· and advance _the swi tc;:h 
to 16, . On· thE! second cycle they advance · 
the switch td 17. If relays Cl and '1;'W 
are both released, a ground through theip 
back contacts- operates relay TMl and ad .. · 
vances the switch to• 18. If either Qf 
them 1s operated TM and TMl ·operate Qn tfle 
third cycle of the interrupter and advance 

· the switch to 18. . .... 

32. 3 If the sender is released and the 
other switches r.estored to norma.i 

at any t;Lme, this switch being ·in any p0,st
t1on except normal, ground through a back 
contact on relay TMS operates relay TMl, 
which advances the switch through to 

· normal poa1t1on l. · 

33. SELSCTION SWITCH 

· 33.1 The selection sequence switch R2-
makes one revolution each time the 

sender 1.s used, starting from no:rina:t po;,1• 
tion l upon t.tie operation or relay "L; · 9r 
PS, and advancing step-by-step a.s th~-· 
several selections are made. 

33.2 The eighteen positions of the switc;:l:I,, 
are used as follows: 

l Normal'' 
2 District brush selection 
3 District group selection 
4 Oi'fice test 
5 Office brush selection 
6 Office group selec-tion 
7 Trunk. Test~ · 
8 Incoming·:tirush selection 
9 Awtg. Reg . 

10 Incom1nggroup selection 
11 Cable dif!Charge 
12 Final brush select.ion 

. 13 Awtg, Reg. . 
14 Final te0ns selection · 
15 Awtg .• Reg. or C .I. Impulses 
16 Final units selection 
17 Incomi-ng advance 
18 Talking selection 

;53,3 on a full selection call through an 
office selector the switch.stops in 

each posit.ion ·while the appropriate func
tion is performed, and then advance to 
the next position; except the cable dis
charge position, which it passes through 
without stopping. On skip office calls 
positions 4 to 6 are passed by w.ithout 
stopping. 

33.4 On a Cl call the switch atops and 
advances as on a full selector call, . 
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except as follows. .It passes through posi
tion 8 to l.4 without stopping. The Cl puls
ing may sta.rt while the switch is passing . 
these .. posit:;ions, if the trunk ls assigned 
soon enougb, P9aition 15 is used to com
plete the pulsing, after which the ~witch 
1s advanced to 18 for talking _selections. 

33,5 On arl operator class call the switch·. 
. .stops and advances as on a full 

selector·call, except that it passes 
through positions 8·to 18 without stopping. 

34 •.. COUNTUO RELAYS 

34 •. l . The counting relay circuit, for 
counting revertive pulses on selec

, tions, consists of t'en counter relays 0, 
, to 9, eleyen prime relays BO,, PO and i• 

to gt relays FOl, F02 and F03 and the 
contact of the stepping relay STP. The 
winding of :BO and FO are connected in 
parallel:. and together they constitute the 
zero prime relay, two being furnished 
merely to provide the requisite number of 
contacts. · 

34.'2 As the stepping relay operates and 
re.leases in response to the rever-

t1 ve pulse·s, it in turn sends pulses ·into 
the counting re lays, through con tac ts of · 
relays in the selection register. The 
direction 0£ the current flow through the 
contact of STP is reversed after about half 
or. the selections 01' a call have been made, 
to give longer life to the coptact. 

34.3 Each pulse from the contact of STP 
· operates. one counter when'the pulse 

starts and the prime when ~he pulse ends •. 
These·relays lock and the prime steers the 
next pulse into the next lower nwnQered 
pair. So one pair after another 1s locked 
up, until finally ,0, BO and FO operate and 
lock, which stops the revertive pulses. 
The number of pulses perm1 tted is pre- . · 
determined by the· setting ot. the selection 
register, which steers .the first pulse into 
a particular pair 01' relays. · 

' ' 

34.4 ·on office group selection the con-
tact or STP is connected through 

the selection switch to the transfer spring 
of 001, and ao.oording to the setting of oca, 
002 and 004, 1t is connected thence to the 
transfer spring of 4 1 • } 1 , 2 • or 1 1 or to 
the front contact of l 1. If it is con
nected to ·ip·, th.e fi1•st pulse operates 4 
and 4 1 , leaving them locked up, the aec• 
ond pulse operate } and }', the th.trd 2 
and 21., the fourth l and 11 • and pro~ 
.vided 004 is not operated, the t1fth 
pulse opet•ates 0, .BO and ll'O, and the pulses 
cease. If, . noweve.r, the pulaes are sent. . 
into the transr.er spring of,, first, 
1ns tead ·ot .Jp , the fourth pulse operates, 
O, BO and FO and stops the pulsing, and 
so on. It' Od5 is operated., t1ve pulses 
in addition to those aeteI'lllined by the 
setting ot 001, 002 and 004 will be re
ceive~ between'the pulse which operates l 
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and 1 1 , and the last pulse which• operates 
o, BO and PO. These .five additional pulses 
ope'rate 9 and 9 1 , 8 and 8 1 ., 7 and 7 1 , 

6 and 6 1 and 5 and 5'. Tl:lerefore according 
to the combined eetting of OGl, OG2, OG4 
and 0G5, any number of pulses from one to 
ten will be received before their flow is 
terminated. 

34.5 The operation of BO breaks the funda-
mental circuit and thereby stops the' 

selector which is generating the revertive 
pulses. 

34.6 After cer.tain selections (office br~sh 
and group and final u.ni ts) FO oper

ates FOl and F02 in turn and F'02 releases 
F03 • ·which is otherwise 'operated whenever, 
the selection sw;Ltch is off-normal •. FOl•:iJ/ 
and F03 unlock the .counting relays and 
they 'all release .. FOl does not release at. 
this time, however, as 1 t locks, and F03. 
being released maintains the break in the 
fundamental circuit after BO has released. 

-The release of RO, with FOl locked up, 
advances the selection switch, and as ,it 
leaves the oosition it has been in, FOl 
and F02 release and F03 operates. The 

· counting relay circuit is now ready for the 
next select;ion; The slow action introduced 
·by.FOl, F02 and F03 is for the purpose of 
preventing selectors troingetting out of 
step with the sender, 

34.7 After district.brush .and group se-
lections and before talking selec

tions on all calls and with "AA II wiring 
before trunk test on skip office calls 
where less ~ime is required F03 operates 
thru the bottom break contac.t of FOl with
out waiting for F02 ·to release. 

34,8 After all.other seiection~ where 
sufficient time is provided by a 

eequence ·switch position intervening be
fore the following selection, FOl and F02 
are not operated, nor FOJ released. The 

· operation of FO a.tarts the sequence switch 
at once, and as lt advances it .unlocks the 

· counting relays, 'rhe fundamental is closed 
by the release or BO and the· advance .of 

· the switch to the second position beyond. 

35 •. DISTRICT. BRUSH SELECTION 

35,1 The operation or relay RJ,J. to re~ 
lease the decoder closes the .funda·-

. mental tip to ground through the .winding 
of STP, the operating winding of overflow 
OF shunted b;y its non:l.nduc::tive wlnding and 
a 1000 ohm resistance, all in series. 'fhe 
i'undarnental ril'lg; ia open. Any ·raue bat• · 
tery on the FH · lead ouch as might cause an 
overcharge. will. operate relay ZC3, in case 
the sender 1S equipped for· i.one charging, 
and $0 prevent the closure of the funda- · 

. mental ti'p to groumi. 

'.;5,2. This closure ot t,he fundamer,~al tip 
to ground ·starts the district elevator; 

._.__.,, 

' '-

) 

i 
. ; -~ 
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. and . as tha. t ri1:1es 1 t sends pulses over the 1 

fundamental ·t1p, STP follows the pulses, but 
. OF .does not "Qecause it is polarized in the 

·, other e1rect.1on. 

.35,3 STP sends trom one to r1ve pulses 
· ... :through the contacts. of the DB relays 

·. · in · the select19n register to the counting · 
· relays. The la.st pulse breaks the funda-
· menta1., a.topping the district elevator in : 
,position to trip the dr:?s1red brush, release. 

. , · the counting relays, an.d advanc.es the se-
. l~ction. switch .to po~1t;on 3, 

36. DISTRICT GROUP SELECTION 

36,1 .. With. the .switch in 3 and BO and FOl 
. releas·ed and li'03 operated the funda-

mental . tip ·is· a~in closed' to ground 
throu·gh the same 'circuit as befo:re. The 

· · 'dis trfct elevator. starts again and sends 
more puls~s ·to STP. 

36,2 STP·sends from one to ten pulses 
through .the conta~ts or the DO relays 

· .to ~he: counting relays.. The last pulse 
·breaks the fundamental stopping the dis-. 
tr1ct elevator with lts tripped brush ori 
tl:,.e fiJ;'st trunk or the:des1red group. re
leases .the.coµnt1ng relays, and advqnces 
the 1;1witch .to pos1t1on 4. , · 

·. . ..• ' r 

;6,:, .Wpere the (R2) switch enters position 
. . ·· } the "'ll" winding or. SC relay "' 1000 

, ohm~ .1sshorted!lecreas1ng the resistance, 
· ... '''.,in "SC" lead to 500 ohms for the purpose ot 

.. ·. ;·; · ·Qperating a relay• 1n the.· district selectof 
. . . . CiX'CUit.; . ' 

:- , .. • "' _. 

. /-;7. · ZONE REGXSTRA'rXON IN DISTRICT 
. · .. SELECTOR 

:,7 ~-1 . Part of' the 1nforma t1on f'or zone 
· J;"eg1strat1on is registered in the 

· ·.•·. district by s.e1;t1ng 1ts switch in the no-
. charge or the charge talking selection . 
· position. The res ti or. the inrorma tion is 

rel/;1atered by opettatins a sens1Uve relay· . · 
·_by h1Sh resistance battery rrom the sender, 
or tne s.ens1t1ve relay and also a marginal 
relay by low resistance battevy from the 
sender~ The bat;tery is sent ove:t" the PR . · 
lead d-µr1ng t1fo· 'time district group selecw 
tion is. being made. · 

·. :,1 .2 To send high res1~tarice batt~r;v to 
· . the district., relay ZCl: is opel:'ated · 

by the decoder while the l;'lelectio'n sw:.1.tc}) 
· 1s in 2. and locked until the switch · 
leaves ·;. 580 ohms battery is.· then con-.· 
nected to .the FR lead. · To send low ;re-·. 
si.stance (52,5 ohms) battery to the d.1s• 
trict., ZC2 1s operated insteiid or zcl. 

-37.J As soon. as district _gx-ou.p seiectic>n ·. 
. ·. . . 1s completed,· the release of relay 
· F02 ·breaks the battery connection from tne· 

FR lead to·avo1d operating a relay in a 
tandem district or a call indicator trunk~ 
on a s~ip office call. · . 

37.~ The path for moving the selection 
switch out or positic:,n 1 is taken 

through break contacts in series on TSl, 
ZCl and ZC2 •. · This is to insure sticking· 
the sender. in preference to making an ... 
overcharge in case one of these ~elays 1s 
operated by a c-ro~s of 1 ts locking wind-., · . 
1ng to ground or off-normal ground. If the 
locking contact of one. or these relay~ is 
cros.sed., ·the rela:y will operate 1n posi
tion l or the sw1 tch by a c1rcu1 t i!rom ati 
off-normal ground through cam E2 • 

38. OFFICE TEST· 

, 38.l Assuming that the can is routed ... 
through the office frames·•· the sw1 tett 

stops in 4 and relay (OFT)•operates while· 
the district elevator hunts for an- idle . · 
office selector. The fundamental is closed 
aa ,a metall;tc c·ircu1 t from fundamental tiP · 
to fundamental :ring through. the w1nd1ng_Qf 
trunk guard relay TO or MTG, .the op~ra.t:!;ng 
winding of overi'low relay OF not shunted, · 
the compensating resistance and a. trunk 
guarq re~1stance D of 14500 ohms,. all .1n. . 
series. The value ,of the compensating · .. · 
resistance for office test 11' o, :,oo. 60'0· . 
or 900 ohlns according to. the .setting of 
relays CRl and CR2 in the selectioh reg
ister •. The MTG relay or the TO. relay 1s • .· ·· 
used according to the setting of' relay. OR5. 
The MTG J:elay 1s used on full selector.. · 
calls where the maximum trunk resistance 
for trunk test does·not exceed 1300 ohms. 

38.2 The district elevator having hunted· 
over the trunks of ~he group. stop's 

on the first idle trunk, sending battery · 
over the fundamental to o.perate. TO or 
MTQ but no:t OF. . 

;8.} TO when used, operates TGl and T02 
in turn, wh1le·MTO operates T02 

dire·otiy. TG2 advances the switch t,o 5. , 
As the switch leaves 4 it breaks the ·funda• 
mental and TO• TOl and T02 or MTG and T02 · 
release, also OFT. 

38,4 The purpose ot resistance D, 14500 
ohms is to prevent the line· relay· in , 

the office selector from operating until 
the switch has passed to the next pos1tiqn, 

;a.5 ln order to ciose the ·runda~ental 
. tor office test it .1s necessary to 

operate relay zc2., and 1f it, fails to .. 
operate the sender will stick. First re
lay zc4 operates, and that connects oper-

., at1ng w1nd.1ng of ZC3 through break; contacts . 
· or zcl and ZC2 to 1000 ohm· battery,. and · 

also to the transfer springs or relays F'l' 
and FR. If either or ·the latter are op- · 
erate.a at this time the 1000 ohm batt.e:ry. 
1·s short•c1rc-u1ted and· zc:, does· not oper
ate. This test pI'oves two thir:igs--first . 

. that ZC3 is operated and· has a dear cir
cuit to· operate from false battery cin the 
FR lead,. to block district selections• · 
and secondaly that sticky relay FT and FR; 
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·1s ·operated :Calsely. This test is repeated 
in trunk test; position 7 •. 

· 39. . OFFICE BRUSH SELEC~ION 

39. l In posL tio1' 5 the fundamental is 
. closed as a- metallic cir.cuit through 

the operl:l.ting windings .or STP and OF, and 
the same ·compensating resistance as was 
used for offJ.ce test, but without the high 
resistance D. The operating winding of OF 
1Qagain shun~ed by the nbninductive winding. 

39;2 Closure of the fundamental through 
this · cJ.rcui t starts· the office ele

vator, .which sends from one to five pulses 
in.reaching position to trip the.desired 
PI'\,!.Sll.. . . . 

39.3 STP puiaes thro'l.lgh the· contacts ot 
the OB re fays, the selection is 

finished and· the switch is advanced to 6 
except that th_e fundamental closure is• 
further delayed awaiting the release ot F02. 

40, . OFFICE GROUP SELECTION 

40,l In .posi.tion 6 the fundamental is 
closed again as in 5,· The office 

elevator starts again and sends from one 
to ten pulses. The selection :l,s made and 
the switch advanced to position 7, except -
that ST~ pulses go through contacts .of 
the 00 relays instead of the DO relays, and 
the fundamental·. closure 1& delayed for. the 
release of F02. · 

41. SKIP· OFFICE SELECTION 

41.l In the case qt a call which is not 
routed through the office frames, 

the decoder will operate :relay SO in the. 
selection resister. 

41.2· When the switch.leaves position} 
· after district group ·selection FOl 

does not· release as usual, because 1t is 
locked .by so. through po_s1t1ons :, to 6. 

41.}. A contact.or SO passes the switch 
through positions 4,.and FOl passes 

it through 5 and 6, 'The switch therefore 
passes· through to 7 without stopping, while 
FO} being released ho.ld the· fundamental 
open. 

42. TRUNK ?,'EST, FVLL SELECTOR CALL 

42·.1 The switch &tops in position 7 and .. 
relay OFT operates while the office 

selector, ·ot the district in case ot't'ice 
selec tioh was 13kipped • huntl:l tor ·an idle 
trunk. Prom here on the operations ·d11"ter 
accor,U,ng · _to the class or call. The trunk 
test and renia1ning operations tor a ·full 
selector call will be described r1rst. For 
this class none or relays CLl to CL3 1n the 
selection reg1&ter are operated and CLA 1s 
theretore not operated.- · 

Page. a6· 
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42,2 The fundamental circuit is the same 
as for office ·test except that the 

compensating resistance is now fixed by 
the setting of relays CR3 and CR4. The 
fundamental is closed between FT and FR 
through the winding of TG or MTG, the oper
ating winding of OF not shunted, a compen
sating resistance of 0, 300, 600 or 900 ohm~. 
and a trunk guard resistance D of 14500 9hm~ 

42,3 The fundamental is not .closed as soon 
as the switch reaches P~lon.~ . 

because FOl is held locked a~~W5ed 
until the dialing nas progressed far enough 
to permit incoming.brush selection to pro
ceed, 

J.;2 ,4 The office or district elevator 
. having hunted over the group of 

trunks, stops on the first idle one, and 
the trunk sends battery over the fundamental 
opera ting TG, when used. TG operates TGl 
and TG2 in turn, and switch passes from 7. · · 
the fundamental is broken on the switch and 
TO, TGl, TG2 and OFT release. SO alao re~ 
leases at this time. The puJ,"pose of the D 
re.sistance is to prevent the line relay in 
the incomiug selector i'rom operating until 
the switch naa passed to position 8. When 
the MTG relay is used for this test the 

· operations above described in this para
graph· are the same except that the· TGl re.lay 
does not operate, the MTG opera t1l')g the TG2 

· directly. In this case should the incoming 
selector be returning to normal the MTG will 
not operate until it has reached norma.l and 
is ready·to make selections, The (MTG) 
relay is used on panel FS calla where. the 
maximum trunk conductor res, does not 
exceed 1300 ohms. 

4;,. INCOMING BRUSH SELECTION 

4J.l In position 8 the fundamental is 
closed through the winding of STP 

and the shunted operating winding of OF, 
and the same compensating resiSti:!-nce as 
was used for trunk test. · 

· 43.2 Closure of the fundamental starts 
. the· i-ncom;tng elevator on brush aelec-:

tioni and it sends from one to nve pulsea. 

43~3 STP pulses through the contacts of 
relays lS, DBl, DB2 and DB3, which 

have been set up in a new order for th.:i 
incoming brush selection, as described 
before. The selection is made exa.otly a.a 
for d1str1ct brush. The switch is advanced 
to po131t1on·9 on the operation ot FO, as 
described before. 

44. AWAITING REQIS'1$R 'APTER INCOMING BRUSH. 
SELECTION 

44.1 If the hundreds di.git .has already 
· been ciia.led, relay H't operates when 

the switch reaches 9, and it carries the 
switch through to 10 at once. ·Otherwise it 

--~ 
./ ) 

i 
I 

,, 
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will wait in 9 unt~l relay m:; is bperated 
by the dialing of the hundreds,digit. 

45. _ INCOMING GROUP SELECTION - FIG. BD 
AND 11F 11 : I 

45. 1 In position 10. the· fundamental 1·s 
. . closed through the· same· circuit as 

for incoming brush selection. The incoming 
elevator starts and sends from one to four 
pulses •. STP pulses . through the contacts of 
D01, Dd2 ana DG4, The selection is made as 
for district group selection and the switch 
is ad.vanced to ll on the operation of FO. 

45.2 11Add Five" Incoming Group Selection 

' To. provide for routing calls to two 
· full selector terminating Frossbar uriits 
over a common trunk group. Fig. Z and.• "E" 
apparatus are added to permit adding 5 _to 
the incoming group selection. When the 
dialed code 1nd1eates a need for this dis
tinction, the decoder does not operate the · 
(SD) relay for a full selector code, Groudd 
from the normal contact .of . . relay (SDl 

.. through relay (HT) reoperates relay DG5) 
. thus adding 5 ·to the incoming. group selec-:
. tion •. ,The former function of advancing · 
the time measure switch on'tnis elass of· 
full-selector calls is now accomplished by 
the normal contacts of the (CLA} relay, 
Fig, z, which is never operated for a full 

· selector call. · 

46. CABLE DISCHARGE AFTER INCOMING GROUP 
SELECTION . 

46. l The sw1 ten 1s advanced thr.ough to 12 
without stopping in 11, and the cable 

:t,s discharged while passing through 11 to 
.·prevent false o.l?eration of STP -when it 
1s c.onnected for the next'·select1on, the 
D resistance of 14500 ohms in series· with 
the C resistance of llOOOc;,hms being bridged 
across the fundamental for this·purpose. 
The high resistance prevents th~ premature 
operation of the incoming or, 'final line 

· .. relay. In this position it 1s never 
necessary to hold the switch, since the · 
progress .or dialing required for incoming , : 
group selection 1s sufficient ro11 final · 

. brush ·selection also~ 

47 ._ .. FINAL BRUSH SELECTiON 
I. 

47 ;.l _ In position -12 the ruodalll'ental is 
closed through the same circuit as 

for the incom~ng selections. · 

47.2 On the completion or fncoming group 
selection the incoming selector . 

starts hunting for an idle final selector. · 
When one is found and the fundamental is · · 
closed in the sender,·the final elevator 
starts and sends from one to five pulses. 

47.3 STP pulses. through· the contacts of . 
relays OBl, OB2 and OB4, The selec

tion is made as for office brush .1 The 
switch is advance to 13 on the operation 

· of FO.: 

48. AWAITING REGISTER: AFTER FINAL BRUSH 
SELECTION . 

· 48. l . If the tens digit has not been dial eel, 
·, the switch stops in 13 unt:11 1 t is 

dialed,' when relays TL and TT operate • 

49, PINAL TENS SELECTION 

··49,1 ·.In.position 14 the fundamental 1s 
• closed as before.. The f,inal selec.to:z, 

· sends from.one to ten 'pulse1:1, E!,nd STP .. · 
pulses through the contacts of relays 001,. 
002, OG4 and 005, The selection is mad;e · 
aa for office group. The switch is ad vane .. (· 
to 15 Qn the opera t1on of FO. · • · 

· 50. AWAITING REGIS'I$R AFTER FINAL TEN$ 
SELECTION . . 

. 50.1 If the units digit. has _not be~n . 
dialed the switch stops in 15 until 

units is dialed, When both relays UL and 
UT are operated a pa th is closed to advanc~ 
the switch out of position· 15. 

· · 51, F:INAL UNITS SELECTION· 

51.1 : In position 16 _tli.e fµnda~ental is , 
closed as before. The final selector 

sends from one to·ten pulses, which STP 
relays through the contacts of relays DOl,. 
DG2, . DG4 and DG5. The selection· is made as 
fo.r district group, but the -switch is 
advanced to 17 when FO releases with FOl 
iocl<ed · up. · 

52 •. INCOMING ADVANCE 

52 .1 In position 17 the funaamental 1s. 
closed as before, On·the completion 

of the final se.lections the. incoming ad
vances and connects reversed batte·ry · to · 
the fundamentalj then when it find.a the 
fundamental closed in the sender it ad
vances further ana cuts off the reversed 
ba_ttery._ . · · 

· 52,2 The effect on the sender. is that 
relays STP and OF receive a single 

... ! 

long pulse of current in the reverse dlrec
tion from usual. STP operates· and releases, • · ·, 
while OF operates and locks, OF operates in-· 1 

coming advance relay 'IA. 

52.3 STP sends a pulse through a make 
contact of IA into the-zero counting 

·relay o. · BO and FO operate when STP re
leases. The fundamental is .broken, FOl and 
F02 opera,ted, F03 and the counting relays: 
released, and the switch advanced to posi• 
tion 18, all as in district brush or group 
selection with the following exception. 
When FO operates, instead of opera ting FOl_ 

. directly it operates relay AV, AV oper,ate.s 
AVl anq AVl operatesFOl ~ ... 

52.4 When the switch advances, FOl, F02, 
OF and IA release and F03 reoperate's• 

but AV and AVl remain operated.,:; being lockei;i 
to off-normal ground. The RCO reiay oper
ates in parallel with the AVl relay.·, · 
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5} •. DISTRICT ADVANCE 

·53.1 The operation of AVl opens the short 
c1rcu1t wh1ch up to th1s t1me has been 

about the h1gh ·resistance primary w1nd1ng 
of relay SO. This redu~es the current 1n 
. the SC lead.and causes the d1str1ct to 
advance to a pos1t1on where 1t 1s ready for 

1 the talking selection to be made. While 
. advancing to this position the T and R leads 
,ar~ opened by the district: (a) causing the 
L relay to release directly with EA option 
or (h), with EB option, causing the release 

· of the TT conv.erter L relay, which releases 
relay·L. in this circuit, For either option, 
release·or relay Lin this circuit release 
relays Ll, L2, SR, SRl and SR2. 

5}.2 , In this position the district opens 
lead SC, ,with the effect of reieas1ng 

relays sc and sci. These operations start 
w_hile the selection .switch 1s in 17,· and may 
"Qe c:ompleted there or aft;er it reaches 18. 

53.} .A false ground on the dial pulse reg-· 
ister leads is checked by failure.of · 

these leads to clear from ground when relay 
nco relay operates and releases. If a 
ground remains upon· those leads 1.t will be 
held on the off-normal ground .lead, after 
RCO and T release holding the sender busy 
and providing·a stuck sender signal. 

54. :TALKING_ SELECTION 

· 54.1 In position '18, after SCl has released 
, showing that the district 1s ready for 
talking selection, the fundamental t~p is .1 

closed to ground through the windings or STP 
and OF and a 1000 ohm res is ta nee, .the same 
as it was for district brush and group 
selections. 

54.2 This closure of the rundament~l tip· 
to gx•ound starts the district to · 

· advancing through its talking positions 
sending pul_ses over the fundamental tip as 
1 t ·does so.· 

54,,. STP pulses the counting relays 
through the con tac ts ot relays TS and_ 

TSl in the se.ction register., and these by 
their setting allow from qne to three pulses 
before operating 0, BO, and FO. BO breaks 
the fundamental. · 

55, · RELEASE OF SENDER 

55,l · When the d_1str1ot completes talking 
-aeleot:ton, re.lay 'r :releases and re• 

turns the·s.eleotion switch to normal, pro
vided SRl ha& released·. The circuit for 
returning the selection switch to normal, 

. is wired through the back contact of SRl 
to insure that _the sender cannot be seized 
before the relays in the .slow release chain · 
s~, SRl and SR2 (if used) have released and 
unlooked am, dial pulse relays which may ·be 
operated. The off-normal ground lead is 
~ow no longer grou~ded. 'l'MS releases and 
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.returns the time measure sw1 tch to normal. 
and all locked up relays .release. Removal 
of ground from the off-normal ground lead 
releases all operated PB converter .relays. 

55.2 To prevent another district circuit 
selecting a sender ai:ter the ground . 

has been removed by the district and before 
the sende1r has returned to normal a pro
tecting ground is held on the test lead_ a,s 
follows: - Relay SB places battery and 
ground on the 80 ohm winding of relay -SG 
but as long as there is ground on the 1test 
lead this active winding will be shunted 
preventing the opera t1on of the relay. 

· Upon the removal or 1the ground from the test 
lead by the district SG will ,operate opening 
the test lead from the T relay which re~ _ _ 
leases. Battery from relay S8 will now hold. 
SG operated until the selection switch re
turns to·normal. If there is a district 
hunting on the terminal when the SB relay 
released, the battery ~rom the hunting relay 
in .the dist:r,lct through the!80ohm winding 
of SG relay w111 hold relays operated. 
As the district advances by the terminal, 
relay SG will release. If tne sender test 
lead were ·not protected in this way the -1 

hunting relay in the district might be.re
leased Just as the sender_ selector was leav
ing the terminal which would cause it. to . 
stbp on the next sender regardless of 
whether 1 t was idle ,or busy. The 500 ohm 
winding of the SG relay, Figure C iS•for 
the purpose of decreasing the surge_which 
tends to release the district hunting relay 
when the ground is removed from the test 
lead by the district. · ' . . ! 

55,3 This completes ·the operation of the 
sender on a full selector call. 

5~• PCI IMPULSER SWITCH 

56.1 The 20'."'pos:l,tion PCI lmpulser sequence 
switch R3 makes two revolutions on 

ea-ch call of the tandem or direct CI 
classes. Position l is the normal position 

-and the switch is left there on all calls 
except those or the CI classes. Position 5 

· is the starting posi t1on for tandem CI calls · 
and Position 17 is_ the starting position for 
the direct CI calls. The switch is advanced 
to the proper position as soon as the set= 
ting or the selection register 'determines· 
the class. The cuttings of the B3 cam allow 
the switch to st.op only in positions l, 5, 

_ or 17, · 

56,2 When pulsing is started_ the switch 
starts from position 5 or 17, com-. 

pletes the first revolution, continues with~· 
out pa.use to a se.cond revolution. and stops 
on reaching position l~ If it starts from 
5 it sends out pulses·forthe office.code iri 
running to 17, In running from 17 on the_ 
first revo:tutionto 17 on the second it 

-sends out· pulses for the number and station. 
In running from ·17 on the aecond revolution 
to the end at lit completea the pulsing 

,._.,..· 
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operation~ including the genera t1on of a 
heavy positive pulse if the wiring is s0 
connected. 

57. -SETTING PC! IMPULSER AT STARTING 
POSITION -

• I 

57.1. On a direct CI call, the decoder locks 
. . up relays CLl and CL2, and they oper-
ate CLA~ The switch moves out of l when RL 

-' oper,;1. tes -and passes by. 5, stopping in l 7. _· 
As it passes 11 the final pulse relays FP. 
and FPl operate by a pa th which remains · 
-closed until the selection switch lee.ves 
trunk test pos'it1on 'J. . · · 

57.~2 ·on a tandetri ca·u, the decoder locks up 
: :relay CL2, and that operates CLA. · ·_ 

Tandem relay TAN operates when RL operates, 
and it operates FP ~nd FPL TAN also moves 

- the ;,witch out of' l, and_ it stops :l,.n 5 •.. · . - I . . 
, 58. TRUNK TEST~ C! CALL -

· 58. l · · The _ co'nnec t1ons for trunk test -on a 
CI call or ·e1ther·.-c1ass differ from 

· those for· a run· selector call, because CLA . 
.is operated. The trunk-test"is made in 
·position.7 of.the sele9t:l,on_switch. 

58.2 _. ·Th.e fundamental circuit is the same. 
as for- a fuH selector call except 

that the D resistance or 14500 ohms ;ts · 
· omitted. The fundamental is closed between 
FT and FR through the winding. of TG; the . . 

· ·opera ting_ winding or OF not :;hunted, and 
the. compensating resistance"! 

· · 58.3 .. The'·rundamental, 1s· not closed as· soon 
as the selection switch _reaches pos1-

tion 7,- because FOl 1s held.locked from the 
'lreviouaselection by a ground through cam 
h.l until either the time measure switch has 
passed position 12 or the ll"L relay has op
erated# depending on the stations delay 
condition set·up by the.decoder and by a 
ground· through cam 03 until the impulser 
switch has reached its S·tarting position 5 
or 17. 11HM 11 wiring eliminates a possible· 
race cond1t1ot1 when the (Rl) switch slips# 
and wrong CI pulsing is prevented and stuck 
sender time outs on 7-digit MF calls are 
eliminated. This is to delay further opet' .. 
ations until dialing has been comp~~ted and 
the sender 1s_ready to send out CI pulses. 
In the case of. a CI tandem call by 3-diglt· 

. official code no number will be dialed. _ . 
For this class ofcall relayCL3 is locked 

·up by the decoder as wel! as CL2. This· 
serves to pa13~ _the time measure switch by 

i the positions awaiting un:til registration. 
Otherwise this class or call is like a · · 
:regular CI tandem call. - Zeros are trans-.· 
rilitted for the number and station except 
that 1f the first digit ·or the official. . 
code corresponds to .the first digit of. two 
digit offic,c codes the first dialed digit 
will be sent as the tandem hundreds digit, 
a zero will be transmitted for the tandem 
tens digit, the second dialed digit will be 

sent a$ the tandem units digit and the 
third digit, having been registered on the · 
TH dial register relays it will be trans-: · 
mitted as registered. If ·a tivo digit of
fic(; code is dialed the· firi;,t dialed digit · 
is transmitted as the tandem hundreds _. 
digit, a zero.· is' transmitted for the_ tandem 

· tens digit and the second dialed d1gi t re"' 
corded on the_ C dial register is trans
mftted as the· tandem ',lnits digit. Wheri a 
3-digi t · office cod~ is dialed it is trans- . 
mitted as recorded. 

58,4 The office or district hunts over ·the 
· group of trunks, stops on the fi:rs'b · 
idle one and sends battery over the :runda- '_ 
mental. TG • TGl and TG2 operate, but fiot 

_ OF. . 

· 58,5 _ TG2 operates call 1nd1cat~r ·relay Ct~. 
. which locks to off ... normal ground and , : 

advances the selection switch to 15. Until 
the switch leaves 7, relays· OFT and TG2 are 
both held operated ·by ground from SS2-J2. 
This insures tlia t CI shall have .time to 
operate and lock -in case TG ls released 

· very ,shortly after opera ting~ by a quick -
assignment_. · While the -switch is. moving 

_ through 8 to 15 and after it stops in l5 
relays TG2 and OFT are both held operated 
by ground from contact of relay TGl until 
the opera tor by assigning the_ trunk re
leases· TO and TGl. The fundamental is held 
c:).osed through tpe w1nc,l.1ng o'r TQ•by a Cir
cu1 t through front contacts of :er and TG2 ~ 

. T.t:iis circuit also goes through a _front- con .. 
tact of OFT and the operating winding of dF 
until the· switch reache.s 8, so ·that OF rru:i.y 

· respond to a· true overflow condition, . but , 
then OF 18 '. shunted out by a lead. fr9m 
Ss4-.L2 so that it cannot respond to a 
momentary false overflow condition which 
may occur at that time due to the trunk 
being disconnected from its previous con-. 
nect1on after + t has been seized for this 
connection. 

59. ;ROTATION QF' PCI IMPULSER TO SEND PULSES 

59,l The sender is .ready at .any time after 
the switch leaves 7 to send pulses 

' when the trunk ~s assigned at the 1ncomin_g 
· end. When a CI control circui.t or a tandem 
senqer is connected at the incoming end or 

' - . the' selector trunk, 1 t replaces the battery 
and ground which operated TG, by a metall).c -
re:).ay circuit .designed to receive ci pulses~ 
This 'causes TG to release, followed by TGl 
and T02 •. The condenser and resistance 
bridged around TG prevents . the discharge of _ 

. the TG _from causin~ a false CI pulse. 

59,2 _ The release· _of· TG2, CI being locked 
. _ up, connect~ leads FT and FR to the 

. 1mpulser with only. the -compensating resist-
- __ ance 1n s'er1es. It also operates start; 
. , -pulse relay SP, one purpose of which is to 

introduce the slight delay or·1ts operating 
time between the closing of the fundamental._ 
and starting .the impulser. Otherwise, if 
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the switch were started at once on the re
lease of TG2, the first pulse starting from 
the center of the cam cutting, might be 
abbreviated, . SP also closes the circuit of 
the low resi·stance pulsing battery, ·which 
if normally closed would sometimes drain to 
ground through the units dial register and 

·•cams I3, P3 and Y3 from • the time uni ts is 
. d:Laled until the trunk is assigned. 

· 5~-~ . The operation of SP starts the switch 
rotating,_a direct connection from the 

contact or SP to cam B3 carrying the switch 
~hrough every position but 1. It is carried 
through 1 to .start on.its second revolut:1,on 
QY a connection from the contact of SP, 
t;hrough a front contact of FPl, to cam C3, · 
TAN, if operated, releases when the switch 
leaves 17 on the first revolution, and FF· 
and F·Pl releases when it leaves 10 on the 
second revolution, FPl being-down when the 
switch reaches 1 at the end of the second 
revolution, it stops there_. 

60. GENERATION OF CALL INDICATOR PUL$ES 

60,l As the impulser rotates, one pulse·h 
generated in passing each position, · 

and each pulse lasts one full position of 
18 degrees of rotation, 9 degrees each side . 
of the-center. The pulses generated in the 
even-numbered positions ·are either light 
negative or heavy negative, and those in, 
the odd-numbered positions are either light 
positive or blank, according to the setting · 
,of •the dial register. · 

60,2 As.the switch passes an• even-numbered 
position, cam Y3 grounds lead FT, and 

cam F3 connects lead FR to battery through 
high 40 type resistance B. Unless this 
condition is modified by a connection in · 
the dial register, a light negative _pulse is 
generated., The high resistance is 0500 ohms. 

60.3 In passing an even-numbered position 
the high resistance battery lead is 

also connected to some part of the dial 
register, through contacts of TAN and OT, 

· and pam U3, K3, I3 or J}. In the dial 
register, according to its setting, there 
is either no connection, or a connection 
through cam P3 to battery through low 44 
type resistance A. In the latter case the 
high resistance is shunted by·the low re
sistanc.e aqd a heavy negative pulse is 
generated. · · · 

.· 60.4 As the switch passes an odd numbered 
position, cam Y3 grounds lead FR and 

lead FT ls connected through contacts of . 
TAN and OT, and through cam V3, L3, M3, N2 
or 03 to some. part or. the dial register. 

60,5 To· generate a light positive pulse, 
• the FT lead 1a connected in the reg1s• 

ter to ,a leo.d through c~m R3 and high 40 .·. 
type res1stan~e A .to battet'Y•. This resist .. 
ance·is also 6500 ohms to agree with rea1stffl 
ance ~ in the FR leads. 
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60.6 To generate a blank pulse, the FT _lead 
is connected in the register to a lead 

through cam S3 or T} to ground for such a 
period as to extend the grounded condition 
of FT from the previous even numbered_posi-' 
tion through the first quarter of this odd 
numbered position. Then cam S3 or T3 opens. 

1 this lead. The result is that both FR and 
FT are grounded for one quarter of the posi
tion, or 4-1/2 degrees, to discharge the . 
cable, and then the FT lead is. open for the 
remaining 13-1/2 degrees, tq give the blank 
pulse. In the starting positions, 5 and 17, 
both leads are grounded 1/2 the position, 
instead of 1/4, in case· the switch should 
start from a little past the center or the. 
position. 

60,7 The feeder ground to cam Y3 is taken 
through the top make contact of SP in · 

normal position of the switch, in order to 
avoid a current drain when the sender is 
idle in case the switch should stop slightly 
off its normal position, as it may, due to 
the absence of an "A" cam. 

bl • CONNECTION OF IMPULSER TO DIAL REGISTER 

61.1 If the impulser starts from position 
5 with TAN operated. for a tandem 

call, high resistance B and the fundamental 
· tip are connected through cams U3 and V3 . 
respectively to the A, Band c registers in 
turn, while the switch moves through 16 
positions to serid out _the office code. · 
When Fig. "B 11 is used the high res:j.s ta nee B 
is also connected thru cams. E3 and W3 and 
contact of TAN to the A register while· the 
switch moves· thru pos1 tions 5 to 9 of the . 
first revolution only, 

I 
. 61 ,2 After sending the office code and. :re-

leasing TAN, or from the start in 17 
on a direct call, the leads are connected 
through cams I3, J3, L3 and M3 to . the ST, 
TH, M, T and U registers in turn, provided 
relay OT is not operated; or through cams 
K3, N} and 03 to the TH, H., T, U and ST 
registers in that order .if OT is operated. 
OT is.the over ten relay and is operated, 
except as explained hereafter, only when the 
called number is in the series 10,000 to 
10,499. This fac:t is indicated by the fol-

. low.in~ combination of conditions, all of 
which.must exist: 
61.21 0T2 operated and T5 not operat;eo., 

showing that the number is _in 
either the series 10,000 to 10,499 or 
the series 1000 to 1049. In certain areas 
where numbers from 101500 to 10,999 are 
assigned, the wh•ing is so connected that, 

. 1 t is sufficient ror OT2 to be operg. ted 
and is immaterial whether T5 is operated. 
or not, · 
61.22 SDl not operated showing that the 

(:allect office h,u ~H:Ugit number$, 
I I 

STL operited, showing that five 
dig:!..ts were die.led? 

"·~· 
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62. CALL INDICATOR CODES 

62. 1 The dial register relays for all 
d1g1 ts are set up in one .code, as 

follows, 

Number ·Re;l.ays Number Relays 
· .Dialed Operated, . Dialed Operated 

0 0 g 5· 
l l 1-5 
2. 2 i 2-5 
3 ·l-2 l-2-5 
4 4· 9 _4-5 

Regular Thousands 

0 - n - n O ... n - n 
l 'P n• -. n 1 - n - N 
2 - N - n 2 p n - n 
3 p N.- n 3 p n - N· 
4 - n p n.· 4 - N - n 
5 n .. N ~ - N - ~ i 6 p n - N p N 
7 .. ·N - N 7 p N - N 7 
8 N -N 8 - n n 

It should be noted that by adding the 
numerical · designa tio_ns or the rela37s which 

. are operated, the digit wh~ch was d:1aled 
will be obtained. · · · 

62 .2 The CI pulses are sent out in thr~e 
. · different codes accordingly to the res-
· 1sters at the incoming end of the trunk. one 
. code 1s for stations, another for thousands; 
. and the· third or regular code is for • the 

·. office code and the four numerical digits:. 
These three codes are as follows, N meanihg 
Heavy negative, pulse, n light negative · . 
p. light positive and~ blank pulse: 

Stations· 

0-n--n 
l p n - n 

p p 
9 - n p N 9 - n p N 9 (W) .,. N - n 

. · 62.3 . For a' 4-digit number OT is not oper-
. · : ated and the ·pulses are sent from the 
. regj,sters in accordance with the aboye 
codes. After the office code, if.sent, 
stations i.s sent first, then thou$ands and 
the other numericals· in order. if stations 
was not dialed, or 1fanyth1ng was dialed 

. for stations except J, M, R or W,. zero 1s-
sent, ·• · · · 

· .. · 62.4 For.~ 5-digit numbe; OT is operated 
and pule.es from the thousancts regis

ter are sent first, after the office code, 
then the .other numericals in order and · 
pulses from the stations register last. 

. . ' . 
. 62.41 The registration o~ the· TH register 

is· always l for a.5-digi.t number. 
· This is to be received on the stations 

register at the incoming end or the trunk· 
and therefore must be sent in the stat:l,ons 
cod~, which is• p n - n rather than the .. 
theiusands code, Which is • n - N ~-- , The flrst 
pulse is made positive by ciirrying the ~ip 
lead from the register through, a transfer 
contact on OT, Normally, it connect$ with ·. 
lead O to cam .83 and give-s a· blank, pulse1; _• -· 

but with OT operated it connects with lead 
, M to cam R3 and gives a light positive· 
pulse. The last pulse is not changed in ·. . 
the register from a light to a heavy nega~ · 
tive, because the lead from low resistance 
A is not carried into.the thousands regis~ 
ter in position 20 where the pulse is sent. 

62.42 The registration on the H register 
:i.s always O for a 5-digi t number. 

This is to be received on the thousands 
register at the incomlng end of the trunk 
but as O is the same in all codes no 
special translation is required, 

· 62,43 The registrations on the T and U reg-. 
isters are sent out· in the regular 

code and -received 011 the hundreds and tens 
X'egisters at the; 1n~omin$ end~ ·. · 

62.44 The regist~ation on the ST.registet'. 
may. oe anything from O to 9 and. is 

to be received on theurtits register at the 
incoming end~: It must be sent therefore . · .. 
in .the regular code instead or the stations 
code. This is done by using a sep;ira te set 
ot contacts ~n the ST register rela~s •. ·· · 

· 62. 5 Unles~ th:l.s cir.cui t is arranged for 
· direct distance dialing, zero iS: riever 

used for the second w• third digit or a. pub .. 
lished office code, so if zero is dialed it ._ 
is presumably in error for letter o. There .. •<· 

fore if relay :az or CZ iq the dial iiegister . 
is locked up, ·the same CI connections are 
made as when :a1 and B5, or Cl and C5, are 
locked up, these be:1;ng the combinat1,ons for 
number 6, which occupies the same dial hole 
as lette·r o. How·ever, in case this sender 
is also used by operators employing codes 
with ze;ro tor the second or third digit, 1t ,, 
will be necessary to transmit zeros when 
dialed. For this case a modification is 
made in the wiring at relays BZ and CZ. 

63. FINAL HEAVY POSITIVE PULSE 

63,l The last pulse of the last digit is 
generated as the impulser passes posi

tion lb on its second revolution. In pass~ 
ing 17 a blank pulse is sent, consisting 
like any other, of a ground of FT and FR 
leads from 1/4 posltiop and an open for 3/4 
pos1tlon. In passing 18 a heavy positive 
pulse 1s sent if a wiring is connected, or 
the fund~mental is open if B wiring is 
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connected.. In passing 19 and 20 the funda
mental is o~en. 

'64. FINISH OF CALL INDiCATOR CONNECTION 

64.l As t~e 1~pulser reaches positio~ 18 
3/4 with S wiring, or 17 with T wiring, · 

'FPI being released, advance relay AV oper
ates and locks to off-normal ground. AV 
advances the selection switch from 15 to 
17,. where AVl operates, followed by FOl, 
FOl advanies the ~election switch to 18 
~nd relea_se_s. 

64.2 The sender ls now in the same cond1• 
t1on asat the end or incoming adM 

vance·on a full selector call. District 
advance, talking _selection and release 

" ta lee place. 

·- 65. THUNK TEST, OPERATOR CALL 

'65.1 Ther~ are two classes or calis for 
operators over direct trunks. One 

:_class, is for a call which was made for an 
unassigned or restricted code and which the 
decoder rerouted to an operator. For this 
ctass the decoder locks up relay CLl, the 
~mly affect of which 1s to operate CLA, 
since CL2 is not operated. The other class 
is for a zero, official 3-dig1t·or permanent· 
signal call. · _For this class the dec·oder 

. loqks up relay ~L3, · which also operates c~. 
65.2 Relay CLA being.operated for either 

class of operator call,·as it is for 
any class of CI call, the fundamental cir
cuit is the.same as for an .CI call. 

. . . 
65.:, ·on the first class· of operator call 

it is to be expected that tne sub
scriber will dial a number, and it is neces
sary to delay the trunk test until he has 
done so, to .prevent the dial pulses from 
falsely·releasing the supervisory relay in 
the d1str.1ct selector. Thia is done as in 
a .CI oaH. However, if desired the CL3 
relay may be operated by decoder o.n the un
assigned· code calls, to pass the time meas• 
ure switch by the positions awaiting units 
reg1s tra t1on. 

65.4 · On the second class or operator call 
· no number wi.11 be dialed. Relay CL3 

being.operated passes the time measure 
switch bY the positions a·da1t1ng units 
registration and lihe. trunk test 1s not de-.. · 
la;ve~. , 

65 •. ; 'i'he ottice or, distt'ic t hunts over the 
· group or trunks, stops on the t1rst 

idle. one and sends ba. tte:ry over the tunda.• 
mental. TQ, TGl and T02 operate but not OF; 
Just as on a tull seleotor or CI oall. 

66. PlNis~·.o,· OPERATOR OONNBCTION 

6,6.l TG2 operates the opera.tor relay OP;. 
which locks to off-normal ground. OP 
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advances the selection switeh to.position 10, 
op~ra tlng AV as the switch ·passes 9 .. 3/4. 
AV locks to off-normal ground and advances 
the selection switch to pO~ition i7, where 
AVl operates followed by FOl. FOl advances 
the switcri td 18 and releases. 

66.2 The sender is now 1n the same cond1-· 
tion asat the end of incoming advance 

on a full selector call. District advance, 
talking selection and release take place. 

OVERFLOW-AND TELL-TALE CONDITIO~ 

67. TELL-'l'ALE BY DISTRIG'l' SELECTOR 

67.l If the district ·elevator goes to tell~ 
tale in ma.king brush o'r group selec

tion, the selector becomes stuck and holds 
the sender until released manually. -

68_- OVERFLOW ON OFFICE TEST 

68.1: If the district elevator goes to the 
overflow t'erminal in hunting for an 

office selector; it will advance to the 
position where it sends overflow tone to the 
subscriber and will cpen the "TR II lead re
leasing the T relay and restoring sender-and 
TT converter (with EB ,option) to normal.. . 

69. TELL-TALE BY OFFICE SELECTOR 

69.1 If the office elevator goes to tell-
tale in making brush or_group selec

tion, and if it is of the type whith does· 
not return reversed batteriy to the sender 
in that condition, the sender sticks and 
calls in the sender monitor. 

-69;2 If the office selector sends reversed 
current over the fundamental, STP and 

OF operate. OF operates IA and OFl. OFl 
locks to off-normal ground and advances the 
switch to posit1~n·10. 

69~, While the S¼itch is moving rr6rn 5 to 
6-l/4'the fundamental is held closed 

through STP by a front contact· of OFl. Then 
the fundamental opens and STP releases. The 
operation and release of STP sends a pulse 
through a front contact of IA to the zero 
coµnting relays, operating 0, BO and FO. 
FO operates relay AV, which locks to off
·normal ground, permanently breaks the 
metallic fundamental c1rcu1t,. and a.dvanc~El 
the switch to 17. 
69 .4 "AE 11 option~ · When d1a.l1ng has been 

completed and the time measure switch 
advances to 13:, (AVl) relay operates·. "AF". 
option. With the (AV) relay operated and 
the selection switch {R2) in position 17 
.relay (AVl) operates. With (AVl) relay ·. 
operated (FOl) and (F02) .relays· operate and 
(F03) l'.'elay ·releases 1 :releasing the counting . 
t'elays and advanoing the selection switch. 

!R2) to position 18, where relays (FOl h 
F02), (OF) and ·(IA) release, leaving relays 
OF'l}, ·(AV), ( AVl) and (F03) operated~ . 

. ··~...._...-
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69. 5 District· advance,· talking selection 
and ·release now take place as usual. 

However, on account of OFl being locked up, 
the contact of STP is connected to· counting 
relay 3' ins.tead of the one previously .· 
determined by the setting of TS and TSl, · 
Therefore four pulses are received from the 

.district on talking selection, and the ·dis
. tri_ct is· set in the overflow position. 

·70, -OVERFLOW ON TRUN~ TEST· 

70.1 !f the· office or district elevator 
goes to the overflow terminal in 

hunting for a ~runk, reversed current will 
be sent over_t~e ;fundamental. 

70,2. On a full selector· call the reversed · 
. current operatres (TG} and possible · 

{OF}, and the switch _is· advanced. to. incom
ing brush position i} · by TG2, .. ln 8 the . re-. 
versed current operates STP and OF; if not 
already operated, · OF opera.tes lA and OFl, 

. and OFl advances the switch to ),.O. 

70,3 On a CI or operator call .the reve:N~ed 
. . c1,1,rrent operates TO and OF together 
in position 7 • the trunk guarc;l resistance 
not being in circuit. OF oper>ates IA and .. 
OFl, and OFl advance!;! t.oe switch to io. The 
operation of TG, followed by TGl and TG2~ '. 
have no real effect on.the operations, and 
t:ti~y. release when .the switch leaves 7, On 
a CI call TG2 may operate CI momentarily, 
but it cannot hold after OFl oi:,erates, On • 
an operator call TG2 operates GP, but this 
has no effect .since its normal functions · 
are 1n this case anticipated, 

· 70~4 After OFl operates and while the . 
, switch, is moving to and through posi-

.. tion 8-.3/4 tl'le fundamental is held closed· .. 
through STP by a · front contact of OFl. When 

·the fundamental opens tl.)e STP releases. 

70,5 The continuous plosur~ of the funda.,;_ 
mental wtiUe the switch passes to and · 

through 8-3/4 besides· functioning with STP,· 
has the further purpose ·or aHowing 1;;he re.; 
versed current to flow long enough for the 
relays in a 2 wire office selector to· func~ 
tion, ! 

71. TELL"'.TALE.BY INCC,M!NG SELECTO~ 

71'.l . ;er the incoming ·selector goes to: tell-
. tale in making brush· or group selec ... · .. 

tion, it will send reversed current over the 
fundamental, opera ting STP and OF, followed 
by' IA and OFl. . . . 

71,2 In the case of tell-tale in brush 
selection, position 8, the ensuing 

operations will be. t.he same as in overflow 
.on trunk test, full selector call> after 
the switch reaches B. 

In case of tell-tale in group' selec
tions, position 10, the switch will 

· remain '1n that position until the· incoming 
· · selector advances and cuts off the reversed 

battery, which 1t doe_s by itself w:l thout 
1 .. assistance from the sender. (STP) r·e1ay 
· then releases and the. pulses generated· b~ 

(STP) relay operates. re.lays (0), (BO) a~d 
· (FO) which operates relay (AV) advanci\i'g 
the selection sw11;ch .(R2) to position 17, · · · 
With "AE" option, when dialing is completed 
and the time measure swit.ch (Rl) advances 
to position 13 relay (AV:!) operates. With . · 
"A.F'' option relay (A'Vl} operate_s as soon as. 
the selection switch reaches position 17., .. _ ' 
The operation of relay (AVl) ls fcillowedd>~ ' 
the operation or relays ( FOl) and ( F02) the 
release. of relay (F03) and. the count:l,t;1g. rce
lays, the advanoe .of the selec.tion switch . 
fo position 18 and· the district ao.vance. 
In ·position 18 talk:\,ng selection takes .. 
place,. advancing the district to ov·erflo1f/ 
on account relay ( OFl) being locked up, ahif -
.release occurs as usual. 

7i',4 Certa10 incoming selectors, 1.n go.i,ijg 
. to tell-tale and advancing, may cu.t 

oft t;he reversed current so quickly that;,. . 
while OF has time to operate and ·lock, ,sitf 
does not remain operated long enough t~;gp..; 
era te count-1,.ng relay O after the opera t1oh 
of IA. To care for this contingency and 
insure that FO shall operate nevertheless• 
there is a make co_ntact on IA which g:round.ij 
the. front contact of. relay O. '.·The construc;:
tion of the relay is such that • this cor.ifafot 
does not close until after the adjacent . , 
make contact which connects the contact dt 
STP to the winding of o. Normally. the 
latter contact opera tee o out short cir-

, cui ts BO and FO until STP releases. 10· 
case or the failure of O to operate :from 
STP, however• O, BO and FO will operate ... ,. 
together· through the special ground contact 
of IA. . 

. 72 • OVERFLOW BY INCOMING SELECTOR . 
. . 

72.1. if the incoming selector goes to the 
. · overflow terminal in hunUng for a . •., ·• 

.. final selector. it will send reversed cur-· 
rent over !;he fundamental. This operates · 
S'l'P anQ OF, ,followed by IA and OFl. 

72,2. The selecUon,switch will remain·±n .. , 
position 12 until the incoming selec,,;. · 

tor advances and cuts off the rever·sed bat-. 
tery, .when the operation will be completed ,,., ... 
as in the. case of tell-tale in incoming , · 
group selection. 

73, . TELL-TALE BY FINAL SELECTOR 

73.l Ii' the final selector goes to tell-
tale in making any selection, the in

coming selector 'is <1ctvanced to send reversed 
current and t)1en cut it off, just as after 
a succ~ssful final units selection •. 

73,2 District advance, talking selection · 
and release take place as usual, _but 

rage ))' 
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as the reversed battery operates OF before,. 
. the selection switch leaves position 16, 
OFl operates ·and modifies. the talking selec
tion as in the other overflow and tell-tale 
conditions. ' 

74. · ABANDONED CALLS, RELEASE·OF CALLING 
LINE 

7.4. l · When the subscriber hangs up before 
the ·connection has been so far com

pleted as to.operate relay AVl, and with 
EA option, relays L, Ll, L2,. SR, SRl, and 
SR2 release; with EB option, the TT con-· 
verter t relay releases and, in turn, 
.releases relay L' in· this c1rcui t. The re
J,ea s~ Of SR2, Fig. AG or. SRl, Fig. AH 
advances the time·measure switch to posi
tion 15, which indicates that dialing has 
been.completed, if it -has not already 
reached or passed that position. 

~- 74.2 Line release. relay LR operates· through 
. cam• Hl ·; make contact of TMS and break 

contact of. AVl, SRl, L and LRl. LR cannot . 
· .operate while the time measure switch is 
· normal or. returning to normal from the pre.

ceding cal.l. It locks to off-normal g~ound . 
and operates LRl. LRl opens ground from 
the -armature spring of L to prevent the 

-:reo:peration or SR :1n case the rece'iver i.s · 
··· again removed 'from the hook before the . 

dialing leads are broken. A. second con ta.ct 
on LRl ope;-ates .RL to release the decoder 
if 1 t is connected at this time. A third 

,contact of LRl advarices the selection 
·switch out of any positions 9, 11, l} and 15. 

•74.} '.LR short circuits the secondary wind
·1ng of SC,' grounding -lead SC. 

Reducing the resistance· 1n the SC lead 
releases the D relay in the district which 
starts to disconnect'the calling line. This 
_relay also advances the district to a posi
tion depending upon whether or not district 
group selection has been completed. The 

, further opera.t1ons dit'fer according to this 
condition, and if the group selection has 
been completed, then they differ according 

· . to the . c~ass of call as well. · 

75.. ~NY CALL ABANDONED BEFORE COMPLETION · 
OF DISTRICT GROUP SELECTION 

75.1 "If toe district has not J£lt completed 
·group:selection when the call is 

abandoned and its D relay released it ad~ 
vances to normal. In doing ·so it opens· the 
test lead releasing relay T which restores 
the sender to normal. ' 

PS CALL ABANDONED AFTER DISTRIC':I' GROUP 
SELECTION BUT BEFORE OPERATION OF AVl 

76.1 Ir.-the district has completed group 
selection when a full selector call 

1S abandoned and its D relay released, it 
advances only to the trunk hunting position. 

If it has already reached or passed that 
position, it advances no further at this 
t,ime. 1 

76.2 The sender proceeds to c_omplete any· 
uncompleted part of office test, of

fice brush and group selections, and trun~ 
test, just as if the call had not been 
abandoned. If the selection switch is in 
any·of the positions 9, 11, 13 or 15 it is 
advanced to the next selection position. 
Trunl{ test is not delayed. since the· time 
measure switch was advanced to position 15 

. by the release of SR2 or SRl. 
i 

76,3 The sender next attempts incoming · 
brush selection, or if that was com

pl~ted before the·call was abandoned, it 
attempts incoming.group or whatever final 
selection is next in order. Since relay LR 

.has been operated arid it .opens the lead 
from contact of STP on all incoming and 
final selections, therefore the counting re
lays cannot be satisfied on this attempted 
selection, and the selector will run to 
tell•tale. 

76.4 On running to tell·-tale the selector 
returns reversed current to the sender 

and the district i,s advanced -and disconnect 
effected .as described for the several tell-. 
tale conditions, With these exceptions; 

. First, since the time measure switch had ad
vanced to 15, AVl operates ·after AV without 

.··waiting for ,dialing to be completed. Sec-
1 ondly, on account of the D relay having 

been released, in the district., the latter 
when it is advanced runs all the way to 
normal, and the talking selection function 
is skipped, the .release of T relay restoring 
sender and TT converter (with EB· option) · 
.to normal. 

76.5 lf' the call 1s abandoned Just after 
. the completion of the final selec

tions, .the incoming advances in the regular 
marmer, AB and ABl operate, and the opera
tions are finished as in the preceding para
graph. 

77. CI CALL ABANDONED AFTER DISTRIC'f GROUP 
SELECTION BUT BEFORE TRUNK IS ASSIGNED 

77.1 If the district has completed group 
s,election but the trunk if sel.ected 

has not yet been assigned at the incoming 
end when a CI call is abandoned, the sender 
proceeds to complete as much as remains to 
be done of office test;., office brush, and 
group selections, and trunk test; the same 
as in the cuae or a full selector call 
abandoned ai'ter district group selection. 
The sender is then 1n the condition of 
awaiting trunk assignment., with TG2 and er 
operated and the selection switch advancing 
from posi.tion 7 tn l5 or wa:1.t1ng in l.5, 

.2 If there 1s no distant office selec
tor., ADC! crossbar tandem OX' panel 

tandem equipment 1n the ,train, P..V operates 
through make contact of T02, cam 02, and 

I.• 
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: break contacts or TW and SR2 or SRl, when 
.the selection switch is in 9 or betond. It 
is operated as soon as possible to break the 
fundamental and 'extinguish the irunk lamp at I 
the distant office., but its operating path 
cannot be closed before the switch 1s in 9 
without d~nger of operating it on an aban
doned full selector can.: :

1
AV locks to off 

normal ground and advances the switch 17, 
where AVl ·operates through cams N2 and Ii_. 

. The delay of at least two positions before 
allowing AVl. to operate is to insure time . , 
for the release of the (D) relay in the dis- · 
trict. AVl advances the switch to 18 and . 
also ddvances the district as usual but• on 

. account of the (D) relay being relea·sed the 
district advances all the way to normal. 
The sender is released as on a call aban

··doned before comp~et1on or district group 
selection. 

· 77,, · If there 1s a distant otrice selector, 
. · ADCI, ·c;rossbar tandem or panel tandem 

equipment 1n 'the. train., relay (TW) will be 
· locked µp. For Figures "Pl' ·and "E" or ''F 11

, 

this breaks the above path for the operation 
of' ·Av.· 'l'he sender wtll continue to awa1 t · 
assignment uhtll the time measure switch 
r.eacnes position 18, If the trunk happens 
to· be assigned in the meantime., TG2 wi.ll 
releas.e and the eender· ~~111 transm1 t. CI 
impulses for zeros as if the call nad ·not 
been abandoned until after the assignment, 
as described in the following sect16n. If 

· the tr~nk is not assigned the sender will b~ 
stuck., and during.the .long delay the office 
selector., tandem1equlpment w1ll time out and 

.. b~ l'elea:sed. Fo~ Figures .. RI!· and "S" .or "T" 
·when the ~ime mea$ure switch enters position 
18,. (TW) relay opf;!rated., the (AV) relay. 
operates. · 

78. CALL INDICA';rOR CALL ABANDONED AFTER. 
· 'l'RUNK IS ASSIGNED,. BU'l1 BEFORE OPERATION 

OF AVl I I . 

78.l If a CI call is abandoned a1'ter the 
trunk has been. ass1gned the sender 

transmits CI pulses; or completes them if 
already started,. but instead:or sending 
numbers as registered, it sends zeros for 

·.all digits ·afte;r LR and LRl operate.· 

78~2 The su'bs ti tution of zeros is a.ucomro' 
pl1shed a$ 1 follows: LR op~ns the .low 

res1e ta nee battery lead to the dial reg- , 
isterj preventing any bf the ~ven numbered. : 

. pulses from being changed to· heavy negative, 
.LRl opens the his;h resistance ·battery lead 

· . to the register., preventing any of the· odd-:-; 
- numbered pulses from being made light 
positive. LR connects the-fundamental tip 
to lead Oto cam S3,·.to supply tha~ne
quarter position ground required at· the 
beginning of all . blank pulses., which woula.' 

· not be. supplied by the register if set to 
give a light pos1t1v~ p~lse. 

ISSUE 20B · 

· 7'8.3 The final heavy· positive pulse· is sent I! 
if the wiring i~ connected to s~nd it 

on a complet~d call. · 'AV and AV~- are oper- i 

ated as.on a completed CI call, and the re~ 
maining operations will b.e same as t:or 

. a CI call·abandoned after district group 
selection is- completed but before the trunk 

·is assigned. 

79, OPERATOR CALL ABANDONED AFTER DISTRICT. 
GROUP SELECTION BUT BEFORE OPERATION . .
OF AVl · 

79 .'i If .the district has complete~ grdup 
selection when an opera tor call is 

abandoned., the sender proceeds to complet·e . 
as much as remains to be done of office 
test., .office brush and group selections and 

. trunk test., the same as in the case of i 
·full selector call abandoned after district 
group selection. 

79.2 The operation of ·TG2 on trunk test 
. operates relay OP:, which advances the 

·. selection switch to posit.ion 10 and oper
ates AV. The remaining operations wlll be 
as for a bI call abandoned after distiict 
group selection is completed but befor~ the 
trunk is assigned., except that the TW relay 
is always normal on this class of call. 

-80. ANY CALL ABANDONED AFTER OPERATION 
OF AV:J,. 

80 .1. If any ·call' is abandoned after 1 t hq.s 
progressed so far as to operate AVl 

in the regular way,' L, Ll, ·sR and SJU ·and ·.·1 
SR2 release if they.-·have not already done 

··so., but it is not longer possible to oper..;._•:!• 
·· ate LR, since .1 ts· opera ting circuit runs 

th~ough a back contact of AVl. 

80,2 In advancing; the district asscim~s · 
control of the calling line and when 

the receiver is hung up the line is discon
nected and the district advances to normal 
opening the test lead, releasing the,(T) 
relay and causint sender to restore to· 
normal. 

81. PERMANENT SIGNAL 

81.l If the first digit 1s·not'dialed in 
30 to 60 seconds after·the sender is 

seized, the time measure switch stops in . 
1 

position 5 with relay TMl not operated. 
Permanent signal relay PS ·operates and 
lqcks., operates ST and moves selection . 
switch to 2 tnereby connecting battery to 
lead ST to obtain connection with a decod~r 
and grounds leads PS t.o notify 1 t of the 
permanent signal condition. · ·Relays ps. and 

·•ST operated, advance the time measure switch 
out of position 5. The CL3. relay provides 
the circuit for advancing the Rl swltch to 
positionc9. If the sender becomes stuck, 
the Rl switch reaches position 18. 

Page 35 
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81.2 The decoder ·sets the selection regis-
ter for the same class as a dial zero 

can, and .for the proper district brush and 
group selections to obtain the group of . 
permanent sign~l trunks, which always ap-
pear on the district frame. The sender 
then makes the district selections and 

· trunk test. 

81,3 · On trunk test reversed battery is 
1 • sent to the sender, whether the dis-
trict finds an idle trunk or runs to over~ 
r1ow •. The subsequent operations so far as 
tl1.ey effect the sender are identical with 
those following overflow on trunk test on 
~ny operator class call. 

81.4 If an idle.permanent signal trunk is 
found, the· operations following trunk 

test affect the district differently from 
tp.ose ·if the district runs to overflow. In 
either case the sender requires and gets. 
four pulses on talking selection.. On an 
overflow, the four·pulses are sent while 
the district is advancing to the talking to 
opera·tor position, and· then it advances- by 
itself to the overflow position. In case 
connection is made to.a permanent signai 
'trunk, t·he sleeve of the latter becomes 
grounded and holds the' district 1n the 
talking selection position~ 

PARTIAL DIALING 82. 

82.i If the cla!l!S of call requires the 
dialing of a number, and the units· 

digit is not .dialed in the 30 to 60 sec
onda after the first digit,· the time meas
ure switch-stops in po,sition 8 with :r;telay 
TMl not onerated, Under this condition.the 
individual sender lamp before the·monitor· 
fla&hes and the auxiliary signal circuit 1s 
energized. . . . . · . · 

82 ,2 If. the uni ts digit is then ·dialed,. 
before the monitor answers the lamp, 

by'plugg1ng a talking cord into talking 
Jack T, the lamp will go out and \he sender 
will proceed with the connectiorr. 

83, ·, STUCK SENDE_R · 

83 .1· · If the sender is not released in the 
· · time allowed, which is either 30 to 
60 :or 60 to 90 secior:ids after the completion 
of dialing, the time measure swi,tch stops in 

· position 18 with relay TMl not operatea •. 

83.ll Sender Monitor Operation~ .Figure AN 
' -_ . ' . .. 

In position 18 with relays TMl and MS 
nol'mal the SEL interrupter will flash the 
SDRlamp at the sender monitor position. AN 
auxiliary signal is closed through the El 

• cam. Upon 9bserving a lamp signal the sender 
monitor will plug a talking cord into the 'l' · 
Jack. This operates the MS relay, directly 
for a 34 ohm sleeve, or by means of DJ 
option the MS relay will be operated when a 
:,;;o ohm sieeve circuit ls needed. The MS 

1·" t 
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relay retires the. la.mp signal, holds the 
dialing circuit to prevent·further registra~ 
tlon and prevents line release. The monitqr 
talking circuit to the s.ubscriber line is 
closed and cord supervision Will inform the 
monitor wl1en the subscriber abandons the· 
call. · 

83.111 With Fig. AN and DN option, the AS 
relay operates in position 18, with 

. the TMl relay normal. The AS relay oper:-
a ted provides interrupted ground f roril .the 
TMA.interrupter Which is.applied to the SC 
lead through the.operated AVl relay. This 
feature tends to release subscriber lines, 
advance district selectors, and release the 
sender under double connection stuck sender 

· conditions, which otherw1s·e would require 
manual releai,e by maintenance •. 

83.12 PL'iming the Sender 

When the sender.monitor does not su~
ceed in clearing the connection the monitor 
can cause a release by removing the cord 
from the T jack and ,inserting,it momentarily 
in the P jack.· Ground over the tip of the 
p jack then operates the monitor tip MT 

·relay. If the ST relay. has not operated, . 
ground from a contact. of the M'l'. relay will 
operate the PS relay. The calling line will 

' be connected to. a permanent s~gnal trunk~ 
If relay ST has been operated the PR relay 

· instead of the PS relay will operate. 'l'he 
PR relay operates the LR relay, the LRl and 
RL relays are operated and the decoder is 
released. The PR relay also grounds 'the SC 
lead to release the D relay in the district 
selected as in an abandoned call. This re
leases the calling line which seizes an
other sender for connec;tion to the permammt 
signal trunk. The. PR relay advances the R2 
switch to position 18 and _the AVl relay op
erates. •The district is advanced either by 
the release of its D relay or by the .opera
tion or· the AVl 'relay. The district will 

· ·· . release the T relay and the sender and TT 
· converter {with EB option) will restore to 

normal. 

83.l; If the attempt to release a stuck . 
sender fails, the lamp a. t the monitor 

position will resume flashing. The sender 
is guarded as long as the MT relay is oper

·ated by the 80 ohm winding of the SO relay. 

84. AUTOMATIC PRIMING AFTER TIME OUT i 

84.l Figure AO 

With the Rl switch in position 8 or 
18 tne sender automatically operates the PR 
.relay to accomplish the priming rune tion. 
The MS and MT relays operate in turnoperat- . 
ing the PR relay. The SS lamp of the sender 

. make-busy frame is lighted and if the sender 
does not restore under the priming action 

1 the TA lead lbeing grounded will produce an 
audible alarm, With EA option the CTR key 
of the ae1nder make-busy .frame is connected 

I 
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in .the path from the PR rel~y\~'.~}(,{(.~;~,SC lea9. The AV2 relay operates from 
vances the R2 sequence swi ten ant! 0~~:.:-:t>··-:the AV; ; ;rt; transfers the SS lamp from 
the AV relay. By means of the CTR. key ... > · .. :..,steady to flashing and also closes the ·TA .. 
stuck .senders may· bl:! traced. A reslstance lead to limit· the audible alarm_ t.o senders·:· , 
ground on the S.C lead i'rom the make-busy which fail to release on p1•imlng. The· . I 
Jack with DI opt:!,on will facil·itate the u13e audible alarm will be sounded if· the sender : 

·• of the stuck connection_·r1nder circuit in .· · waits ror·tne TMA.inter•rupter, btit mo.a.~ _._.-
. locating districts involved in double cases will not require this \!lait. W.ir • ·_ 
· connections. The resistance ground is_ high tracing double connections a 100 qhm g'round 
enough not to release the· district D relay, circuit _over the tip or the make-;Jusy Jack 
and low enough so that the. test relay or . is connected to the· SC lead. · In 'most cases 
the stuck connection .f:1.nder circuit w1H this resistance will hold the district D 
operate. A value.or·100 ohms 1s .a suitable relay and also allow the stuck connection 
compromise value for this resistance, See finder circuit to locate stuck.sender1,3, 
par. 95 for ·cTR key operation with Op- · · · 
tion EB,. . 85. TROUBLE RELEASE OF DECODER AND SECOND 

TRIAL . . · '-
.84.2 Figure·Au 

'" This figure · 18 an improvement over 
•figure AO particularly to avoid incomings . 
which are left off-normal due 1 to the'.pr1m1ng 
function, The fo~1ow1ng advantages ,re 
ga~ned; · 

(a) Partial d1ai calls· after the ST relay 
· is operate<;l are treated as abandoned,· 

calls. , This a voids incomings left. off-
normal. · 

85.1 In case the decoder fails to operat-e 
release relays RL and RLl to break · . 

the start lead ST and release ·the decoder 
· connector, this failure wil.l b'e indicated 
by the nonrelease of the decoder. The 
latter will count time and ground trouble 
release lead TRL. 

' ' 
85,2 · Grounding lead TRL. operates relay TR~ · 
• which breaks the start lead and re-
leases the decoder connector, When connec• 
tion with the· decoder. 1s broken lead TRL is . 

(b) The stuck; sender· audible alarm is pro-, . · broken a,nd relay TRl. operates in series with 
_ du~ed only on stuck senders_. having relay TR. This closes tne start lead again 

the AV. relay operated. .. , and the sender is connected to another· de• . · 
' ,, coder.. . 

( c) · The SS lamp at the sender makf:t ... busy . 
frame flashes on a stuck sender having. a5~3 ·· The second decocler will ground lead 

the AV relay operated and is U.ght;ed RL in -the usual way* relays RL and RLl 
, . ·steady, otherwise., on a stuck sender~ · will operate, and ·the connection will pro- ·. 

· . . . 1 ' · . •· '._· ceed, · But if the second deco(;ler'also rans· · 
(d) The CTR'key 1s ·1n t.he PR relay ope;ra.te · .': ;o cause a normal release, it also will ·· ·· 

c1rcu1 t. ·pl<icing · the ¢nt1re pri1J11ng ; .. ;· count time and ground lead TRL. Relay TR . 
tunct1on under key· control. · will th~n release but TRl. will remain locked 

' · · .to off-normal battery •. ·The start lead will 
(e}: The SS lamp· iights·•steady:. 11.': the be broken and the decodel' connector re-

. sendel' make ... busy, or sender rrame .. : .' ·•·• leased but as the RLl. has not been operated · 
make .. busy or moto~ stop features are 1n· '" " ·the· <Uetrict selections cannot proceed a·nd 
effect (Option .''BK"), · · · the sender will be stuck. With TR normal 

::,and TIU operated a. circuit is. closed ·to 
. ··_ · · ·. The tU sw1t~h 1n_·· pos_ 1tio~_ 8 o~ ia·w1th> advat:1ce the time measure switch' by position 
· the 'l'Ml· relay normal w1~l operate the MS re• 15 to 17 into 18 thus lighting the stuc.k 

'\. . . .··. , lay 'through the Fl cam., If the S'l' :relay is • '.sender lamp after all dialing has. been 
;"':-· ,.· · ' · -:~o~l as for permanent signal· st1,1~ _sender~ ··. completed. 

·-: .•.r 
; 

. ' 

i. 
'i 

~, . · or part1a.l d.ial. of less than three digits :' ·. I .. _ . . ' . the PS relay will' operate ·to. route·· the call ', ::·~6 ~ .· SENDER. MAKE-BUSY 
"" to a permanent .signa,i holdirig · trunk. . If. · 

three or more digits ·have been dialed., the ; 86.l With Figure _AN when sender monitor in
ST·relay being operated# ·the LR relay e>per• ·. · · ... serts a plug in the· P Jack •th~ . .${t:lamp 

,ates over the Hl ,cam and this causes the , \' at the sender make-bU!SY fr'!,me wip:'.'light~ · 
sender to functiOn as for an abandoned call.: ·.<Respo.nding to this ;Lamp a plug insert,o: 1fi:-

.. . ·Fora st1;1ck lsender the Rl awi.tch in posi.. · )the MB Jack at the sender ma.ke-busy r.ramei · . 
· · . t~on 18 operates the MT relay and will ope'r• . will light the SDR lamp at the sendet' · . 

ate the PR relay .under control or. the CTR -·. monitor pci1:1ition as an indication tllat t?'tEk_ 
. ~~-,. Option EAJ ·.see par. 95 ror operation , sender was made bu1:1y. 'A plug in the MB 
~tp Option EB. \ The -PR relay advances the . · J~ck operates the MB relay when the SB re
R~.)~"11tch1. opera~es the AV'·relay and grounds.· ·lay is released. ·The MB r:elay therefore 
the SC lead. The, grounded SC lead advances cannot be operated while the sender is ·,· . 

.; .. !·.·•, ,. · th~ ·_41strict and ~q\,l.ld cause ;he retease . · . completing a _call •. · The MB relay is ·locked 
ot the sender. If the AV relays already to prevent unguardfng the sender if the SB 

· ,were operated the sender will wa1 t about 27 . · • relay operates during testing. The MB re-
. · secQnds 'for the next closure or the TMA . . lay places a ground on the TR lead· and 
,: _1nt~:i-rrupter and this closure will.: ground 1 • opens the circuit to the T and SG .relays~ 

I. 
I j • ·• 

J . I 
.1 ·, .... 

:_,·,. ·/ 
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d6.2 Automatic Pri.tning After Time Out 

. With Figure AO or Au a make-busy plug 
inserted in the MB jack operates the MBP 
relay .which in· turn opera.tes the MB relay 
when the SB relay is normal. ·. The MBP relay 
opens the TA lead to stop the stuck sender • 
audible alarm. The MB relay groun:ls the 'I'R 
lead for sender busy and opens the circuit 
·eo ; the T and SG relay. . It also opens the 
lea·a to the sender ioad indicating circuit 
oY" toa.the group busy.retister circuit. The 
MB relay locks when operated to avoid un
guardlng the sender in case the SB relay is 
pperated during testing, 

87:, . AUXIi:.'IARY MAKE-BUSY 

. · With senders equipped with Figure AN 
.. for- sender monitor operation a circuit from 

the tip of the MB Jack is provided for op-
·.· erating the MT relay without operating the 

MB relay, by means of a plug having the· tip 
· and ring c_rossed, This operation or the M~ ·. 
relay operates the SO relay and the 80 ohm · . 
ground is.connected to the test lead as_a 
severe hunting condition when sender selec.- · 

. tors are· under observation for hunting. 

· This feature is · dispensed with when· 
Figure.AO or AU is equipped, wherein the 

•tip or the MB jack is used to gl'ound the; 
SC lead to expedite location of districts 
involved in double connection. 

88. CONTACT PROTECTION 

· , Condenser. A "w II option and one halt · 
of resistance A, 19-EY, absorbs the dis
charge ·or. the L relay and protects the 
inul't1ple · bani<. cable insulation and the. 
dial contapts. With "V" option varistor A 
performs ~he same function with the L24 
re.iay; · 

Condenser B and t.he resistance B, 
18-BH, are used to protect the stepping re
lay conta.cts against the .discharge ot the 

. counting relays. 
. . 

con~enser c and the second winding ot 
L relay or tone coil are used to induce 
dial tone on to·. the ring side ot the line. 

Condensers D and Dl or J and E resiist•· 
ance, 19-BM or 18-BH are used to protec~ 
the contacts ot, L relay against the dis-· 
charge, .or the r.-1 relay and ·the· dial pulse 
rel~y!;I Pl to P5, inclusive With Fig. AE. 

Condenser E and one hal.f of K resist
ance, ,19-BM or tU condenser and resistance 
are.' used to protect the· A cam, and A cam 

_pf1n'g of. the Rl sequence switch against 
- the cl:i.scharge or the Rl magnet. 

Condenser El and one half or K resist• 
ance, 19-BM or R2 condenser and resistance 
are used to protect the A cam and A cam 
spring or the R2 sequence sw1tch·aga.1het 
the discharge ot R2 magnet, . 
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Condenser F and one ·half of resistance 
F, 19-EY, are used to protect the contacts 
of the FOl relay and or the· F2 cam against 

• the discharge of th~ odd-numbered counting 
relays. 

condenser Fl and orie half of resist"'
ance F, 19-EY are used to protect the con
tacts of the F03 relay and of the J2 cam 
agq.inst the discharge of the even-numbered 
~ounting relays. 

Condenser G and one half of resistance 
G, 19-DY, are used to protect _the contacts 
of the ·SB relay against the discharge of 
the A, B,·c and TH dial register relays, 

Con.denser Gl and one half of resist
ance G, 19-DY, are used to protect·the 
contact of the RCO relay against the-dis-

. charge of. the H, T, U and STA dial register. 
relays, 

. . . Condenser H and primary winding or · 
resistance c, 40-AT, are used to absorb the. 
discharge of the TG relay and thus prevent 
false CI pul.~1ng • 

The Ll condenser and resistance Fig,_. 
AE protect the contacts of the Ll relay; 

The Ll condenser and resistance pro
. tect eontacts of the L relay, Fig, AF. 

The J condenser and E resistance pro
tect contacts of the L relay, Figures AE 
and AF. 

The A condenser and resistance, absorb 
surge, Figures AE and AF. · 

The D condenser and E resistance 
protect contacts of Ll relay,.Flgures AE 
and AF, · 

The PH condenser 1s for improved L 
relay operations, Fig. AF., 

(P-) relay protection units • 

Unit (PA) protects contacts :,-4T (P2 1 ) 
relay. 

Unit (PB) protects contacts :,-4T (P4 1 ) 
. ·· relay, 
Unlt (PC) protects contacts,4-6T or 4-5T 

rela,y ( P5 1 ) • 

Unit (PD} protects ~ontacts l.;.2T, l-2B 
. (RAl) relay. 

The upits which protect two combina
tions are alwayn in circuit when either or 
both or the combinations are released, The 
(PA), (PB) or (PC) unit also protects the 
l-2T, l-2B contacts of the (RAl) relay when 
either of the combinations connected with 
these units 1s operated at the end of a 

I digit. 

Unit (PE) protects con~cts l•2B of relays 
Pl 1 and p31. 

Unit (PF) protects contacts 1-2•r or relay P21, 

I 

V 

) 
··~ 

\_ 
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· Unit (PG) protects contacts l-2T or relay. 
' p4•. ' 
Unit (PH) protects contacts lB or 3B of 

· relay P5 1 , 

The Rl, R2; ·and R3 un1ts protect the 
contacts operating the Rl and R2 .sequence 
switches. 

I. 

. description of these safeguards lists the 
wires, apparatus and cam cuttings. :involved· 
and outlines the troubles guarded against 
together with the resultant .c~rcui t · reac-
tions. · · 

89 • O}l Circuit from battery thru the R2 
magnet,. contact spring 4-C2 cam, 

contacts 4T-3T ZC2, 4T-3T ZCI Fig. .j, 
· 'l'w<>. networks AV and FOl protect #1 4T-3T TSl Fig. H, through SCl, AL, and SB 

:uo-ntaJCt ·po relay. relays operated to ground, advanc-1,.ng the 

:k/,:T111e'1ii(i,e;o.niien&.er and ,RA resistance , R2 switch from posi'tion L 
i:~s..l)~:tect co11tact.s 1-)f Ll ·relay, If either the ZC2; ACl or TSl relay 

'.'',f>Jt!;~-~'.AF .. · · . .· {~!!~1!0 c~~~!t~~n~ra~e~~:~~~~g;r~~g~t re-
. <,'The· •er•;"a'nd•one half A ·re'S:1lJt.;.:, .sult. Ho.wever, the R2 sw;i.tch cannot ad-
ance'• (Fig; ·;;1~,rb.tec;'t""•'°'ottta,ots ·u relays, va'nce"'.frdJJI:~os1t1on l and the call will 
Figs, A~ and :JAF.. .,( t.il'o~k:. . 

. The (SCl) ·n~twork, Op,tl•~:n,'l)Kj :p~~-~:t~·):i:''•'~9.~}4 :,The ~:OF :relay must be type 231-GA or 
the SC relay contact. · · ··· · _. :239 .. Fti' e>r 280-a. 

·. · · - The (0 1 )·(9') networks, Option 11EDn·· 
.- .. or f'EE" in Figure A~~ protects the 1 and ? 

· contacts of tpe prime counting relays. . ' 

89. 'SAFEGUARDS 

. 89.1 Check of Chain Circuit Through Back·_ 
Contacts of Pl 1 • to P5 1 He lays', . .rn- · 
elusive {Fig, X) 

·$9,5 'The ground •on 3B RCO relay in Fig. AH 
· 1B de.signa ted 11AM II option and the 3B 

RCO relay· is. connected to off-normal ground 
·:on lB. RCO relay to prevent fl mutual lockup 
of PS, ST, RL, RLl and CL3 relays on partial 

, dialed calls ,routed to permanent signal · 
.holding trunk. 

89.6 STP coil· reduces. the peak transient 
current which .occurs on re.closure o.f 

. __ When relay SR relea.ses it connects· . the STP relay contacts, thereby improving 
gro,.md through winding or relay CK to bat,- the release performan<:e. There :\.s a gain 
tery o'n relay Pl if the chain circuit in perm:Lssible resistance iq., ~he• commutatc,:,r•; 
througti the· back contacts or relay p1·1 to . • circuit. for revertive• pulse~. · 
P5 1 , inclusive, used in setting the reg1s .. ·_. •.< ·... · · 

, ter relays 1n response to dlai pulses• 1s. ' 0 i"90~ . DIVERSION. OF, RES'l'RICTEJJ PJ3X:: TRAFFIC ON' 
properly closed. ·If the ·CK relay fails to .. • .. _·' •· _-·. · EXi'RA CHAllGK CALLS;,· .. 
.:.,perate· in this case relay SB will be loc•ked,,,, 
'to its own front contact •. This will p·re..... ":}\;(,90;;::i .• , .. lit· 011. reature makes use ·or 
vent the sender resetting to normal,· nota,>"Jii".;'i:} ' · . r/ _ ___ O;:.· Tllllb and TDS in Figure CC. 

•ing the test lead open, and· cause the. . · · : ~'Y/~1t.'ie;,n.:::>d:l:111~1'$:l!Zn .dit'~e,etrlcted PBX traffic on 
·, . display of the sender moni to·rs signal, The . ·~,rt1ra/~0~ge call'S. ma,:y tie required as a re-

. · sen.der in this condition cannot be "Primed· suI-t trf.;rwte·or zone the <l.ecoder operates 
Out" by. the-.mon1tor. . relay TDR 'b}'t;rounding lead ,TDV through the 

winding or one or :tts ·own relays. Relay 
Grounded. TR Lead,· Grounded. ON Lead or 
Open SC Lead, or District .Stuck 1n · 
Pos. l 

·under.these conditions, the TMS relay 
will move the Rl switch to pos, 3, but the' 
R2 switch will remain normal. The Rl switch 
times from pos. 3 to pos , 5., , the PS relay . 
operates advancing the Rl-switch to pos, 6, 
It will time to pos. 8 where the stuck 
sender signal is established. 

An 9pen. SC lead will be detected when 
the sender is seized, as the .T r.elay oper-:-

TDR locks operated under control of rel13,y 
TDS and opens the operating paths for relays 
TMland AVl. Upon completi-on of dialing, 

·as signaled by the time measure.switch · 
reac.hing position 13 ( pa~s'by afte::- stations . 

· delay), relay TDC operates to ground rrom 
the Fl cam,, Rela;y TDC, in operating, con
nects relay TDS to· the· subscr1bers loop, 
with Option EA,· removes relay L from this 
loop (or with Option EB,. removes the. PB 
converter•· t relay from this loop}~. and . _ 
clos;e.s tha dperating c.irc.ui t for relay TM:J. .•. 

... Relay:,.L,:l.m,.tih1'S,, circu.it 1.s. released, either 
· directly, or,, und.er control of the TT con-

ates grounding . the ON lead. · · · · 

To prevent !'alseregi's~~it'le;liJitie'.tO 
the failure of relays, wirlng ·cros·s.es, · 

.grounds or open circuits, when the .sender 

. .vex•J;e-~., R'ela;it TDS. operates and· replaces 
the:q;~otu,ru r,~.mQNect by the release of relay 

;,t., th.U.s~·-m~n,t:ai'ning. supervision of the line. 
;,- . :This prevent-s the •transfer. of the loop away 

., .. · . ::t'rom .re].-ay L .from being interpreted as a . 

is arranged for "Zone Reg1stra.t!.on, 11 certain 
p:i;•ecautions have been taken. The following · _ · 

· ,s:ubscrtber disconnect when relay L releases. 
Relay ·TDS also releases relay TDR. Relay 
TDR releasing closes a contact in parallel 
:with ·tha. t on re lay TDC for the opera ting 

, Page 39 
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circuit' of relay TMl and prepares the ope~-· 
atlng circuit for relay AVl. The sender 
then completes its outpulsing and releases 
in· the normal manner unless the calling 
line is a PBX line with the toll di version 
feature. 

90.2 ·When relay TDS is connected to the 
line the battery and ground applied 

to the tip and ring are reversed with re
spect to the way they are·connected through 

· the L relay. This reversed polarity oper-
a tea a polar relay in the PBX line.. The : 
subscriber's line is then transferred to · 
the PBX operator and the.sender receives 
u disconnect signal, This releases relay 
'l'DS and allows . relays Lh t,2, SR, SHl and 
SR2 to release. The sende.r, recognizing a 
line release condition, tnen restores to 
normal, restoring the FJ3 ~onverter to norma~. 

90.3 The reversed polarity on the sub-
scriber's loop baa- no effect in the· 

handling of a.call from otber than a PBX 
S\,lbscr1ber with the d:\.ven1on feature in 
the iine circuit. Looal calls are unaf
fected by this feature ~egardleas of the 
type. of calling subscrlbtr because the 
de.coder does .not ground \be TDV lead. 

90.4 In order to insure that the sub-· 
.• scriber's loop has received the re-·.:· 

versal, the operating path for relay AVl. 
is broken by the operation of relay TDR and 
r~stored only after release of relay TDR as 
a result of ·the operation of relay TDS. In 
case or a subscriber disconnect, the TOR re
lay is released when.the (LRl) relay oper• 
ates. : .· · · 

90.5 Where diversion of restricted PBX 
traffic extra charge calls is not 

provided -Figure · CD is used. -If th~ decoder 
is a,rranged -for diversion and this sende·r· 
is· not so arranged, Option "BL" is used. 
This puts a 500 ohm resistance on the TDV 
lead to satisfy the decoder lead integrity 
test. · · , 

91. AUXILIARY SENDER OPERATION - FIG. CP 

.. When auxiliary senders ·are furnished,. 
the subscribe'r sender is arranged to com
plete l0·d1g1t DDD calls· and,7-digi~ MF 
calls via the auxiliary sender. 'l'he sender 
recognizes a 10-digit call by the second 
digit, O or 1, dialed PY the subscriber and 
prepares a circuit for completing the call 
via an auxiliary sender. A 7~d1g1t call 
_which is to be MF outpulsed is· recognized by 
the decoder and is indicated by ~he operatial 
or class relay 7DG. The 7DG relay operated 
prepares the circuit for completing the call 
·via· the auxiliary ·sender. · 

In addition to the class relays re
quired for a regular tandem c .I. eall and 
the 7PG r~lay_, the decoder controls the. 

P~ge 46 

operation of class relays SK2.and SK3· to 
provio.e class indica ti_ons to the ·auxiliary 
sender as follows: 

SK2 operated, skip 2 digits on 
outpuls1ng. 

SK3 operated, skip 3 digits on 
outpulsing. 

SK2 and SK3 normal, no skip, outpulse 
all digits. 

I 

The condition on the class lead to 
the auxiliary sender which is 1711 ohm 
ground With SK2 and SK3 normal is changed to 
direct ground or 317 ohm ground by the op-, 
eration of the SK3 or SK2 relay respectiyel~ · 
SK2 wlll not be operated on a ten digit call. 

The function of the auxiliary scndi?r 
is to register the final 2 digits dialed by 
the subscriber on a ten digit call,· to 
establish a connection through the switch 
train to the incoming trunk in the remote 
office; and having received by C.I. pulses 
the digits recorded.oh the subscriber reg
ister relays, to send the called number in
formation.forward to the terminating end on 
a multifrequency pulsing basis. When the 
auxiliary sender completes its functions it 

_signals the subscriber sender to switch the 
fundamental back into the sender and to pro
ceed with talking selections and release. 

91.l Ten Digit DDD Call 

91.11 Recognizing 10 Digit Call 

On a ten digit call, the area code 
office code, TH and H digits are 1·0corded 
on the A, B, c, TH, H., T, U and ST register 
relays, respectively, in the sender. The 
T and U digits are registered directly in 
the auxiliary sender. The circuit for de
tecting a 10 digit call is through normal 
contacts of the B2, B4 and B5 relays and 
cams M, N, 0, and P of the Rl switch cut in 
positions 1/7, When the subscriber has 
dialed the fourth digit, the THL relay op
erates, closing ground through. the det·ec ting 
circuit to operate the ASC and ASl relays. 
When the subscI'iber has dialed the fourth 
digit, the (THL) relay operates, closing 
ground through the.detecting circuit and 
through the (ASC) and (ASl) resistor-- . · 
the.rmistor networks to operate the .(ASC) 
an(i (ASl) relays. These networks tend to. 
siow up the operation or the (ASC) a.nd (ASl) 

· relays in. order to prevent false opera t1on 
of these relays due to transient grounds 
that originate from the (R3J switch while · 
the switch sets in position "5" or 1117" as 
explained in paragraph 58.:,.~ The (AS) var1&
to:r in the operate path.of relay (HC) pre
vents false operation of' this relay due to 
these same transient grounds t'rom the (R3) 
switch. · 

:-._;_ 
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The· ( ASC ) and (ASl ) relays, operated 
·prepare· the circuit for call;ing in the 
auxiliary sender and transre·rrin$ the con
nections required for auxiliary sender 
operation. 

_91.12 Conn~ction to Auxiliary Sender 

. . . _ --~ ~~c ,11,elay.:oj:)e-ra·ted,. parttally ·. 
· ·<fl:-0:Ses a ~ath·"'.i"or•·groun<Ut1g·-~n~ ,·;s:x1ead · to 

· t:lle ~uxillacy -sender link c1rcu1·t, -and· op-
. ,,;e;xatllAg th~)~-2 .re:lay., .,prepares _;th~ c.1rcui~ 

· ',Jlifio2..;~era ti~g· ''the ,!{l)ff ,·,if!eJ.av :and . opens :ground 
--~-,r·rom ·,the itPHteam~·,:Pr.ewept . the ''·'Rl -:Swi·tch 

from actvanc1ng on ·ct1ai1 ---cornp'let'1o:A until· the 
DC lead is grounde_d by the auxIUa;ry send ex-~-

. W~en the subsc~iber ·has dialed the.· 
seventh.digit the auxiliary se·nder is 
called in. The UL relay ·operated, closes,· 
ground to the ST lead. through operated con-

. _ .: _ tacts o.f the• Ase:- re.J.a..y--to start the auxil-
• .", ::·,~: -

0 t1$~'3$ende.r· .. link circuit hunting fo'I;' an, 
: · <:~/;~(,,'?Sender. ffhe AS2 relay 1s also . 

. -_ .. · ~'.:/,:?)~~1~-it~is ,time, ,closing a pa th to hold 
, :< .--.': -~:;~,~~:,·~1i!iy·.,<,peTrated . on t.he secondary_ · 
· · .. '. .,Jw.J~d-1."tigt'afG:d,fJnaki'n.g 'additional changes re-

.:,:.:.;> , ._;:~'I,r.eo.·0:1tair"-t2!:~lary "Sender opera·t1on, · ,When 
· ··:·,,-· '"t•'.~ftii,au-il,1!.ary·::s•:ender is , seized, ground 1s 

··r_c1.o.sed -to ;th-e ·sUb:s·cr:tb>er-sender SA 1lead ,' .-op- .. 
.e·rat:1ng the ':SA relay. · A 317 ohm ·ground.,· --or· , 

,,tlirec.t ,£11.ound i.f the ·Sl0 is- operated, :ts on 
- .c,;,tne :~C.L ;lead iS:t ·:this ·time giving a· cl.a-as 

·•·.'· ~":'l:nd·~:eet.'~'0n · "-to ·:time auxiliary sender. · 

.91.13 ne:gi1:it:ra:·t'!:t;>n :.lJ3f ~'SFinal .Two D1g1ts 'in 
Aux.111:a:ry ,Sender. 

When the final 2 digi-ts have been 
dialed·, the auxi.liary sender signals the 
subscriber sender by connecting ground to 

·the DC lead. The timing switch ·which. has 
advanced in the normal manner for an -8 . 
digit call ~P to position 13, times through 
positions· 13 a:nd 14 waiting for the dialing 
.completion signal. Ground on the Fl cam . 
which is used to advance the timing sw1 tch 
through pass by positions 13/14 on· a normal 

_.call is held open by operating contacts of 
· the ASC relay. An interval of 30 to 60 

·- seconds Ls measured in positions 13 ~nd 14 
by the timing switch. This timing pe_riod 
is canceled when ground. 1s co·nnected to the 
DC ··i:e-ad -by the auxiliary- sender :advancing 
'the. Rl swi"-tch to position 15 . 

The 0Ql ·cam, is cut in positions 5/14 
to provide a pa:th f'rom ground on normal 
contacts of the 7DG relay, through operated 
c'ontacts of the ASl relay to hold the FOl 
relay operated after office selections until 
the Rl switch has advanced from position 14 • 
Thi·s is to insure that the trunk test loop 
is not closed until the dialing completion 
signal1s received from the auxiliary 
sender. · 

91.14 Switch Fundamental an~ TG Loop to 
· AUXiUary Sender 

. Se1·e-ct1ons take place in the sub- . 
scriber sende·r in the normal manner until . 
'.the H2 ·switch advances .into trunk test posi-

.. tion 7,; To :,tnsure that the TG loop will not 
.be '.iClo:sed -it-o tbe. fundamental in posi t-1on 7 

_.<g1v!111g a. fat:s-e_ 1:hdication to .the, term:tnat:Lng .' 
When the :8th digit 1s :dialed,; the.-'STl:/ equJpment, ·tne<F!['.lead_ tc>"'the' di~t'rict is .. 

relay operates, ·:c1;-os1~:g-.ground ·thr-ough op;-i held open t~o:m·-.t:ti'e~ .. ';rG~·.:rela)' path by contacts 
erated :e:<mttrets,⇒o,f-.the. ASl and 'A-SC ·,,relays_ _ : of the. AS2 rel:a~.: _ Im position 7, the SWF 

· to opera·te the ·!)?'f-reJ.ay.., ·•"fl'l'e--~BF.!'·,/4.JJe1ayA>:,P;~~:<:';_.re1ay ',Q:pen·t~- ·t;-o,grouna· through cams K2 
. erated., locks under control ot .. :the--.. s,ir,,,"~:,§·.•:;:,_.,:,•.;am1:.1a.arld~ o:p.era:t:ect-· contacts of the SA re

ASl. relays and transfere the pulsi.ng lr,eaEli;;r;,·. ·: ·"lay~ ""~1tEr-'-operation or the SWF relay splits 
. P~, to the auxiliary sender ·so that the ,:- : ·. the fundamental circuit, connecting the FT 

i,:~ .-next digit dialed by the· st,ibscriber ·Will: be . - and FR leads of the District tn the FTO and 
.. · .. _ , ;<t:pulsed 1nto the auxiliary sender. · · . FRO leads of the auxiliary sender and· pre-
·'·::: i~·~,:.:f:,,:<;~ . . _ . · · . ·. : • senting the PCI trunk test loop of the .. ;;:_.;":/\/ >. · . On 'the · fi:rst pulse or the 9th <Ug1 t sender circuit over leads FTI: and FRI to the 

/" ;:.;t?':\.i-rre-cal-ved-·:;:ct·:tre.ctly ,from. -the rotary dial, : ·auxiliary sender. The c. I. trunk test. loop 
· --•~:-: ~\/--'~-:-~?!iJEA-~#~011;,,, ~or ,with .. EB.-Qpt'.1en,., f.rom the TT_ .is held open in position 7 unt.11 the F03 
. ~ -·"Jhti':::•:'f~mnr:e,Z?ter "-On .ro:ta,cy "dia:J. or '.-PE ,set ca.Us),. • relay has reopera ted. The F03 relay is re-
. )f ::c , ·.:,~tihe"t>lr.e~ea$,e . .,.~£' t.ttne:.:·Ir,> ·'1.1J.;-taticb;Bl/~elays- . :.. leased ·when the FOl. and F02 relays operate 

1 
· .. cl'os:Efs :;1g?:10Unt1··J;,~lltgtr't~ffa·tea ·,c~rita·c;·s ,of.:-.,· .. _ : after· ofi'ice s:elections and does not reaper-· 

the DPT relay to conta~·ts •O:f,'.',tJ;Je liSA -,,rea~y.~;:./<·->- :: 1ate unt:1~ the .Rl switch has advanced from 
· '"It ·the .. SA relay 1s ·noma_J; ·i-a,'.'t .itlul:i :~_,,i.-~;·-:>::_/-F:jpo~±-ti:on T4" ?le:leasing the FOl and F02 re
-OFl relay wnl --operate·., 'T-his >is'--,to ::insure-· .,.,:;•;;,::1ays.. 1The ~SWF: relay operatetj · also closes 
that the -e-all will -.!be ·:s·en:t ;to -overfl·ow. if :,a~ · the AVl, lead to 'the winding of. the AV relay. 
auxiliary sender l.s -,no:t ~-tta--ched,a.nd · ready · · · · · 
.to receive pulses when the sub·scr1ber starts ... · 91.15 Trunl( Test BY Auxiliary .Sender 
.to dial the 9th digit. A message register 
will be operated, as later described, to · 
record· the number of times this cond1 tion · · , 
occurs. Ii' an auxiliary sender -is attached• . 

. the SA relay is operated,· preventing the op• 
era tiofi of the OFl relay at this time. The 
SA relay operated., al$o prepQres a path for· 
operating the SWF r~lay 1n position 7 of the 
seleoto'r switch. 

The splitting of the fundamental cir-
. cui t by the operation of the SWF relay 
ieaves the subscriber sender l9oking at the 
auxiliary sender ·with its call indi_ca tor 
trunk guard bridge and leaves the auxiliary 
sender looking at.the remote .incoming trunk 
through the switch train. . . 
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The auxiliary sender .can function to 
lll<jlke trunk test over the FTO and FRO leads 
'to the remote trunk· ahd cause the trunlc to 
engage a sender. prepared to receive MF , 
pulsing. The auxiliary sender also can 
function to complete c.I. trunk'test in the 
subs·criber sender over the FTl and FR~ 
leads, and by producing· the assignment sig
nal, cause the subscriber sender to transmit 
C. I •1 pulses into. 1the· ·auxiliary sender. The 
·C .I. trunk test w 11 not be made until the 
MF trunk test is satisfied,. so that if the 
overflow signal is received on MF trunk 

. test, the au.-c1l1ary sender will relay t~e 
1 : overflow signal to the subscriber sender on 

· the C ~I •. trunk test. Assuming tha't the re.:. 
. mote trunk is normal, the TG, TGl and TG2 

relays operate. to the termination in the 
:, !iUX1l1ary sender and the OF relay remains 

. · • normal. .. Relay· TG2 operates call indicator 
~elay· CI which locks to off . normal ground . 
and advances the selection switch to 1115." 
Until the· switch leaves 117 11 , relays OPT 
and T02· are both held operated by ground 

, from SS2~J2. This insures that CI shall 
have time to operate and lock, in case• TO is ·i 
released very shortly after operating, by a 
q~ick assignment. While the switch is mov~ 
ing through "8 11 ·to "15" and after .it stops 
in 1115, 11 relays TG2 and. OFT are both held 
operated by ground from contact ot relay 

. TGl until the auxiliary sender, by assign• 
· ing the trunk, releases TO an4 TGl. The, 

fundamental is. held clos·ed through the wind
ing ,of TG by a circuit through front.con
tacts or CI and TG2. The circuit also goes 

. -· through a rront contact of OFT and the op• · . 
erating winding or OF until the switch. 

· reaches 8., so. that OF may respond to a true · 
overflow condition. The OF relay 1s then 
shunted out by a lead from ss4-t2. 
91.16 Rota t1on or Impulser 

' ' 

When the trunk at the remote office 
has a sender attached it sends a. momentary 
re'l(~r.sal or polarity over the pulsing tip · 
anq • ring to the auxiliary sender. The · · 
aux:t,liary sender simul taneou:sly assigns the 
call.· indicator loop back to the subscr1be.r 
sender by transferring it from battery and 
ground to the dry call indicator relay loop. 
Thiij · has the same effect as· the connection . 

· of a CI control circuit or a tandem sender 
· to .the incqming ·end or the· selected trunk. 
on a pormal ca.ll. The '.l"G relay releases, , 

. followed by the release or the TGl and .T02 
· .. relays. The release or the TG2 relay 

closes the FTI and FRI leads to the impulser 
and,rotat1on .of tl:le impulser·proceeds' as on 
a regular tandem c.I. call. · 

' 91.17 Connection or Impulser to Dial Reg-
ister 

In order that the,6dig1ts recorded 
on the dial re·gister· or the subscriber. 

' send·er ma:, be PCI · pulsed into the aux111{1ey · 
sender in the 9rder 1n which they· were r~ 
ceived.,- the .connect10~ or _the_ impulses-. to 
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the dial register relays is changed as fol-
lows: Connection or the TH register relays 
is switcheci from J3 cam 'to I3 cam, connec-

.. · tion of the . H register relays is switched 
· from SS3-J3 to SS2-J3, .connection to the T 

and U register relays is switched from the 
13 cam to the.K3 cam and the OT relay is 
operated.· These changes in the PCI impulser 

. were effected by the operation of the ASl, 
AS2 and SA relays. 

I 
. I . 

For a ball requi.ring completion by · 
the auxiliary sender the,im~ulser switch 

· has been set in position "5 ' as for a 3-
. d1g1 t tandem C. I. call. The 1mpulser starts 
f.rom position "j" with TAN operated. High 
resistance Band the fundamental tip are 
connected through cams· U3 and V3, respec:
tively, to the A, Band C registers in turn 

.while the switch moves through 12 positions, 
After the first 3 digits are sent, .relay 
TAN r·eleases and high resistance B· and the 
fundamental tip are connected through oper-· 

· ated, contacts of the OT relay through cams. 
03, 13, N3, J3 and K3 to the TH, H, T, U 
and ST registera in that order. The C.I. 
pulses are sent1 out in two different codes 
which are des,cribed ea.r_lier under "c .I. 
codes." The digits registered on the A, B, 

·and C registers are seAt out in office or 
. regular cdde,. the digits registered on the 

TH. register in TH code and the remaining 
digits, H, T, U and ST in regular code, the 

· operation of the ASl:, AS2 and SA relays, 
having made the necessa.ry changes in the CI 
circuit. The final heavy positive pulse 
which is sent in position ld·to indicate 
completion or pulses on a regular tandem 
c .I. call has no significance wl)en c .I. 
pulsing into the auxiliary·sender. The R3 
switch advances. to position l and·remains 
normal. 

. . The pa th \ihich is used to operate the 
AV relay in position 17 or 18-3/4 or the R3 
switch on a regular P .G .I. call is held open • 
by contact.s of' .tne s~ relay. 

~l .16 F.1nish or DDD .conne.dtipn . 

The auxiliary sender functions to1 MF 
pulse the digits forward to the te.rminating · 
end as soon as 1t receives the first two 
digits PCI pulsed rroni the subscriber sender. 
When all digits and a start pulse signal 
have ~een transmitted to the terminating 
end, the auxiliary sender grounds the AVl 
lead to the subscriber sender. Ground on 
the AVl .lead ·operates the AV. relay which 
.locks to off normal ground. AV operated 
opens the trunk loop toward·the distant end 
·and advances the selection switch from 1115 11 

,to 1117 1•, where AVl operates, followed by . 
FOl. FOl advances tne selection ·switch to 

111811 and releases. · When the switch leaves 
pos11,ion 1117," the SWF relay rele(:!.ses, trans
ferring the fundamental tip and ;ring from · 
the auxiliary serl(ier back into tne sub
scriber sender, · '!'he· sender is now in the 
same condition as at the end. or incoming 
~dvance on a full selec'tor call. District 

·-J 

) 

' . 

' "--"'' 

) ' 

) 
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' . . . ! 
advance, talking selection and release take. 
place Just as described_ for that class of 
call. 

The operation of the RC6 relay after 
the selection switch has reached position 17 
and the HD relay is operated, removes ground 

. · from the .·sT lead· releasing the link cross-
. points .in the auxiliary sender link and 

. . causing the link and auxiliary sender to 
· return to normal •. 

91 .• 2 Seven Dig1 t MF Call 

1 
On a seven digit call, the decoder has 

operated the 7 DG relay in ~ddition to the 
. . . relay::S required .for a regular tandem C .I. 
·--"\~: -:. _ .. eall .. · 'The :.d'i:gits .dial~d by the subscriber 

j:7::i:··:·:, .:·:_.: ·lU'e·.,tteorci-ed ·-,.on ithe d:1al .. register relays 
·_. - 0;:'°"'·.-~:·•·''\:~"~st~··a ·Tegular.-:ca.11~ ·"'The 7 ·no relay which 

.. ·' ~/:filS'iQpem.ted·:bY :t'he decoder ,operates the ASC 
·: "'':ana :1;31 -relays .•. The,se relays prepare the 

: .. ;c1re\lit !'or calUng ln -the auxiliary sender 
-: and trans.ferr1ng the .-:conne.ct1ons, ·re.qu.1:red · 

fer ~~,w.c:.H.:tary -- s:ende;X! ~p-era,tioa,. ·. Wi.th, ·tne · 
· - ~-7BGi.:~~llr2-~'t,ed., the '"advance: o~· tile Rl. 

·:: · .. · · ·s-~1:t~tt,..~:·passby· pos1tion-s 13/14 is 
::::/:·:<,h>~\hb't'~~et by;- the operation or· the AS re

-r_}_/_:~.>i/"/:· · ·1ay.,' ~e;,·,R1 '$W'1°tch advances a.s on a regular 
·· -'·-.: 7tt1,t~t·call •. ·. Connection to an auxiliary 

·: /\: · · ·sender takes 'place as descr.ibed for ·10 digit 
· opec;m·t1on except that the SK2 relay may be 
ope:rated·changing the ,indication on the 
·class lea·d to 317 ohm ground. , . 

,· 
(~:.. If the subscriber. dials ani 8th digit, 

ground 1s connected to the DC lead indicat
ing to the auxiliary sender that an 8th 
digit 1s to be MF pulsed fori..,ard to the ' 
·terminating .e.qu.ipment. The DPT relay has 

· no ·runct·1on on .a.· 7 digit call. · 

:~fw1.tch1ng of ·t·he fundamental and TG 
· lo.op to. the aux1lia:ry sender; trunk test, 
rotation or the -impul:5er, connection of. 
1mpuls~r to dial register and finish of 
connec,t1on are tne same as d.e.scribed for l_O 
dig1 t opera t,tori. · 

91.3 Overflow 

under control of the-M2 c~m in position 
5/17. The R2 switch.is advanced to posj_tion 
10 under control of the OF.l relay. The •IA 
relay operates in positions. 5/17, opera ting 
the FO a:nd BO relays in positions 5/6 and 
8/17 through normal conta.:c ts ·or the AVl and 
LR relays. The AV relay, operated under 
control of the IA and FO relays_ operated, 
locks tc;> off normal ground and advances . 
the selection switch from position 10 to 17. 
From this point, overflow operations con- · 
tinue as described for "Overflow on 0:f.fice 
Test. 11 

Overflow on office test or trunk-test 
are as described ·for a regular. 7 digit .. call. 
The operation of the OFl relay, releases the 
ASC relay, thereby removing ground from the 
ST lead and releasing the auxiliary sender. 
and auxiliary sender> link • 

·9}.,32 7 Digit•MF C~ll 

·-on1'a 7 a1gn·call, if no auxiliary. 
sende!':.1s available when requested, the 

· call 1s· no,t· sent to overflow.. The sub- · 
scr1'ber s-e-nder will complete the call when 
a.n auxiliary sender becomes available-, pro
vld1ng the call is not interrupted by over
all timing for release. · · · 

If the sender is primed. automa ticaHy- 1 

after time. out and the CTR key is not.op
erated, the selections switch will not 
advance from the trunk test position. · The 
sender will b~ released when an auiiliary 
sender becomes available. The auxiliary 
sender will enC'l"',•>:4;~l'." :.rn , .. open loop on trunk 
test toward the district and will signal the 
subsQriber sender for trouble release. 

· Ir' an 8th· digit has been dialed and 
the DPT relay is operated, the release of · 
the L relay· on prime out will close a path· 
through c·cmtacts o·f the DPT relay operated 
a.nd the SA relasy normal to opera tE-: the OFl 
relay. The sender Will advance_ .and release 
as on overflow. · 

Overflow on office teot and trunk test. 
. 1S·. as descl:'ibed for a r·egular 7 digit ca_ll. 
The, ope-ration of the OFl relay releases _the ·•. 9~ • 31 Ten !>1g1 t call 

0~. a. te:J.l,,-<.i1g1.t call, it an· a~~1:rlfa.ry:"'' 
sender ,is .. .,.m,,t .. a:t:tae:hed.. when the subs.cr1.ber 
cUala · the Mn-th t1;igit, the sender 1s s·e'nt, ·· 

. ASC relay., removing ground from the ST lead 
· ·. '.:•a;nd releasing the auxiliary sender and 

aux111a·ry senqer link. 

to ave!L"flow, •. ·-Ori·,tbe f1:rst' pulse of the· · · 
·. ninth -d.~ ... - ~;~th ,i's ,·cl·os~d ,through ,normal. 
· · oon•tacts ,'l;;ir, the <Ct :and· R'Al re.lays•, operated 

contacts ,50:f • the -.'D'f'T .. ,:r,ela~ and n~-rma.1 · ;con- . · . · 
taqts of the SA relay to, ·operate 0the '0Fl ·. 
rel~Y-~ The· OFl J;"elay operated~ locks -~9- off. 
no,rma·l ground. ,~md release·s tne· A.SC relay, . 
thereby removi:i1g .ground fro.m the start. lead 

.. 91.4 Abandoned Ciills 

On calls abandoned be!'ore an auxiliary 
· ·sender 1s summoned, the s~nder opera t1on is 
·:as· ,previously described for abandoned calls. 
· :rr 'the call is abandoned after the auxiliary 

· · · sende-r ls summoned, the operation of the 
LRl :relay in ·'the;•subs.criber se·nde-r .grounds 

· the LR lead to Ute auxiliary sender as a 
~igna.1 ~o :stop_ ou,tpuls.ing the called number. 
If assi-gmertt ha/s. ndt' ye,t been made, the 
.a,ux::1.:tia•ry '<s~nl:.ier.' ·dpens the •·trunk looy 

to the aux111:a:ry sender link. TM t-eleaee · 
or the· ASC re1a:v ·cl::os~s s:round · to a<ivance the . 
Rl swltch 1nto- ti-m::tng· :.fPI' relea:se .-: . : ·.1;f ~:tne,> 
sele,r~1on swi teen ·ha·s ·not· reached,' pes;t;'f,;(m>5· =;. 

dis.trfct S·electiona, and office teS:'C; 0~1te · .. 
place. When the ·sw~tch ·adwanars.s,""1'1:Tt·o_,;: pos,f:- " . 
tion 5., -~- the-:·~,-lll~·,npera;te1S1_;a-hd~ ):oct;ts,., · . 

·• /·,toward the .·t;e:rmi't\a't+ns end causing the re-
.. · ,mote trunK to ··caocel. the bid for an incoming 

::-sender and operates-· the OF relay in the 
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subscriber sender on TG test. The sender. 
releases as an overflow. If the call is 
abandoned after issignment the sender and 
auxiliary· sender complete their functions as 
on .a regular· call but no digits are out
pulsed by the auxiliary sender. The connec
tion is wiped out by the rel~ase of the 

.district and sender.· · 

91 .5 ··Partial Dial . 

A partial.dial occurring before the 
auxiliary sender is .summoned 1s handled ·as 
previously described £or a 7 digit call. 
On a 10 d1g1 t call., if a partial dial occurs 
after the ·7th digit has been dialed and an . 
auxiliary sender has been summoned the path 

· for advancing the Rl switch through passby 
positions 12/14 is open awaiting a dial 
completion .signal.from the auxiliary sender. 
The auxiliary sender will time through an · 
interval of six to twelve seconds waiting 

· for the nin'th or tenth· digit and then signal 
the subs_criber sender for trouble. release. 

, '91.6 Trouble.Release from Auxiliary Sender. 

The auxiliary sender signals the sub
scriber. sender for trouble release by 
.grounding· the AVl lead .and reversing the 
polarity of the.FT! a.nd FRI leads. If the 
trouble occurs·before the dialing completion 
.signal has been received on a ten d1g1t · 
call., the DC lead is-grounded by the auxil
iary sender·to permit closure of the .trunk. 

·test loop in the subscriber sender. When 
the'TG loop is bridged across the FTI and 
FR~ leads; the reversal operates the OF re·• . 

1 lay causing the sender to go to overflow. 

Once the R2 switch has advanced from 
po·s1t1on 7 the subscriber sender cannot 
d1fferent1a te be.tween an advance signal 

, . from the auxiliary sender ( ground on t;he 
AVl lead) and trouble release from the · 
auxiliary sender (ground on the AVl lead 
and reve.rsal ,on the FTI and FRI leads). It 
a trouble release signal is r~ceived atter 
the-switch has advanced from position 7; 
the subscriber· sender will advance and make 
talking sele.ct1on. If MF pulsing has not 
been completed, the -terminating equipment 
w1l'l return overflow signal to the sub-
acriber. · 

92. INTERSENDER TIMING ·, 

~2 ,.l · Intersender Timing Control -
Figs. CH & CJ 

When approxirnately_ninety per cent of' 
the senders in an office are busy., lead 
"IT') is grounded by the misc. circuit for 
the suoscriber sender frame. 

· With cam V2 .1n position 2/18, battery 
is. extende~ to the inner: end or relay (IT). 
When trunk test 1s made:, relay (TG2) or. 
Fig. CH operates. _Rela? (TG2) operate~, 
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.extends the ground on iead "IT" to operate 
· relay (IT) which loqks·through relays (SP) 
and (FO) normal. 

. . 
92.2 Intersender Timing Cycle - Fig. CI 

. The operation of relay (IT)'_starts the 
intersender. timing cycle of 3 to 6 seconds. 
Ground on lead 11IT" is extended through re
lay (IT) operated to the back .contact of the 
(IT) interrupter in the misc. interr~pte~ . 
circuit., through relay ( IT2) normal to 
operate relay ( ITl). R. elay ( :n) locks to 
lead 11IT 11 through relay (IT2) normal. Ap
proximately 3 seconds later the interrupter 
makes on its front contact. to operate relay 
(IT2) .via the 11 IT" lead. Relay (IT2) locks 
to off normal ground •. Relay ( IT2) operated 
operates relay (OFl) to send the call to . 
overflow. 

With relays ( ITi) and ( IT2) ·.operated., 
'lead 11.ITR" to the misc. register circuit 
is grounded to operate a register· in that 
circuit. When relay (IT2) operates., relay 
(ITl) relea~es to remove the ground from 
lead 11 ITR". 1 The removal of this ground 
causes the register to release and score. 
This register scores the number of calls 

. sent to overflow due to. iqtersender timing. 

If the.call. is a CI call and assign
ment is made before the timing cycle is 
completed., relay (TG2) releases to operate· 
start pulse relay (SP) •. Relay (SP) oper
ated releases relay (IT) to cancel the 
intersender timing 6ycle. ·If the. call is 
a full selector call., relay (FO) _operates 
when ·incoming brush sel.ect1on is made. . 
Relay (FO) operated releases relay (IT) to 

, cancel the inter·sender timing cycle. 

.93. SIX DIGIT
1 

TRANSLATION (SENDER RECYCLE) 
FIGURE :CL 1 

93.1_ Registration of any DDD area code on 
. the A, Band C registers of the sub

scriber sender .will operate a star.t relay 
in the subscribdr sender recycle ~ircuit. 
Associated with the sender, when reg1stra-

·t1on of these three dialed. digits is com- · 
. plete, as indicated by an· operated. (CCA) 
relay. An idle connector in a code compres-

·sor connector brought in by the operated· 
start relay cohnects the recycle circuit 
and · code leads which normally carry this · 
registered information to the decoder., to 
an available code compi1 essor circuit. If 
the code requires it, the compressor circuit 
translates and pompresses, the code to a 
single: digit and registers 1,t in the recycle 
circuit on·a 2/5 basis. If compression of 
the c·ode is not required -an auxiliary sender 
start signal is sent ba.ck to the sender via · 
the subscriber sender recycle circuit for 
auxiliary se.nde.r treatment.· 

If the code is one requiring compres~ 
sion··and after thb 1s accomplished 

. I 
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by the compressor circuit, as described, 
th& subscriber sender 1s recycled to.re
lease the A, Band C register to permit a· 
subsequently dialed local code to be reg
istered on the A, B, C registers a~ on a 
local call with the numericals following 
registered in their usual TH, H etc., slots. 
When regtstration of the local code is com-

.. plete, the decoder is called in and· 1t pro
cesses the local and compressed codes by 
calling in an available foreign area· trans

.· 1a tor to mark the required trunk routing of 
the call~ · 

$13 .3 Handl;l.ng of an auxiliary sender call 
is similar to that· described in para"" 

graph .91, except that with recycle the 
auxiliary ~ender start signal is derived 

. from the sender recycle c1rcu1 t. This 1s 
effected when reference or the DDD area 
code to the compressor circuit proved it 

. was one which .did not require compression.· 

93.4 Arter processing each type code; or 
the three circuits used by the sender 

· in the six-digit translation, only the sub
soriber·sender recycle circuit remains. It 

· · is held fo.r the entire holding time of the 
sender while the connector and compressor 

. circuits are relased for use by other 
senders 1.n · the group. 

93.5 If the processing or a code compressed 
call cannot be completed 1n the inter• 

digital interval, before the (CCB) relay . 
operates; the subscriber sender recycle cir• 
cuit returns an overflow indication to the 
subscriber sender. Now when dialing 1scom~. 
pleted, the call will receive an overflow · 

·si~nal. 

·94~ DOUBLE CONNECTION RELEASE - FIGURE CM 

·When the line finder and district cir• 
cu1 t seizes a sender and has advanced to 

· position 2, battery·through the 1200 ohm 
primary winding of the district (L) relay 
is closed through to the sender over the 

· "FT'' lead with the (RLl) relay normal, the 
11FT 11 lead is connected to a Wheatstone 

.bri_d~~ type circuit. with resistors (DC_A) 
· and (DCB) and noninductive secondary wind• 

ing of relay (DCTl) as the other branches 
·and polar relay (DCT) across the center of 
the bridge. With one district ~elector 
circuit connected, the wheatstone bridge 
circuit 1s in a near b~lanced condttlon 
ind cur~ent flow through relay (DCT) is 
insufficient for it to operate. If the 
sender has. been simuitaneoµsly seizeq by 
two.district selectors circuits then two 
a~str1ct (L). felays would be connected to 
the "FT" lead causing a substantial un-
balance in the bridge circuit in the direc- . 

. t:ton to operate relay (DCT). Relay (OCT) 
in turn operates relay (DCTl). Relay (DCTl) 
operated connects ground to lead 11DCR" for 
scoring a register and operates relay (LR). 
With relay (LR) operated the sender func
tions as for an abandoned call advancing 

the districts which in turn release the 
.sender. 

95. OPERATION WITH TOUCH-TONE SETS 
OPTIONS EB AND EC 

95.1 General 

Touch-tone sets send rnultifrequency 
.(MF} signals, two frequencies for each 
digit, in response to subscriber operation 
of the set buttbns. When this circuit is 
seized, both for rotary dial and touch-
tone set calls, .the touch~tone calling signal 
to dial pulse converte~ circui~ (TT con
verter) is seized over lead ON (from off 
normal ground from relay T operated) . 
Subscriber line leads T and·R connect di
rectly to a dial pulse receiving circuit 
in the TT converter, from which circuit a 
multip~e connection (on leads T and R) is 
made to the touch-tone calling receiving 
circuit ( TT rec.elver).· As described in 
paragraphs 11.12 and 11.22 for rotary dialed 
calls Option EB, the TT converter L relay 
(of the dial pulse receiving circuit) fol
lows dial pulses and repeats these pulses· 
by operat!ng relay Lin this circuit over 
lead Rl. For TT calls, MF digit signals 
are detected in the TT.receiver f~om which 
they are sent as de signals to the TT con
verter. In the TT ~onvert~r these digits 
are translated, registered and then de 
outpulsed (at 20 PPS) over lead Rl to relay 
Lin this circuit. connection to the dial 
tone generator and connection of tone to 
the subscriber 1s line are made in the TT 
·converter; however, control of .dial tone 
connection 1s in this circuit over lead DT 
through relays AC and sn2 or SRl and RCO 
(and also XC3, and the sender recycle cir
cuit, when·provided) to ground. 

95.2 Subsc~iber T and·R Lead Connections 

The T and R leads are connected to· 
· the TT converter suoh that the diversion 
of restricted PBX traffic feature is not 
disturbed; .minor changes of this .fea. tu:re 
resulting from adding the TT rea ture are 
described in paragraph 90, 

The ft lead is connected to TT con
verter -48- volt ba tte:ry th1•ough cl- dia 1 coil 
winding and the_ L relay o~era te winding 
(both in the TT converter}; the T lead is 
connected through the presently used con
tact on relay (LRl) in this circuH., then 
to TT converter ground, through a second 
winding of the tone coil and a resistance 
lamp (both in tho TT converter). 

Since the. dial tone coil is located 
in the TT converter, and in order to d€ lete 
unnecessary· resistance in the T and R leads, 

. in this c1rcu1t coil (TN) and resistance· 
in the T lead are removed and Gonnection 
to dial tone supply is removed on Option EB.· 
This affects the main figure and Figs. U 
and V, Sheet -0203, Fig. AF, Sheet -0204 
and Fig. CL, Sheet -0210. · 
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95.3 _Trouble Conditions 

_ When troubles are detected on TT calls 
by th¢ TT converter, Op~ion EB, that circuit 
either prevents the start of or causes the 
stoppage of de outpuls-ing, causing a per
manent signal or partial dial .time out in 
this circuit; for "mutilated digit II troubles 

- the TT conv~rter scores a plant reg~ster. 
In addition-, with __ Option EC, for senders 
arranged for automatic priming, on all 
troubles overflow tone is.connected to-the 
subscriber's line 'oy the TT converter; and 

- for "mutilated· digit" troubles the· TT con• 
verter also causes this circuit ·to stick 
over lead "MTD", subject to control of the 
CTR key in the misc. circuit for sender make 
· busy frame• 

In order to stick this circuit on TT-· 
converter detected "mutilated digit" trou
bles under CTR key control, the automatic 
priming feature is .modified and lead "MTD".. 
is added •. Without the TT ·feature, 0p ... _ 
tion EA o"n stuck sender time outs the misc. 
circuit· for sender make busy fra·me CTR key; 

• (a) ,.,hen in the IIIN" position, connects 
lead "CPl" to lead 11CP2 11 , both from this 
circuit, to·automaticauy:release this 

. sender; (b) when 1n -the "OUT" position, 
· opens leads. "CPl II and "CP2·", causing. this 
ctrcuit to stick (see paragraph 84)_. ·With 
the TT t'eature, Options EB and EC, the CTR 
key is -rearran12:ed to control a TT converter 
relay and the "CP.1 11 and "CP2" leads from 

.-this circuit are directly connected to the 
TT converter. With this arrangement the 
CTR'_key: (a) when _in the_ "INII position 

---- .causes tile TT converter relay to be released 
and lead_ '·'CPl" is connected to lead -"CP2" ,· :, 

. _ · through a. break contact on the TT converter 
relay; (b_) when in the "OU'l''' position, oper• 
ates the TT converter relay which-(!) opens 

. lel;l.dS 11CP.l" and · "CP2 11 and (2) gi•ounds lead 
"MTD'~ t;o this circuit. a.round on lead "MTD" 

: holds relay SlU operated, forcing this cir• 
cuit. to stick. Also, with Option EC, leads 
"CPl" and "CP2" to the alarm transfer cir• 
cult are deleted, since the alarm transfer 
circuit will' control the TT converter relay· 
to. take over the function ot these leads. 

96. PREFIX "o;" PREF_IX 111 11 AND ux. CAW · · -

96.l · Prefix registration a~d control tea• 
. tures are built into this sender to · 

provide· additional toll calling facilities • 
. _A dialed prefix predetermines a proper . · 

routing for the call.whether it will be· -
· special -service or DDD. · 

. .. ' . ' 

· Dialing or two successive ones causes 
· their registrati·on on the (A) and (l3) reg• 
isters, dialing or any third digit completes 
a llX code. The decoder recognizes .these 
codes anq routes them as determined trom 
the . pref ix_ mar!(. turn1sh~d-. by the. sender. 
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96.2 Prefix 110 11 call 

A pre.fix 110 11 timer delays calling a 
decoder immediately, as the call may be 
either a zero operator or special service 
call. It would be a special service call 
provided dialing of additional digits is 
immediate or before a 3 _second timing inter-. 
val is expired, aa determined in the sender 
by the prefix time. Under these conditions 
added functions in the sender are inade 
available to provide the necessary signals 
for handling the call in the auxiliary 
sender and decoder. When the senders are 
equipped with recycle. the pre.fix 110 11 con
trol facilities provide for canceling the 
recycle features and substituting instead 
a.sender decoder operated sender delay sig
nal for starting an· auxiliary sender. 

When the customer dials zero operator, 
this is sufficient to complete the call when 
the pre'rix timing interval 1s·ex.pired. As . 
before, the sender receives and records the 
zero. dfgi t on a provided prefix zero regis- -
ter. Since this type of call requires no 
additional digits to be dialed, the -prefix -
zero timing feature connecw ground under 
control of the operated pre.fix zero register 
relay- and operates the zero relay (AZ) in . 
the fA). register. Two class signals, "LA" 
and 11PF" lead grounds, are sent to the de- · ·-·· 
coder a_nd routes ·the call to z_ero operator. 

Prefix 110 11 relay (PFO) ·over its 3M 
. operated, (4-5B) of. (ALl") normal. (1-2:L'} 

of (RA) normal starts the prefix timer, 
Fig, DW from ground. In }-6 seconds ground_ 
from the timer through 4-5B normal contact 
on relay '{IT} of Fig. DX or the "2, 11 '"AZ1 11 

leads of Fig. CZ, if intersender timing·is 
not·_furnished, 4M on relay (PFO) operates 

_ relay (AZ). Relay (PFO) operated also -
grounds the "PF" lead tows.rd the decoder-. 

Sender recycle is cancelled on all · 
· · prefix 110 11 .calls, since they are destined · 
· for auxiliary sender handling on all classes 
of call:. The compressor start circuit 1s· 
opened by (2B) or (PFO) and its (lM} fur-

. nishes a ground sig~l to the al,.IXiliary 
• sender f9r converting the M.F. start signal 
of this circuit to indicate .to a distant 
sender that the call is a special service 
_toll call • 

· 96 .::, · l'refix "l II can 
_. Pialing of the access code, prefix 11111 • 

will signal the decoo,er that the call is a 
prefix call arid must be routed' such ,that 
it will be detailed billed. Essentially 
this preliminary dialing of one· would re• 
sult in_1ts absorption in the (A) register. 
With th¢ added prefix controls, the sender 
registel's the one in a new r1rst prefix 
one register. The rouow1ng·· digit, other.·· 

· than a ze;ro or. one; is registered in the -· 
usual __ manner on .. th,e. ( A )a register. SUbsequentq 

v._ ~) -· 

.<,J.-· 
) 

;; ' 

, 
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dhllng of the fourth digit, the decoder dialing of a -new series of codes defined 
may be called. and_ tne routing determined as llX. Operation of relays (SPF') and 
'from the prefix and code informations. (SPFl) is similar to the First Prefix. 
Wj,th ser:ideP zecycie the px·ocedure wotr:td-· Fig. cu, relc).Y operation. When registra-
e s se nt.ia.J..l~-obe-the-sa-m~~*~P.t---- -ti on , of the _second pref ix is comp 1 e te , 
a g_~<;g,lde,l'!-'~s•taTt'"'Wtro:'l:d-b'e""'d'ctayed ant'1~er'-··~ both .the 1st and 2nd prefix reg1.s tra tions .. 
d:l,ali-Ag-~,&fl-'-th'ea'""S'eV'e~~ are -transferred to the (Al) .and (Bl) reg

Prefi~ 111 11 registration is .made on 
relays (FPF) and (FPFl), and is function.:.. 
ally a two ·step .operation. The first relay 
ls operated from -the dial rep;ls ter circul t 
and the second relay is operated durin~ · 
the interdigttal interval. Relay {FPF) 
grounds tqe· "PFO" lead which becomes the 
-"PL" lead in Fig. CV and connects the -
"CKl" lead. to the "LA" lead to the decoder_. 
The ~der determines the routing from 
the{_'_PF_'..'.)s~gnal and code from the (A), (B) 
and ('ej registers. _ . -

96.4 Service Codes llX 

Addition or a Second Prefix registra
tion feature, Fig. CU to the First Prefix 
registration circuit, Fig. CT, permits 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

D~PT. 2364-AM-RJJ-VC 

isters. Under this condition the 3rd 
dialed digit is now directed in the normal 
manner to the (C) register. · 

D1alipg or the e-econd prefiJt 0 1 11 

digit is directed as always to the (Al) 
register, Opdina rily dialing _of. one• s . 
into the register would. merely Operate· it, 
and·since no hold was- provided, 1.t would 
subsequently release. The second prefix 

· 'feature provides a locking circuit for the 
(Al) register at (5-6T) of {SPF). When 

. registration of the second digit is com-· 
plete on the relay (SPFl), ground from 
( 1-28) of ( SPFl) con nee ted to the "Bl 11 

lead and· the (BJ.) register is opera tetl. 
The remaining register operations are the. 
same as for any digit dialed into the 
(B-). register, 
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